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Abstract 

In this work torsion-free normal subgroups of the Lanner groups r i are studied. All 

torsion-free normal subgroups of the orientation-preserving subgroups rt whose factor 

groups have the form L 2 (q), where q = pTl and p is a prillle, are classified. III the case of 

each group, some examples of manifolds are constructed and their homology is computed. 

IVIinirnal index torsion free subgroups of each Larmer group are also constructed. 

Computational techniques are developed to construct cornplete lists of conjugacy 

clClsses of subgroups of low index in these groups. These lists are then used to test the 

theoretical results proved in this thesis and also to search for fipccific fiubgroups. Compu

tational techniques are also developed to calculate the action of the isometries of these 

manifolds M on their homology groups. This gives H1(M) the strudure of an Isom(M)

module, which allows for the construction of arbitrarily large manifolds exhibiting a high 

degree of symmetry. 

The computationa.l techniques developed in this work are applied to the !±-dirnenfiional 

Coxeter group [5,3,3, 3J and a detailed study of the low index subgroups of this group has 

been implemented. The existence of torsion free subgroups of index 115200 is established 

and a possible approach towards determining the minimal index torsion-free subgroups 

of this group is outlined. 
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C:-1 
Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

The classification and characterisation of topological 3-rnanifolds has had a pow

erful influence on rnathematical research over the past hundred years. Starting 

with the work of Henri Poincare [Po] and continuing up to the present-day work of 

vVilliam Thurston [Th1], Richard Hamilton [Ha] and Grigory Perelman [Pel] [Pe2]' 

the question of classifying all compact 3-dimensional manifolds has yielded many 

fruitful avenues of research. 

In 1982, Thurston proposed his Geomeb'ization conjecture. In the case of closed 

oriented 3-manifolds, the conjecture can be stated as follows: 

GEOMETRIZATION CONJECTURE [Th1] 

Let M be a closed, oriented, 3-manifold. Then there is a finite collection of 

disjoint, embedded tori 1~2 in AI, and a finite collection of disjoint, embedded 

spheres Sf in M, such that each component of the c07nplement (j\!I\ U Sf) \ U ~2 
admits a geometric stmctm'e, i. e., a complete, locally homogeneous Riemannian 

metric. 

There are a total of eight 3-dimensional model geometries and they are listed as 

18 
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follows: 

1) Spherical geometry §3, with constant positive curvature + 1. 

2) Euclidean geometry IR3 , with constant curvature O. 

3) Hyperbolic geometry IHf", with constant negative curvature -1. 

4) The geometry of §2 x R 

5) The geometry of !HI2 x R 

6) The geometry of the universal cover SL2 (IR) of the Lie group SL2(IR). 

7) Nil geometry - a left invariant metric on the Heisenberg group 

(
Ix Y) 

{ 0 1 Z 

001 

I :c,y,Z E JR.} 

8) Sol geometry - the split extension IR I>< (IR x IR). 

Six of these eight geornetries ( 1, 2, 4, .5, 6 and 7 ) are now well understood -

geometric manifolds modelled on these geometries are Seifert fibered. Geometric 

manifolds modelled on Sol geometry are torus iibered over the circle. Since most 

~)-manif()lds do not admit snch fibrations, it is reasonable to say that "most" 3-

manifolds are hyperbolic [An2]. 

In this work, Olle particular class of hyperbolic manifolds will be investigated 

in detail. These are the manifolds that arise as covers of the hyperbolic orbifolds 

associated to the Larmer groups. A Larmer group is a Coxeter group acting on !HI:' 

whose fundamental region is a compact simplex. The manifolds constructed have 

many interesting and useful geometric: properties and can often be constructed so 

as to admit a high degree of symmetry. Furthermore, the manifolds inherit several 

possible tessellations derived from the originaJ group. These tessellations can be 

used to provide explicit combinatorial constructions for the manifolds. 
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1.2 AiIns of this work 

This thesis aims to investigate simplicial Coxeter groups, in particular the Larmer 

groups. All maps from these groups to the classical family of simple groups L2 (q) 

are classified and a comprehensive study of the low index subgroups of some of 

these groups is provided. Results on some simplicial Coxeter groups acting on lHI4 

are presented as well. 

As a consequence of Selberg's Lemma, since Coxeter groups f admit faithful 

representations into G L(TL, C) ([HvVI) for a suitable value of n, they contain finite 

index torsion free subgroups. Let £(f) be the least common multiple of the orders 

of all the fillite subgroups of f. Then a minimal index torsion free subgroup of f 

must have index divisible by £(r) [CFJRj. Jones and Reid have shown in [JRJ that 

for any k there exist Kleinian groups whose minimal index torsion free subgroups 

has index greater than k x £(f). It will be shown in this thesis that Lanner groups, 

by contrast, contain a torsion free subgroup of index £(r) or 2 x £(f). 

Using techniques from group theory and the classificatioll of finite simple groups, 

this work aims to provide a construction for families of manifolds exhibiting a high 

degree of symmetry. In some interesting cases, further results will be deduced by 

considering the action of the isometry group of the manifold on the first homology. 

Additionally, in the last ten years advances in computational resources have 

enabled an explosion in the computational-aided research of low index subgroups 

of discrete groups acting on spaces. This, coupled with a resurgent interest in 

Coxeter groups, has led to several interesting publications and significant progress 

in the classification of interesting families of Coxeter groups ([CM], [E2], [ERT]). 

A computing cluster was designed in this work and sophisticated algorithms were 

used to classify all subgroups of the Lann(T groups, up to a given index. A summary 

of these results is also provided in this thesis. This adds significantly to the previous 

work carried out by B. Everitt ([EMc], [EI], [E2]). 
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1.3 Structure of this Thesis 

Chapter 2 introduces definitions and previously known results important for this 

thesis. Abstract properties of Coxeter groups are introduced. Key properties of 

these groups, including the structure of conjugacy classes of torsion elements in 

the Larmer groups and the discrete extensions of these groups in Isom(JHI3), as 

classified in [DM2J, are introduced. The computational methods used in this thesis 

are also discussed in this chapter. 

Chapter 3 focuses on the construction of a family of torsion free normal sub

groups of the orientation preserving subgroup of the [5,3,5] Coxeter group whose 

factor groups are projective special linear .groups L2 (q) over a field of q = pn 

elernenLs. The extensions of these results to the full Coxeter group are also char

acterised. In particular, the case where ]J = 5 is discussed due to the fact that it 

yields a chiral pair of Seifert - vVeber manifolds. 

Chapter 4 analyses the other Lanner groups using the same techniques as used 

in Chapter 3. The case r = [3,5,3] is omitted since it has already been studied by 

Anna Torstensson in her PhD thesis [To/. In each case all normal subgroups N of 

the orientation preserving subgroup r+ of r with r+ IN '" L2(q) are classified. 

Chapter 5 investigates some of the manifolds arising from the maps constructed 

in chapter 3. A chiral pair of Seifert-vVeber manifolds are investigated and all 

symmetric abelian covers (covering manifolds whose deck transformations form an 

abelian group and on which the factor group acts by antomorphisms) are charac

terised. Other manifolds whose isometry group is LA19) are also constructed. 

In Chapter 6, some of the manifolds arising from the epimorphisms described 

in chapter 4 are constructed and their properties are investigated. In a few special 

cases, the action of the isometrics on homology is characterised. This work unifies 

and extends many previously known constructions, such as Zimmerman's mani

folds, as described in [Z], as well as creating many new and interesting examples. 

Generalizing to higher dimensions, Chapter 7 focuses on the [5,3,3,3] Coxeter 

group. This is a simplicial Coxeter group acting on JH[4. The construction of a 

torsion-free subgroup of index 14400 in this group will provide an example of a 
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smallest volume hyperbolic 4-manifold. Subgroups of index 8 x 14400 are con

structed using a combination of computational and group theoretic techniques. 

Some interesting results on the existence of subgroups of this group are proved. 

In chapter 8 the main results of this work are restated, some additional conclud

ing remarks are provided and futher avenues of study are suggested. A summary 

of the low index subgroups of the Lanner groups is provided in Appendix A. 



~~------------------------------~ 
Background 

This chapter introduces the relevant background material required for this thesis. 

Coxeter groups are introduced in both an algebraic and a geometric setting and 

the equivalence of the definitions is shown. Special properties of Coxeter groups are 

defined, as \vell as some general terminology to be used throughout the thesis. The 

classification theorem for finite Coxeter groups is stated [Hu] and the conjugacy 

classes of elements ill certain finite Coxeter groups are listed. The classificatioll of 

all finite extensions in Isom(IHP) of certain hyperbolic Coxeter groups (the Lanner 

grou ps), due to Derevnill and I'v1ednykh [D IVI2], is stated. A general overview of 

some special computational techniques in determining conjugacy classes of sub

groups in given finitely presented groups is also discussed in this chapter. 

2.1 Introduction to Coxeter groups 

Definition 2.1 A CoxeteT' gTD'll]) r is a gTDUp with generating set S = {Sl,···, sn}, 

togetheT' with a set of defining n::latoTs (SiSj)m;j where 'Inii = 1, Tnij ~ 2 'if i =I j 

and Tni.i = Tnji. for all i =I j. 

Associated with such a group is a graph called the CoxeteT gmph or Co:r:eteT 

scheme for the group. It consists of a set of vertices Vi (one for each generator 

S; E S), connected by (labeled) edges under the following conditions: 

23 
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• For i -I- j, if rIlij > 3 then Vi is connected to Vj by an edge labeled by mij 

• For i -I- j, if rIllj 3 then Vi is connected to Vj by an unlabeled edge 

• If i = j or rIllj = 2 then no edge is drawn. 

Definition 2.2 A Co:£eter group r 'w'ilh a connected Coxeter scheme 'tcS called 

irreducible. 

For any subset 8' <;:; 8, the special subgroup of r generated by the s E 8' is 

also a Coxeter group with Coxeter scheme obtained from that of r by deleting 

the vertices whose corresponding generators lie in 8\8'. If a Coxeter scheme is 

disconnected, then r = r] x ... x rk , where each r i is an irreducible Coxeter 

group. 

Definition 2.3 Let r be a CO;1:eteT group with genemting set 8. Then a maximal 

special subgroup is a subgrmLp genemted by 8' = 8\ {s} fOT any .'3 E 8. 

In order to determine the torsion elements in a Coxeter group, some information 

is needed on the finite Coxeter groups. The finite irreducible Coxeter groups are 

the vVcyl groups of simple Lie algebras over CC, the dihedral groups, the group of 

symmetries of a regular dodecahedron and the group of symmetries of the 120-cell. 

In the Killing-Cartan notation, these are the three infinite classical families, An 

with n 2: 1, Bn with n 2: 2 and Dn with n 2: 4, as well as the five exceptional 

groups G2 ~ h(6), F4 , E(j, B7 and E8 . The non-Weyl groups are the dihedral 

groups [2(n) for n 2: 3, the symmetry group of the dodecahedron 11;) and the 

symmetry group of the 120-cell, H4 . The Coxeter scheme for any finite Coxeter 

group is a disjoint union of the connected Coxeter schemes listed in Table 2.1. In 

the cases of /1n' Bn and Dn, the subscript n is the number of generators of the 

group. 

The irreducible pRrabolic Coxeter groups (RiTille groups) are listed in Table 2.2. 

These are the affine vVeyl groups and they form four infinite families and five 

exceptional groups. In the Killing-Cartan notation, the four infinite families are --- --- ~ ~ 

An with n 2: 1, Bn with n 2: 3, en with n 2: 3 and Dn with Ti 2: 4. The five 
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.- ---....- ...-.........- ..--' 

exceptional groups are O2 , F4 ) E6 , E7 and E8 . A Coxeter group is parabolic if and 

only if it is the direct product of finite and parabolic irreducible Coxeter groups. 

In the cases of An) JJn, en and 1)71) the number of generators of the group is n + 1. 

•• ----4.t---••. ................................. •• f---•• 

4 
•• ----4.t---••. ........................................•• ~--4I.I---•• 

• • OHH--< Dn 

I E6 
• • • • 

I E7 
• • • • • 

• • I • • • • E8 

4 
• • • • F4 

5 
• • • H3 
,. 
0 

• • • • H4 

n 
• • 12 (17,) 

Table 2.1: Finite irreducible Coxeter groups 
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~.~.~ ~' 

An - - -

• • .~ ~' 

4 J3n 

~ 

• • •.........................................• • • C1n 
4 4 

~ ........................................ ~ -~ 

[)n 

• 

,~ - E6 

I -'---• • • • • • E J7 

I ~ • • • • • • • Es 

• • • ~ 

6 0'2 

• • • • • ~ 

4 F.1 

Table 2.2: Parabolic irreducible Coxeter groups 
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A convex polytope P in lHIn is the intersection nsES' Hs of closed halfspaces 

bounded by hyperplanes 118 , A Coxeter group is hyperbolic of dimension 17, if and 

only if there is some polyhedron P E lHIn such that, assigning each Si E S to the 

reflection in the hyperplane 118 ;, an isomorphism is induced between r and the 

group generated by reflections in the faces of P. P is called a fundamental region 

for r. 

The Gram matrix G(r) for a Coxeter group r is a matrix with entries .% = 
-cos(2-), where the 'TIL]" are as above. The siqnat1Lre of a svmmetric matrix is a m0 . ." 

pair (p, q) where p is the number of negative eigenvalues and q is the number of 

positive eigenvalues. The following theorem is due to Vinberg [V2] 

Theorem 2.1 Let G(r) be an indecomposable symmetric matrix of signatuTe 

(17" 1) with l's along the diagonal and non-positive entries off it. Then there is 

a convex polytope. P in lHIn 'Whose Gmm matri:r is G. The polytope is uniquely 

detennined up to a motion in lHIll. 

Let r be a hyperbolic Coxeter group. Then r is co-compact if it has a compact 

fundamental polyhedron P. Otherwise r is non-co-compact. r is co-finite if it has 

a finite volume fundamental polyhedron P. 

Let :J be the collection of finite subgroups of r generated by subsets S' c S. 

Partially order :J by inclusion. Similarly, let :J be the partially ordered collection 

of finite subgroups or parabolic subgroups of r generated by subsets S' c S. Then 

the following result is due to Vinberg rV2] 

Proposition 2.1.1 An n-dimensional hyperbolic CoxeteT group r is co-compact 

(co-,{I:nile) if and only U':J (:J) is iso'mmphic as a paTti ally oTdeTed set to the posef 

of some n-dimensional abstmct polytope. 

III particular, if r is a hyperbolic Coxeter group, then r is co-compact if and 

only if every maximal special subgroup is finite, and r is co-finite if and only if, 

for every maximal special subgroup, every factor is either finite or is an irreducible 

parabolic CoxeLer group. 
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2.2 Conjugacy classes in finite Coxeter groups 

The main focus of this thesis is on the nine co-compact simplicial hyperbolic Cox

eter groups, first described by Larmer [La] and listed here in Table 2.3: 

r 1 = 71[2,2,3;3,5,2] 

5 • • • • 

r 2 = 7"2[2,2,3;2,5,3J 

;) 4 • • • • 
r:3 = Td2, 2,4; 2, 3, 5] 

5 5 • • • • 

74[2,2,5; 2, 3, 5] 
4 o 

r5 = Ts[2, 3, 3; 2, Ll, 3] 
4 

GJ 
r6 = Td2, 3,4; 2, 3,4] 

r7 = 77[2,3,3; 2, 5, 3] 
4 

[J 
r 8 = Ts[2, 4, 3; 2, 5, 3] 

5 

r9 = T9[2, 3, 5; 2, 3, 5] 

Table 2.3: The nine Lann('~r groups 

These nine groups form a complete list of all Coxeter groups which have a 3-

dimensional compact hyperbolic simplex as a fundamental region. Each group is 

described by a 6-tuple [/\1, A2, /\3; {tl,P2,/1:)], of numbers, where 7r/Ai are the angles 

between a chosen base face and the other three faces of T, and 7r / /1i. is the dihedral 

angle of the edge opposite that labelled with 7r / Ai. 

The finite Coxeter groups playa key role in the construction of manifolds arising 

as the covers of the fundamental regions of the simplicial Coxeter groups. If r is 

a Coxeter group acting discretely on IHI3 with the natural action and if JV( is an 

orbifolcl of the form JV( = IHI:3 / H, for some H < r, then ]V( is a manifold precisely 

when H is torsion free. It remains to determine all representatives for torsion 

elements in r. The following theorem is well known. It is exercise V.4.2 in [BJ, and 

is proved in [BH]. 

Theorem 2.2 Let r be a Co.1:cter group with generating set 8. Then any elemenL 

of finite onler in r is conjugate to an element of a finite subgTOu,p generated by 

some S" S;;; 8. 

The maximal special subgroups of the Lanner groups are all of types Al x Al X 
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AI, Al X A2 ~ Al x 12 (3), /1;3, .fh x B2 ~ Al x 12(4), Al x 12 (5), B3 or H3. Hence, 

to understand the torsion elements in each of the Lanner groups, the conjugacy 

classes of torsion clements in each of these finite groups are needed. A Coxeter 

scheme and presentation for each of these seven groups is provided in Table 2.4 

Group Coxeter Scherne Presentation 

a b c 
(ab)2 = (ac)2 = (be)2 = 1) Al X Al X Al • X • X • (a,b,c I a2 b2 = c2 

a b c 
Al x 12(:3) • x • • (a, b, e I a'2 = b2 = c2 = (ob)'2 = (oe)2 = (bey) 1) 

a b 4 c 
AI x 12(4) • x • • (a, b, e I a 2 = b2 = c2 (Ob)2 = (oe)2 (be)4 1) 

a c b ;) 

Al x 12(5) • x • • (0, b, c I a2 = b2 = (2 = (ab)2 = (ac)2 = (bC)5 = 1) 

a b c 
A;{ ( I 2 b2 = c2 = (ab)3 = (ac)2 = (bc)3 = 1) • • • a,b,c: a 

a 4 b c 
B3 • • • (a,b,c 102 b'2 = c2 = (Ob)4 = (ae)2 = (bC)3 = 1) 

a 5 b C 
H3 • • • (a, b, c I a2 = b2 = c2 = (ab)5 = (0c:)2 = (bcr{ = 1) 

Table 2J1: Finite Coxeter groups whose conjugacy class structure is required 

2.2.1 Conjugacy classes in Al x Al X Al 

The Coxeter group Al x III X ill has presentation (a, b, c I ((2 = b2 = c2 = 
(ab)2 = (ac)2 = (bc)2 = 1) ~ C2 X C2 X C2. The orientation preserving subgroup 

(AI x Al X Al)+ has presentation (0',(3 10'2 = (]2 = (exj3)2 = 1), where a ab 

and (i = be and is isomorphic to the Klein 4-group V4 . Representatives for the 

conjugacy classes of non-identity elements of Al x Al X Al and (AI x Al X Al)+ 

are given in Table 2.5: 

Order 2: I eL, b, c, ab, ae, be Order 2: I a, (3, a,u 

Table 2.5: Conjugacy classes in Al X Al X A] and (AI x Al X Al)+ 
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2.2.2 Conjugacy classes in Al x 12(3) 

The Coxeter group Al x A2 has presentation (a, b, e I a 2 = b2 = e2 (ab? = 

(ac)2 = (be);) 1) ~ C2 X D3. The orientation preserving subgroup (C2 x Iz(3))+ 

has presentation (ex, /3 I 0 2 = ;3:3 ((,<,0)2 = 1), where ex = ab and (3 = be and is 

isomorphic to the syrmnetric group 8:3, Representatives for the conjugacy classes 

of non-identity elements of Al x [2(3) and (AI x [2(3))+ are given in Table 2.6: 

Al x 12(3) (AI x 12(3))+ 

Order 2: a, b, ab Order 2: 0: 

Order 3: be Order 3: (3 

Order 6: abe 

Table 2.6: Conjugacy classes in Al x h(3) and (AI x 12(3))+ 

2.2.3 Conjugacy classes in Al x 12(4) 

The Coxeter group Al x '2(4) has presentation (a, b, (; I (12 = b2 = c2 (ab)2 = 
(ae)2 = (be)3 = 1) ~ C2 X D4 . The orientation preserving subgroup (C2 x h(4))+ 

has presentation (0, B I 0
2 /34 (C);,J)2 = 1), where 0 = ab and /3 = be 

and is isomorphic to the dihedral group 1)4 of order 8. Representatives for the 

conjugacy classes of non-identity elements of Al x 12(4) and (AI x 12(4))+ are 

given in Table 2.7: 

Al x [2(L1) (AI x h(4))+ 

Order 2: a, b, e, ab, ae, (be)2 Order 2: ex 0,0 32 
, , I 

Order 4: be, abc Order 4: /3 

Table 2.7: Conjugacy classes in Al x h(4) and (AI x 12(4))+ 

2.2.4 Conjugacy classes in A1 x 12(5) 

The Coxeter group Al x 12(5) has presentation (a, b, c I (12 = b2 = c2 = (ab)2 = 

(ac)2 = (bc)3 = 1) ~ C2 X D5. The orientation preserving subgroup (C2 x Iz(5))+ 

has presentation (a, /3 I a2 = = (0/3)2 = 1), where n = ab and /3 = be 
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and is isomorphic to the dihedral group D5 of order 10. Representatives for the 

conjugacy classes of non-identity elements of Al x h(5) and (rh x 12(5))+ are given 

in Table 2.8: 

AJ x {'l(5) (AI x 12(5))+ 

Order 2: a, b, ae Order 2: 0(3 

Order 5: be, (be)2 Order 5: ;3, {]2 

Order 10: abc, a(be)'l 

Table 2.8: Conjugacy classes in A] x h(3) and (AI x h(3))+ 

2.2.5 Conjugacy classes In A3 

The Coxeter group A:> has presentation (a, b, ela2 = b2 = (2 = (ab r> = (bcr> = 
(ac)2 = 1). That this is a presentation for the symmetric group 8ym'4 can be 

shown by the identifications: a t-7 (1, 2), b t-7 (2,3) and C *--7 (3,4). The orientation 

preserving subgroup At has presentation (0:,,810:3 = /33 = (0:(3)2 = 1), with ex = o,b 

and (J be, and is isomorphic to the alternating group Alt4 . Representatives for the 

conjugacy classes of non-identity elements of A3 and At are as shown in Table 2.9: 

A3 At 

Order 2: (/., ac Order 2: of] 

Order 3: be Order 3: ;3, ,0-] 

Order 4: abc 

Table 2.9: Conjugacy classes in A3 and At 

2.2.6 Conjugacy classes In B:3 

B;j has presentation (a, b, elo,2 = b2 = e2 = (ab)4 = (be)3 = (ac)2 = 1) ~ 84 X C2. 

The orientation preserving subgroup 13;- has presentation (0:, /310'4 = /3:3 = (O'(J)2 

I), where 0' = ab and (3 = be, and is isomorphic to 8 4 , Representatives for the 

conjugacy classes of non-identity elements of 13;j and 13;- are as shown in Table 2.10: 
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B:i 13.+ ,3 

Order 2: a, C, ae, (ab)2, ( abc)3 Order 2: 0'2, 

Order 3: be Order 3: ,6 

Order 4: ab, c( ab)2 Order 4: (l' 

Order 6: abc 

Table 2.10: Conjugacy classes in B:i and Bt 

2.2.7 Conjugacy classes in H3 

H3 has presentation (a, b, ela2 b2 = e2 = (ab)5 = (be)3 = (ae)2 = 1) ~ Alt5 X C2 . 

The orientation preserving subgroup Hi has presentation ((X, pl0'5 = ,133 = (O'fJ)2 = 
I), where 0' = ab and fJ = be, and is isomorphic to the alternating group Alt5. 

Then representatives for the conjugacy classes of non-identity elements of H3 and 

Hi are as shown in Table 2.11: 

H;>, J-J+ 3 

Order 2: a, ae, ( abc:)5 Order 2: cx,13 

Order 3: be Order 3: f3 
Order 5: ab, (ab )2 Order 5: 

') 

CX, 0'-

Order 6: e(ab)2 

Order 10: abc, ( abc:ri 

Table 2.11: Conjugacy classes in II;>, and Hi 

2.3 Discrete extensions of the 3-dimensional SilTI

plicial Coxeter groups 

In [La] Larmer listed all the tetrahedra in JH[3 whose dihedral angles are of the 

form 1T /n, for some integer n. Associated with these tetrahedra are the reflection 

groups generated by reflections in the faces of the tetrahedra and referred to either 

as Coxeter groups or as Lanner groups. The angle between any pair of faces is an 

integer submultiple of 1T, hence the group generated by reflections across the faces 

of the tetrahedron forms a discrete subgroup of Isom(JH[:~). 
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Much of this thesis is devoted to the classification of torsion free normal sub

groups N of the orientation preserving subgroup rt of the Lanner groups f;, as 

listed ill Table 2.3. In particular 11 complete classification of all N <l rt satisfying 

rtlN ~ L2(pn), where p is a prime, is given. Hyperbolic manifolds with a large 

number of symmetries are also constructed. A manifold JVl is said to have a large 

number of symmetries if vol(M/lsom(M)) is small. Let 1\ = NIsom(lifl ) (ri) be the 

normalizer of r i in Isom(lHI3 ) and JVl lHI3 I K, where J( is a torsion free subgroup 

of rio Then Isom(A1) is the normalizer Nr)K) of I( in 1\. Hence it is important 

to know the normaliser NIsom(1HI3 ) (f;) of fi in Isom(I]jP). In [DIVI2] Derevnin and 

.Mednykh classified all extensions of the Larmer groups: 

Theorem 2.3 ([DM2j) Let r i he a one of the nine Lanner groups listed in Ta

ble 2.3 and let rt be the orientation preserving 8'ubgTO'up off;. lfrt is a subgroup 

of a discrete group C c Isom(lHI:1)J then rt is nonnal in C. 

As a consequence of this theorem, NIsom(1HI3 ) (r i ) can be identified with Aut(rn 

(since the rt have trivial center) and Inn(rn = rr The outer automorphism 

group of rt is then one of the following types: 

If i E {I, 2, i1, 5, 7, 8}, then Aut(rn/Inn(rn ~ Z2 x Z2. 

Hi = 3, then r:i is the unique non-trivial. discrete extension of rt in Isom(lHI:1) 

and Aut(rt)/Inn(rt) ~ Z2. 

The outer automorphisms of r i can also be considered as the gTaph automor

phisms of the Coxeter scheme for r" acting on the generators 8i corresponding to 

the vertices Vi. This induces an action on rt, and together with conjugation by 

elements of r i \rt they generate the outer automorphism group described in the 

remarks following the statelnent of Theorem 2.3. 
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2.4 Detern1ining low index subgroups of finitely 

presented groups 

As is mentioned in the previous section, much of this thesis is spent character

izing families of normal subgroups of the Lanner groups. To better understand 

these groups, computer-aided constructions were employed to classify all conju

gacy classes of low index subgroups. In order to construct complete lists of low 

index subgroups of 0 the program Lowx ILx] was used. All conjugacy classes of 

subgroups up to index 60 were computed for r 1 , r 2 , C., and r 4 . All conjugacy 

classes of subgroups up to index 20 were computed for r 5, r 6, r 7 and r 8, while all 

conjugacy classes of subgroups up to index 24 were computed for rg. 

Using this data, further subgroups could then be determined by letting a Larmer 

group rt act on the cosets of a representative H of a conjugacy class. The action 

induces a permutation representation ¢ : rt --'t S'n of r i in some symmetric group 

5'n, where n is the index of H in rio The core of a representative, K(H), is the 

kernel of this representation. In many cases, provided that n is not too big, it is 

possible to determine a presentation for K (H). Various invariants of the associated 

manifold, Mq) = 1HI:1/ J((f-I), such as its fundamental group and its homology, can 

then be determined. 

Given a permutation representation c;b(ri ) , the combinatorial structure of the 

associated manifold can then be deduced by careful analysis of the group structure. 

As a result, a complete combinatorial description of the manifold M q}) the action 

of the isometry group on JVLq'o, a presentation for its fundamental group, a complete 

description of its homology and its volume can all be provided. 

The method of determining all conjugacy classes of subgroups up to a given 

index is a modification of the cosel enmnemtion algorithm ( [HEB], [Ne]). The basic 

coset enumeration algorithm constructs, for a given finitely generated subgroup H 

of a finitely presellted group G, a coset table for fI in O. One of the most important 

facts about the algorithm is that, for any finitely presented G and H of finite index 

in 0, the algorithm will eventually terminate. 

The low index search algorithm works as follows: In order to find all subgroups 
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of index ~ N in a group G. the algorithm starts with the trivial group and proceeds 

to enumerate cosets of it using the Todd-Coxeter (TC) algorithm. The number of 

cosets allowed is bounded by some function I (N). It is generally assumed that 

N < I(N) ~ 2N. The TC algorithm then either returns the statement that G 

has some order ~ f(N) or halts with an incomplete coset table. If G has order 

less than I(N) then its coset table (modulo the unit subgroup) is printed as a 

first table. If, however, G has order bigger than f(N), the TC algorithm stops 

with an incomplete coset table. In this case, pairs of forced coincidences (Ll' lk) 

are then systematically introduced between the incomplete coset rows it and i k 

in the table. After applying a coincidence, the TC procedure is then restarted on 

the modified coset table. In theory this procedure will continue until there are 

no further incomplete tables. In practise, however, if the initial bound N is even 

moderately large, the procedure is limited by machine constraints. 

The above algorithm describes a method for finding all subgroups H of index 

less than N in G. In general it is more efficient to find conjugacy class repre

sentatives of subgroups. This is how the algorithm is implemented in both GAP 

and Lowx. Furthermore, the TC a.lgorithm does not provide a generating set for 

each representative. There are a number of methods available to compute a pre

sentation for 11. One such method is to use the completed coset table for 11 in 

G to construct a set of Schreier genemtoTs for H ( [HEB] §2.5 ). Once a set of 

generators for H has been constructed, a modified Todd- C02.:eter pToceduTe can be 

used to find a presentation for H as an abstract group. The resulting presentation 

is generally rather cumbersome and can b(~ simplified using a sequence of Tietze 

{;m.ns! oTma{;ions. 



c: 3 ________________ ---' 
Epimorphic images of the [5,3,5] 

Coxeter group 

3.1 The Coxeter group [5,3,5] 

Let T be a tetrahedron in IHI:3 with vertices A, B, C, D, and with dihedral angles 

71 /5, 71/3, 71/5, 71/2, 71/2 and 71/2 along its edges CD, AD, AB, BD, BC, AC, as 

shown in Figure 3.1. The standard generators 0" b, c and d of the Coxeter group 

r = [5,3,5] are the reflections of IHI3 in the sides of T opposite A, B, C and D. 

B 

-----:::::::::=-"- c 

D 

Figure 3.1: A hyperbolic tetrahedron T 

36 
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Thus [ is a discrete group of isometries of IHI3 , and this space c.arries a tessellation 

T by the images of T, permuted regularly by [. The normaliser n of [ in 1som lH:F3 

is a semidirect product of [ by a cyclic group of order 2, generated by a half-turn 

r of IHI:i about an axis through the mid-points of the edges AD and BC of T; this 

preserves the tessellation T, and acts by conjugation on r as aT = el, 1/ = c, c" b 

and dT" = a. 

The subgroup [0 = (0, b, c) of [ is the [5,3] Coxeter group. This group is the 

isometry group of a dodecahedron and is isomorphic to A5 x C2 . The 120 images 

of T under [0 form a hyperbolic dodecahedron [ll, with dihedral ang}es 21T /5, and 

the images of [ll under r form a dodecahedral tessellation 1) of IHI3; there are five 

dodecahedra around every edge, so the vertex figure of D is an icosahedron. The 

isometry group of 1) is [, \vhile r sends 1) to its dual tessellation 1)*, which is 

isomorphic to but distinct from 1). 

The orientation-preserving subgroup r+ of [ has a presentation 

where a = ab, /3 = be and / cd are rotations of IHI3 through 21T /5, 21T /3 and 21T /5 

about the edges CD, AD and AB of T. It has an associated fundamental region 

T' = Tn a(T) formed by doubling T across the face BCD. 

Lemma 3.1.1 The tOTsion elements of[+ are the conjugates in [+ of the powers 

of 0:) (3, ~( and C'IJJ. 

Proof: Any isometry 9 of IHI3 of finite order has a fixed point p E IHI:3. Let 9 E [+ be 

an element of finite order. Then, since T is a fundamental region for [, conjugating 

9 by a suitable element of 1', it may be assumed that pET. Suppose that 9 i= 1, 

so p is in the boundary 3'1' of 1'. If p is in the interior of an edge or face of 3T then 

9 fixes that entire edge or fa.ce, including any incident vertices; it can therefore be 

assumed that p is a vertex of T. 

The stabiliser in [ of the vertex J) of T is the rank three Coxeter group [0 = 
(a, b, c), so if 9 fixes J) then 9 lies in the orientation-preserving subgroup 1't = 
[5,3]+ = (a, /3) ~ A5 of [0; the non-identity elements of this group, of orders 2, 3 

or 5, are conjugate to the powers of a,8, ,8 or a respectively, as required. Similarly 
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if 9 fixes .A then it lies in the orientation-preserving subgroup rt = ((3, ry) ~ A5 

of r 1 = (b, c, d), and is conjugate to a power of ,8" {3 Of J. If 9 fixes C then it lies 

in the orientation-preserving subgroup (ex, fh) ~ Do of (a, b, d) ~ D5 X C2 ) and is 

therefore conjugate to a power of ex or /h; similarly if 9 fixes B it is conjugate in 

(0'8,1) ~ D5 to a power of 1 or /h. The involution O;j3~( is conjugate in (0'(3, ~() to 

0;,3, and in (a, {h) to fh, so these three involutions are all conjugate in r+. II 

Note: Lemma 3.1.1 can be extended to determine all the conjugacy classes of 

torsion elements of n. 

Corollary 3.1.1 Each ]JTOper nonnal s1J,bgT01l]J of r+ 'is ior8ion-free. 

Proof: It follows easily from the presentation of r+ that if any non-identity power 

of 0, ,3, , or of) is mapped to the identity then the group collapses to the trivial 

group, Thus the only normal subgroup containing non-identity torsion elements is 

r+. II 

Hence, if N is a proper normal subgroup of r+, then the corresponding quotient 

space lHIil /N of lHIil is a manifold, and it is compact if and only if N has finite index 

in r+. The presentation given above shows that r+ is perfect, so its maximal 

normal subgroups have nonabelian simple groups as quotients. The family L2(q) 

of finite simple groups will be considered as possible quotients since in a certain 

sense II most II nonabelian finite simple groups have the form L2 (q). For technical 

reasons it is necessary to deal first with quotients isomorphic to the alternating 

group A5 ~ L2 (4) ~ L2(5). 

3.2 Quotients of r+ isomorphic to A5 

Lemma 3.2.1 

(i) There aTe two nOTmal 8ubgTOUp8 N] and N2 of r+ with r+ /Ni ~ Ao, namely 

the kemel8 of the epimorphi8'lT/,,50i : r+ -) A5 (i 1,2) given by 

0; f--7 (13524), ,3 f--7 (123), ,f--7 (14352) or (13425). 
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(ii) Nl and N2 an; cOTzj'Ugate ,in r. 

(iii) Bach Ni is normal in the oTientation preseT1Jing subgrol1p D+ ofD, with D+ INi 

isomorphic to the symmetTic gTOl1p S5' 

Proof: (i) The normal subgroups with quotient A5 are the kernels of epimorphisms 

1'+ ---+ A5 . Two epimorphisms have the same kernel if and only if they differ by an 

au tomorphism of A 5 . Any epimorphism 0 must map 0: and /3 to elements of order 5 

and 3 in A5 and any pair of elements of this type generate A 5 . By composing 0 with 

a unique automorphism of A 5 , it may be assumed Lhat () maps 0: and /3 to (13524) 

and (12.3), since their product is an iuvoluticlll. It remains to find all possible images 

of r in A5 , preserving the relations of 1'+ involving f. It is easily seen that the 

only possibilities are (14352) and (13425), both of which are conjugate to 0:
2

. This 

gives two inequivalent epimorphisms 01 and O2 , Define iVi = ker 0i for 'i 1,2. 

(ii) Since l' normalises r+, its action by conjugation permutes the normal sub

groups of 1'+ with a given quotient, so NI and N2 must be either normal in l' or 

conjugate in r. If either Ni were normal in 1', then b would induce an automorphism 

of 1'+1 Ni ~ As imitating the effect it has by conjugation on 1'+. This automor

phism must invert the images (13524) and (123) of 0: and and the only element 

of Aut A5 ~ 85 doing this is the permutation (13)(45). Mapping b to (13)(45), then 

c = b/3 is mapped to (2:3) ( 45). Then d = q is mapped to (14253) or (13524) for 

'I 1,2, which is clearly not to an involution in either case. Thus the subgroups 

Ni are not normal in 1', so they are conjugate to each other. (Alternatively, note 

that the element (abc)5 of 1', which represents the antipodal involution in the do

decahedral group 1'0 ~ A5 x C:2 and hence commutes with 0: and 13, transposes 01 

and O2 .) 

(iii) The action of r by conjugation on 1'+ is to transpose 0: and and to invert 

/3, and for i = 1,2 the permutations (23) and (13) in 85 respectively have the same 

effect on the images of these generators under Oi; this shows that each 0i extends to 

an epimorphism D+ = (1'+, r) ---+ 8 5 , so each Ni is normal in D+ with D+ INi ~ 85 . 

II 
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The quotient manifolds IHI3 / Ni form a chiral pair of Seifert-'Weber spaces, so 

it is useful to obtain presentations for their fundamental groups Ni . These were 

obtained by using GAP to implement the Reidemeister-Schreier process. The epi

morphism 01 sends abed to (13524)(14352) = (15)(23). Adjoining the relation 

(abed)2 = 1 to the presentation for r+ gives a presentation for A5 . Hence Nl is the 

normal closure of (abcd)2 in r+ ([Cl, pp 23-3~)j). Using GAP a presentation for N] 

as an abstract group was found. This presentation is given in Table 3.1. 

(Fl' F2, F3, F4 I F]F~-lF2F;31FIF2F3F~-IFI-1F31;;-1/'2 = 1, 

F.3-] F1F4-] F2 F;)-1 FJF4F;;:1 F2-
1 F4F~-1 F2F]-1 = 1, 

P -I D p-l 17'-1 D F-I D F- 1 p-l 17-1 F-I p-I D 
1 1'2 1 r2 l'4 1 1'2] ~) 1'2 4 1 1'3 1, 

j , },-1 T.' /,,-11" F,-J1,,-II' 1',-11" 1:' - I 1,-lF 1,-1 - 1) 'J" 4 l' 2 ':3 iI' 4 ' 1 ':3' I" 2 . ]' 3 '1' 4 -

Table 3,1: A pre:::;entation for Nl a:::; an abstract group 

The generators for Nl as a subgroup of r+ can be described by writing Fi as 

follows: 1"1 = abac:bdc:d, 1"2 = ababacbclcclba, I;~-I FI = acbadcdb and F4-
1 F~-1 F3 = 

bcbabclcclca. Rewriting these gives F] = a2(p",/2, F2 = a(CY~f)2a-1, F;, = a~i2a:}l3 and 

Fl = (},3~/3,!3. Similarly the epimorphism O2 sends abed to (13524)(13425) = (143). 

Adjoining the relation (abed);) = 1 to the presentation for r+ gives a presentation 

for As, so N2 is the normal closure of (abeclri in r+ ([Cl, pp 23-33]). Using GAP 

a presentation for Nl as an abstract group was found. This presentation is given 

in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: A presentation for N2 as an abstract group 

The generators for N2 as a subgroup of r+ can be described by writing Fi 

as follows: FI = abaclcclbc, F:01S- 1 FI F;,- I F4 = babcbedcda, F:.iF2-1 FIF;:;l F4F2-
I = 

abaiJarbcr/r:db and fj f~-I = ababar/rdbdlO. Rewriting these gives FJ (rq-I )2, 

F2 = (a-l~(2)2, F:., = a/J2O:"y3 and F4 = (cr()2,(l3o:- I /3a,3)2[,.y, ,ala-I. 
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3.3 Some facts about the simple groups L 2( q) 

In order to study normal subgroups of r or r+ with quotients isomorphic to L2(q), 

some useful facts about these groups will now be presented. A more extensive 

treatment can be found in [D], Chapter XII. 

The groups L2 (q) are simple for all prime powers q = pn, with the exception of 

L2 (2) :;:: 8:{ and L2(3) :;:: ;14' They are mutually non-isomorphic, with the exception 

of L2 (4) and L2 (5), both of which are isomorphic to ;15' 

By Corollary 3.1.1, any nontrivial homomorphism r+ -7 L2(q) must send the 

non-identity torsion elements of r+, as classified in Lemma ~).1.1, to elements of 

order 2,3 or 5, so it is useful to be able to identify the elements of these orders in 

L2(q). Regarding an element of L2(q) = 8L2(q)/{±I} as a pair ±A of matrices in 

8L2 (q), then its trace is well-defined up to multiplication by -1. For each q the 

elements of order 2 form a single conjugacy class, consisting of the non-identity 

elements of trace O. The elements of order 3 also form a single class, and these are 

the non-identity elements of trace ±1. There are elements of order 5 in L2 ( q) if and 

only if p = 5 or q == ±1 (mod 5), in which case they form two conjugacy classes, 

each inverse-closed and consisting of the squares of the elements of the other class; 

these classes consist of the non-identity elements of traces 1 ± J5) /2, where 

J5 lies in a field lFp iff p :;:: ±1 mod 5 or else q p2. 

Since r+ is perfect, the image of any nontrivial homomorphism r+ -7 L2(q) 

must be a perfect subgroup of L2 (q). These are all isomorphic to A5 (icosahedral 

subgroups) or to L2 (q') where P~I is a su bfield of p~, so that q' = pin for some rn 

dividing n. If p = 2 there is a single con.iugacy class of icosahedral subgroups when 

n is even, and there are nOlle when n is odd. If p 5 there are two classes of such 

subgroups if n is even, or one class if n is odd. For odd q _ ±1 (mod 5) there are 

two conjugacy classes, merging to forrn a single class in PC L2 (q), whereas for odd 

q == ±2 (mod 5) there are none. 
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3.4 Quotients of r+ isomorphic to L 2(q), p tt {2, 5} 

Let Fp be the algebraic closure of the field Fp of order jJ, where p is prime. This is 

the union of the finite fields Fq for all powers q of p, with the natural inclusions, 

so the group L := Td F p) is the union of the corresponding groups L2 (Pq) = 

L2(q), with the induced inclusions. It follows that any epimorphism r+ ---7 LAq) 

can be regarded as a homomorphism r+ ---7 L, by composition with the natural 

embedding L2(q) ---7 L. Conversely, since I'+ is finitely generated, the image of any 

homomorphism I'+ ---7 L is contained in a subgroup L2 (K) for some finite subfield 

J( of Fp; since I'+ is perfect, the image (if nontrivial) must be isomorphic to ih 
or to L2 (q) for some power q of p. Thus we can find all quotients of I'+ isomorphic 

to L2(q) by considering all nontrivial homomorphisms r+ ---7 I, and excluding 

those with image isomorphic to A5 if q =I- 4,5. For technical reasons, it is assumed 

here that p =I- 2 or 5. These exceptional primes will be considered in ~ 3.5 of this 

chapter. 

3.4.1 The restriction to rt 

If e : I'+ ---7 L is any nontrivial homomorphism, then its restriction V; to I't = 
(Ct, {i) ~ 115 must be an isomorphism with a subgroup () rv /15 of L. There is a single 

conjugacy class of such subgroups G in L. This is because, being finite, any pair of 

such subgroups are both contained in a subgroup L'AK) for some finite subfield J( 

of F p; now L2(K) has t\VO conjugacy classes of such subgroups (as previously shown 

in § 3.3), and these are all conjugate in the subgroup PGL2 (K) S; L2(J{) S; L, 

where k is the quadratic extension of I( in Fp. Let, lIS define two ernbeddings 

I't ---7 L to be equivalent if they differ by an inner automorphism of L. Given any 

pair of embeddings </;i (i = 1,2), the conjugacy of their images implies that is 

equivalent to an embedding 1/); with the same image as 'V;I, so 1/;; differs from '1/'1 
by an automorphism of A5. Since lOut A51 = 2 it follows that there are at most 

two equivalence classes of embeddings. Indeed, since the outer automorphisms 

of A5 transpose its two conjugacy classes of elements of order 5, and these are 

distinguished by the traces (-1 ± V5) /2 of their images in L, which are invariant 

under conjugatioll, it follows that there are exactly two equivalence classes of 
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ernbeddings rt ----)- L. 

Representatives of these two classes can be constructed as follows. Define F = IF p 

or IF p2, depending on whether p == ± 1 or ±2 mod (5), so F is the smallest subficld 

of Fp containing a square root of 5, or equivalently for which L := L2 (F) contains 

elements of order 5. A simple counting argument shO\vs that in any finite field, 

each element is a sum of two squares, so for each t = ti = (-1 ± J5)/2 Ci = L 2) 

in F, elements e, / E F (depending on i) can be chosen such that e2 + /2 + 3 = t2
, 

or equivalently 

(3.1) 

since t2 = 1 - t. For instance, if -3 is a square in F, then taking e A and 

f = -t (or vice versa), Equation 3.1 is satisfied. The case e f = 0 can not 

happen, since this gives t = -2 and so 4 = t2 = 1 - t = 3, which is impossible; 

thus, without loss of generality, it can be assumed that e i= O. Now definezl}; : 

rt ----)- LsI, for i = 1,2, by taking L = Ii and sending 

0' f--7 - ) /3 f--7 -
l(t / e+1) , 1(e+1 
2 e-1 t+f" 2 f t 

t + f)" 
1 - e 

(3.2) 

so CX,(J f--7 C~ ~). Sillce ct.,/3 and 0'/3 are sent to elements with traces ±/;, ±1 and 0 it 

follows that each '~Ji is a homomorphism and hence an embedding by the simplicity 

of rt. Since the image of 0' under has trace ±ti , the cmbeddings 'ljJl and '1/)2 are 

not equivalent, so every embedding is equivalent to precisely one of them. 

3.4.2 Extension to r+ 

A mapping 

7~(: :)EL 
with W2 xy = 1 extends to a homomorphism r+ ----)- L if and only if it preserves 

the relations ~f5 = (l3r )2 = (cxfh)2 = L Multiplying the above matrix by -1 if 

necessary, the first condition can be rewritten as "U W + z = t1 or t 2 . The second 

and third conditions are equivalent to (c + l)w + (t. + .!)y + U - t.):r + (1 - e)z = 

y - .1: = 0, giving y = x and 2ew + 2fx + (1 - e)u 0, that is: 

2ew (e - 1)'U 2/:£ (3.3) 
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and so 2ez = 2eu - (e - l)'u + 2ft: = (e + l)u + 2fx. The equation wz - :ry = 1 

then gives: 

so 

((e - l)u 2Jx) ((e + 1)1/ + 2f:r:) - 4e2 x·2 

e2v2 
- (/L + 2f x)2 - 4e2x 2, 

o (3.4) 

This is a quadratic equation for x, and extensions r+ ---+ L of are in one-to-one 

correspondence with its solutions in F p. Thus, for each possible choice of the pair 

t and 'U from {t 1, i 2 }, there are at most two such homomorphisms. 'We will denote 

such an extension of 'Ij;i by Dij if t = ti and u = t j . From § 3.2 it is known that any 

isomorphism Ii; : rt ---7 A5 has two extensions to epimorphisms D : r+ ---7 A5, with 

the image of ! in each case conjugate in 115 to that of 0:
2

. It follows that if i =I j 

then the extensions Dij : r+ ---7 JJ of have images isomorphic to A 5 , and hence 

not isomorphic to L2(q) for any power q of p, since 'P =1= 2,5. 

From now on it will be assumed that i = j. Thus t = 11, so Equation 3.4 can be 

rewritten as: 

( 2 J.2) 2 J. 2 1 ( 2 e + :r + t;,; + e - - e 
4 

o 

a quadratic equation with discriminant 

J) Ft2 + (c2 + f2)((e 2 1)t2 4e2
) 

(e2 + t + 2)(t - 1) - (t + 2)((e2 
- 1)(1 t) - 4(2

) 

e2 (t; - 1) + (L + 2)(1: - 1) + (e 2 
- 1)(1, + 2)(t; - 1) + 4e2 (t + 2) 

e2 (t - 1) + e2 (t + 2)(t - 1) + 4e2 (t + 2) 

e2 (5t + 6). 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Now e =I 0, so J) is a square in F if and only if 51: + 6 is. If D is a square, then 

provided J) =I 0 there are two solutions for :1: in F, giving two homomorphisms 

o : r+ ---7 L < L. Since l = 1L their images cannot be isomorphic to A 5 , so 

these must be epimorphisms onto L. The exceptional case D = 0 corresponds to 
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t = -6/5; then 36/25 1 - i = 1 + 6/5, that is, 36 = 25 + 30 55, so 

p = 19 and t = -5; in this case, there are two epimorphisms r+ -----+ L = L2(19) 

for La = 4 (since 5f + 6 = 82
), and one for t = 'U, = -5 corresponding to the 

unique solution .1: of Equation 3.5. For the moment, let us assume that p -/: 19, so 

that D -/: O. 

For t = 11 = ti (i = 1,2), with corresponding values e = ei, the discriminants 

Di = e;(51i + 6) = e;(7 ± 5/5)/2 satisfy DID2 = -19(ele2)2. Suppose first that 

-19 is a square in F; equivalently, either p == ±2 mod (5), so IFI = p2, or p == ±1 

mod (5) and p == 1,4,5,6,7,9,11, 16 or 17mod (19). Then either both or neither of 

D1 , D2 are squares, giving four epimorphisms onto L or none respectively. Suppose 

first that Dl and D2 are both squares, so that there are four epimorphisms; since 

PC L2 (F) preserves traces, and only its identity element centralises an A5 in L, it 

ads trivially on these four epimorphisms. It follows that when p == ±1 mod (5), so 

IFI = p and hence Aut L = PCL2 (F), there are four normal subgroups in r+ with 

quotient L = L2(P); when p == ±2 mod (5), however, so that IFI = p2, the Galois 

group of the field F transposes i 1 and t2. In this case Aut L = prL2(F) has two 

orbits on the four epimorphisms' and hence there are just two normal subgroups 

with quotient iJ = L'Ap2). If neither DJ nor D2 is a square, so that there are no 

epimorphisms onto L, then, since Dl and D2 are both squares in the quadratic 

extension K of F of order 1F12, four epimorphisms onto L2(K) are obtained. If 

p == ± 1 mod (5), so that I F I = J), then the Galois group Gal]{ / F of this extension 

transposes the two epimorphisms corresponding to each discriminant, so there 

are two distinct normal subgroups with quotient L2(K) = L2(p2). If, however, 

IFI = p2 then GalF/lFp transposes il and t2, while Gal K/ F transposes the two 

epimorphisms corresponding to each t i , so a unique normal subgroup with quotient 

L2(K) = L2(p4) is obtained. 

Now suppose that -19 is not a square in F, that is, p == ±1 mod (5), so 

IFI = p, and p == 2,3,8,10,12,13,14,15 or 18 mod (19). In this case, exactly 

one Di is a square in F, giving two epimorphisms onto L L2 (p) with distinct 

kernels; by adjoining the square root of the other discrirninant two epimorphisms 

onto L'l(K) = L2(p2) are obtained, and they arc equivalent under Gal K/ F. 

Similar arguments show that when p = 19 three normal subgroups with quotient 

[2(19) are obtained: two of these correspond to epimorphisms with 1.11. 4 and 
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D = 1, and one to an epimorphism with t = 1L = -5 and D = O. These three 

subgroups, and their associated manifolds, will be considered in more detail in 

8 5.11 of Chapter 5. 

3.5 The cases p = 2 and p = 5 

This section studies the exceptional primes p E {2, 5} as specified in section § 3.4. 

3.5.1 p = 5 

L has a single conjugacy class of icosahedral subgroups, since any two such sub

groups of L2(q) are conjugate in LAri). Take L2(5) as a representative of these 

subgroups. Now the normalizer of L2(5) in Lis PGL2(5) ~ 85 ~ Aut(.A 5), so it 

follows that in this case there is a single equivalence class of embeddings rt L. 

Representatives for 0: and /3 are given by: 

1(/;-1 e+1) 1(e+1 0:f-7- (3f-7-2 e-1 t+1 ' 2 1-t 
t + 1) 
l-e 

(3.7) 

with t = 2, c = 1 and 1 = O. Then, arguing as in § 3.4.2 there are two choices for 

i) namely ~( f-7 (~ ±;). Hence there are two normal subgroups with quotient L2(5), 

namely NI and N2 , and none with quotient L2(sn) for n > 1. 

3.5.2 p - 2 

If p = 2 then L2 (2 n
) has a subgroup G ~ .,15 if and only if n is even, in which case 

all such subgroups are conjugate to L2(22). Thus L has a single conjugacy class of 

such subgroups. 

As discussed in § 3.4.1, there are two equivalence classes of embedclings rt -t L, 

distinguished by the traces of the images of 0:. These are the elements ti E F4 \ F2 , 

that is, the primitive cube roots of 1. Define : rt -7 L :s; L, for i = 1,2, by 

taking I. = Ii and sending 
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( I l.+1) 
Of----> , 

t 0 (
1,+10). 

,t1f----> . 
t t 

If 

( 
W T ) ~. f----> 

i 7J 'U+W 

where LL tj [or some j = 1,2 then the relations Uh)2 = (C\'IS!)2 = 1 gIve 

U + l)w + 1:1: + 1(1/. +w) = :y +:r = 0, so '1Jl = /'(:1: +ll) and 7J = :1:. Thus 

1 = u7(u + ow) - TY = t(:r + l1)(U + t(T + 1t)) + :r2 = (1;2 + 1)x2 + tl1X + tl1(l1 + tl1) = 

L.x2 + tl1X + u 2, so tx2 + tu:r + (l = 0, that is, X2 + ux + v,{;2 = 0. If u = t this gives 

x 2 + l;r + 1 = 0, which is irreducible over F4 so it has two roots in Flo [or each 

value o[ l; the Galois group Gal F4/ F2 transposes the two possible values 1;1, t2 of t, 

and for each t the Galois group Gal Flo/ F4 transposes the two roots :r:, so all four 

roots x are conjugate under Gal( FIG/ F2 ) and hence one normal subgroup of r+ 
with quotient L2(24) is obtained. If u =J t then ::r:2 +ux + 1.[2 = () with roots ::r: = 1 

and :r = 1]2 = t, yielding four epimorphisms r+ ---+ L2(22); these [our choices o[ 

the pair t, x form two orbits under Gal F4/ F2 , with :r: = 1 and x = t respectively, 

so there are two normal subgroups of r+ with quotient Id22). Since L2(22) is 

isomorphic to both L2(5) and A5 , this is consistent with the earlier results on 

these two quotients. 

3.6 The Inaln result 

The results obtained in § 3.4 and § 3.5 can be summarised in the following theorem: 

Theorem 3.1 r+ has only the following normal subg7'Oups with q1wtient isornor

phic to L2 ( q) when; q is a power of a priTlLe p.' 

a) for p = 2 there are two nonnal SV,bgTOUpS with q1Lotient L2 (4)) and one with 

quotient L2(16); 

b) for]l = 5 there are two normal 8ubgTOups with quotient L2 (5)! namely those 

with quotient L2 (4) appearing in (a); 

c) J or p 19 there are three nonnal SUbgTOUpS with q7LO tient L2 (19) ; 
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d) for each p == ±1 mod (5) with p == 2,3,8,10,12, 13,14,15 or 18 mod (19) 

theTe an: two rumnal subgT01Jps with q7J,otient L2 (p) and one with quotient 

L2(p2); 

e) faT each p == ±1 mod (5) with p == 1,4,5,6,7,9,11,16 aT 17 mod (19), theTe 

aTe either fCYILT rWTmal subgroups with q'uotient L2 (p) aT two wdh quotient 

L2(p2), as (7 ± 5.;F;)/2 are both squares or- both non-squar-es in F'z,; 

.I) fOT each odd p == ±2 mod (5) there are either two 7wrmal subgTOups with 

quotient L2(p2) or one wdh quotient L2(p4), as (7 ± 5.;F;)/2 are both squares 

aT both non-squares in }~)( vis) = 1~)2. 

3.7 Extending to r 

Recall that we have 

l(t- f e+l) ex r---t -
2 e-l t+J 

/ l(e.+l.l;+f) 3r---t-
. 2 J-t l-e ( 

w ::r ) 
:r t - w 

and equations e2 + p + 3 = t 2 = 1 - t, 2ew = (e - l)t - 2fx (since tr(a/h) = 0) 

and 4(e2 + p):r2 + 4Ju:.c + 4e2 
- (e 2 

- l)u 2 = 0 (since detb) = 1). Now consider 

(
X T) extending a surjection q)+ : r+ ~ L2(q) to ¢ : r ~ L2(Q). Let g =1 • 2. be 
:L'3 ;1:4 

the image of a under q). :\ote first that, since the subgroup < a, b, d I (12 = b2 = 

cP = (ab)5 = (ad)2 = (bd)2 = 1 > must map faithfully under such a ¢, we require 

20 I q((/ 1). Since the order of 9 is 2, we have X4 = -XI, while (p(ac);,tJ) = ¢(c) 

forces :C2 = :r3. Next, 

so tr(aa) 
( 

::rl 
2e:1:2 - 2f:rl = 0 and so 9 = , 

.f.rrJ e 

{Xlle) . " ' while 
-.tl 

wJxrJe 
* ) 

f::rJ(t - w)/e + :C::rl * 
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so ;Cl (2::ce - 2wf + ft) = tr(ao:{h) = O. Since we cannot have Xl = 0 (since then 

q = (0 O. )), this forces :c = J(2~!-t). Finally, det( q) = 1 yields the equation 
. 0 0 ~e " 

-:z:ie2 
- f2:ri = e2 so :r:f f;~:2' To summarise, we have four equations in four 

unknowns: 

(I) e2 + I2 + 3 1 - /; 

(II) 2ew (e - l)t 2f.'C 

(III) " _ !(2w-t) 
.t - 2e 

Now (II) and (III) gives (e 2 + f2)(L 2w) el = O. From (I) we get the equation 

w = t!~:~!I. Hence we can write X = 2(£~t) (IlIa). Next, (I), (III) and (IV) combine 

to give~:~: + 4e2 (e 2 
- 1)[2 = 0, so (1 [)I 2 + (7 + 4l;)e2 + (4! - 3) 0 (V). 

Tllel'l (T 7) al1el (1) Cfj'\re-s 0
2 - 4-4/: so I2 - -21-7t allel x 2 _ 4t-4 v C b L \., - 6+5/;" - 6+51: 1 - llt+17' 

Theorem 3.2 A map ¢+ : r+ --7 L2(q) can be e:ctended to a map q) : r --7 L2(q) 

with 

Ct f-7 - j3 f-7 -
l(t-I e+1) ._ l(e+ll;+.I.') 
2 e-1 t+f 2 f-t 1-e 

~i f-7 _1_ ( (1 + e)t + 1 
I Ll+2t It 

ft) 1 (e f) 
(1- e)t + 1 a f-7 V2+1 f-e 

provided there exists I, e E lFp with f2 + e2 + 3 = [2 and (1 - t)f2 + (7 + 4t)e2 + 
(4t - 3) = O. If such a solution does not c,'Cist in lFp! then one exists in lFp2 and our 

representation is given by 

¢(a) = g ; (p(b) = go: (p(e) = goJ3 



~ ~------------------------------~ 
Further maps to linear groups 

In chapter 3, all torsion free normal subgroups of the orientation preserving sub

group r+ of the the simplicial Coxeter group r = [5,3, 5J (the Lanner group T4 ) 

whose factor group is of the form L2(q) were classified. As a result, a family of 

hyperbolic manifolds with a "large" isometry group was constructed. This aim of 

this chapter is to extend this classification to the other 8 simplicial co-compact 

Coxeter groups acting on JH[3. For ease of exposition, the notation developed by 

Lanner [LaJ is used. 

The complete list of compact simplicial hyperbolic Coxeter groups in dimension 

3 was enumerated by Lanner [La] and is described in detail in § 2.2 of Chapter 2. 

The nine groups are listed here in Table 4.1. 

7] [2, 2,3; 3, 5, 2], T4[2, 2, 5; 2, 3, 5], 77-[2,3,3; 2, 5, 3], 

T2[2, 2,3; 2, 5, 3], T5[2,3, 3; 2, 4, 3], Ts[2, 4, 3; 2, 5, 3], 

T:d2, 2, 4; 2, 3, 5], T6[2, :3, 4; 2, 3, 4], T<J[2, 3, 5; 2, 3, 5]. 

Table /1.1: The nine Larmer groups 

Each group is described by a 6-tuple [/\l,A2,A3;Pl,P2,P:3], of numbers, where 

'iT / Ai are the angles between a chosen base face and the other three faces of T, and 

'iT / It; is the dihedral angle of the edge opposite that labeled with IT (\. Recall that 

these groups can be described as follows: 11 is the [5, [3FJ Coxeter group whose 

Coxeter scheme has one vertex of valence three connected to the three vertices of 

50 
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valence one, one edge with label 5 and the other two edges unlabeled. T2 , 1;, and 

T4 have linear Coxeter schemes. In this case the labeling for these schemes can be 

described as a list. The Coxeter scheme for 12 has edge labels 3,5,3. The Coxeter 

scheme for T, has edge labels 4,3,5. The Coxeter scheme forT", has edge labels 

5,3,5. The remaining five Larmer diagrams correspond to Coxeter groups whose 

Coxeter scheme is a square: 15 is the Coxeter scheme one of whose edges is labeled 

4, n is the Coxeter scheme with two opposite edges labeled 4, T7 is the Coxeter 

scheme OIle of whose edges is labeled 5, 18 has OIle edge labeled 4 and the opposite 

edge labeled 5 and 79 has two opposite edges labeled 5. 

4.1 Preliminaries 

For each Lanner group Ti , the torsion free normal subgroups of Ii whose factor 

group has the form L2 (q) will be determined in the same way as done for T4 in 

chapter 3. All of the groups ~ contain one of the following two Coxeter schemes 

as a sub-diagram: 

[5,3]: 
a 5 b 
• • 

c 
• [4,3] 

a 4 b 
• • 

c 
• 

To classify all torsion-free normal subgroups N of ~ = I'+ that satisfy 

I'+ IN ~ L2 (q), representations of [5,3]+ and [4,3]+ in L2(q) are constructed. 

These representations are then extended to full epimorphisms I'+ -» L2 ( q) by de

termining the conditions under which a suitable image for ~! = cd can map to 

9 E L2 (q) satis(ying the relations in the presentation for I'+. In all of the Lan

uer groups, ensuring that all defining relators are mapped faithfully to L2(q) is 

sufficient to ensure that the kernel of the map is torsion free. 

4.1.1 Coxeter schemes containing [5,3] 

First suppose that the group contains the scheme [5,3]. Then write I'a [5, 3] ~ 

A5 X C2 ) and I't = [5, :3]+ = (0:, {3 I 0:
5 = /33 (Ct/3)2 = 1) ~ A5 . \iVorking as in 
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§ 3.4.1, takei/Ji : rt I---> A5 to be defined by 

0:1--->- MdPI--->-1( t-f e+1) 1(e+1 t+f) 
2 l+e t+J 2 I-{; 1-e 

,2 f2 _2. - -l±vG - I :1 '] - I .. rfh where ( +. + 3 - I , l - -2-' a - a) anc /) - K. en 

0:3 I---> (0 1) 
-1 0 

Note that if ti = -l+(;1)i vG , then tl+i = -1 - ti , where the subscripts are taken 

mod 2. Let 

( 

'11.! :r;) -I I---> E L, 
Y ;;; 

with determinant wz :ry = 1. Then can be extended to a homomorphism 

r+ ---+ 1.0 if and only if it preserves the relations IV! = Uh )V2 = (aPI )V3 = 1, where 

theui E {2, 3, 4, 5}. Recall that, from quadratic reciprocity, .J5 E F if p == ±1 

mod 5 or IFI = p2. 

4.1.2 Coxeter schemes containing [4,3] 

Suppose instead that r contains the special subgroup ro = [4, 3] ~ 8 4 X C2 . Let iFp 
be the algebraic closure of the fiddlF p of order p, where p is prime. This is the union 

of the fillite fields lFq [or all powers q o[ p, with the natural inclusions, so the group 

L L2(iFp) is the union of the corresponding groups L 2 (IFq ) = L2 (q), with the 

induced inclusions. It follows that any epimorphism r+ --7 L2(q) can be regarded as 

a homomorphism r+ ---+ L, by composition with the natural embedding L2 ( q) ---+ L. 

Conversely, since r+ is finitely generated, the image of any homomorphism r+ ---+ L 

is contained in a subgroup 1.o2 (ln for some finite sllbfield f{ of 1'; [rom Dickson, 

if p == ±1 mod 8, then the group Sl is in L2(P)' If P _ ±3 mod 8, then 8 4 is in 

PGL2(p) and hence lies in L2(p2). 

If e : r+ ---+ L is any nontrivial homomorphism, then its restriction 1j; to rt = 
(a, (3) ~ 84 must be an iSOInorphism with a subgroup G r--.J 8 4 of L. There is a single 

conjugacy class of such subgroups G in L. This is becallse, being finite, any pair 

of such subgroups are both contained in a subgroup L2(K) for some finite subfielcl 
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K of Fp; now L2(K) has two conjugacy classes of such subgroups, and these are 

all conjugate in the subgroup PGL2 (K) ::; L 2 (R) ::; L, where K is the quadratic 

extension of J( in Fl" Let llS define t·wo embeddings I't ---7 L to be equivalent if they 

differ by an inner automorphism of L. Given any pair of embeddings (i=l,2), 

the conjugacy of their images implies that is equivalent to an embedding 1/); 
with the same image as 'V) I , so 'V); diflers from <PI by an automorphism of 84 , Since 

lOut 84 1 = 1 it follows that there is one equivalence classes of embeddings. 

A representative for this class can be constructed as follows: Elements of L2 (CJ) 

of order 4 form a single conj ugacy class and have trace ± V2. Let I't = (0:, (3 I 0:
4 = 

/3"'3 (a(3)2 1) ~ 84 , and then take 

1( t-f e+1) 
0:1-->"2 -l+e L+f 

l(e+l t+f) and {) I--> -, ') J' ~ -t 1-e 

where e2 + p = -1, L = ±y'2, 0: = ab and (3 = be. Then, again, 

cI'/31--> (0 1) 
-1 0 

has order 2, as required. Letting 

( 

W 1;) 
~f I--> 

)J Z 
E L, 

again with determinant w:; - .Ty = 1, then the map can be extended to a 

homomorphism I'+ ---7 L if and only if it preserves the relations "/'1 = (/h)V2 = 
(a/Jj)V3 = l. Gauss' lemma for quadratic residues gives y'2 E F if and only if 

p = ±1 mod 8, or if IFI = p2. 

4.1.3 Extending r+ -77 L 2 ( q) to r -77 L 2 ( q) 

Suppose now that there exists a normal subgroup N of r+ with I'+ IN ~ L2(q). A 

natural question is to ask under what conditions does the map I'+ IN extend to a 

map riFf with I'/Rr ~ L2(q) and N < iv. Let 
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Then lal = 2 gives X"1 = -:r1 and c = an:,!3 with lei = 2 gives :[2 = x;,. Also 

b = an 1--+ -
1 (XI X2) ( t f e + 1 ) 
2 X3:1:4 -1 + e L + I 

with trace ~(Xl(t - f) + :/:2(e - 1) + :£":3(e + 1) + 2:4(t + 1)) = O. :£4 = -:]:1 and 

.1:2 = :[3 gives -xd+x2e = O. Assuming that e =I 0, then :r2 = ":~f. Now det(a) = 1 

gives -:I:r(C2 + ./2) = (02. If the Coxeter scheme contains the subscheme [5,3] then 

e2 + P = t and so 2;i = . If the Coxeter scheme contains the subscheme 

[4,3] then e2 + f2 = -1 and so xi = e2
. Finally, 

d an;fh = ( 
Xl(Y -If) 
:£"1(111 + J:) 

(4.1) 

and this has trace Xl (.1: + y + fZ-~W) = O. Assuming that .7:1 = 0 give a as the zero 

matrix, a contradiction. Consequently the equation 

lOT + ey + fz - fw = 0 (4.2) 

must hold. Equation (4.2) can then be combined with the conditions derived for 

the entries in the matrices Q, /J and ~( to solve for e and f explicitly. If such a 

solution exists, then the associated normal subgroup N < r satisfies the subgroup 

diagram given in Table 4.2 

Table 4.2: Subgroup structure in r 

4.1.4 A note on the order of elements In L2(2n): 

Let L2 (2 11 )(00) be the subgroup of L2(271) fixing 00 and let Syl~oo) be the Sylow 

2-subgroup of L2(271)(00), so Syl~oo) = {(~iL)} where p E IF2". Then from chapter 
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12 of Dickson [DiJ the following three results can be obtained: 

Lemma 4.1.1 Every nonidentity element of Syl~oo) has order 2. If L2(2n)(k) is 

the subgroup of L2(2n) fi:J:ing any other element k E lF2TL U{oo}, then its Sylow 2-

subgroup Syl~k) is conjugate in L2(2n) to Syl~oo). These gmvps have trivial pairwise 

intersection and together contain all elements of L2(2n) of order 2. 

Lemma 4.1.2 L2(2n) contains 2n-] (271 + 1) cyclic groups of order 211 - 1. These 

groups are all c01~jugate in L2(211) and together contain 211
-

1(211 + 1)(211 - 2) non

trivial elernents of order dividing 211 - 1. 

Lemma 4.1.3 LA21l) contai'ns 271
-

1 (2 n - 1) cyclic groups of order 211 + 1. These 

groups are all conj1Lgate in L2 (211) and together contain 2211- 1 (211 - 1) nontrivial 

elements of O1der dividing 211 + 1. 

This forms a complete list of all non-trivial elements of L2(211). As a result, the 

following results can be stated: 

Theorem 4.1 Let n be any positive 'integeT. Then L2(2 11
) contains no element of 

oTdeT 4. TheTefoTe the gmups 73[2,2,4; 2, 3,5]' T5[2, 3,3; 2,4,3]' Trd2, 3, 4; 2, 3, 4] 

and 18[2,4,3; 2, 5, 3] contain no torsion fTec nonnal 8ubgT'Oup whose factor group 

is isornoTphic to L2(2n). 

4.2 r = 1'1[2,2,3;3,5,2] 

Letlh = 2, V2 = 3 and V3 2, so ~t2 = (lit)3 = (ap,f' = 1. Then I"il = 2 gives 

w + z = 0 (1), while Ilhl = 3 and lap,1 = 2 give (c + l)w + (L + f)y + U 
t)x + (1 - c)z = ±1 (2) and y - x: = 0 (3), respectively. Since det(r) = I, then 

10
2 + :r2 + 1 = O. substituting conditions (1) and (3) back into condition (2) gives 

2cw = (u-2f:c), where u = ±1. Using this and the equation from the determinant 

gives the quadratic expression: 

') 2 ') ') 
4(e- + /)r 4/u:r + (4e- + 1) o. (4.3) 
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This has discriminant D = 16.[2 -I6(e2 + .[2)(1 +Lle2) ... = (7 +4t)(4e)2, which 

is a square in F when (7 + 4{;) is a square. 

\;\Trite Di = (7 +4t;)( 4ei)2. Then D1D2 = 5(I6cIC2)2 which is a square in F if 5 is 

a square. 5 is a square mod p if p == ±I mod 5 or if IFI = p2. Because tr( (1) = -1~v5, 
then either both or neither ])1 and J)2 are squares in F. First suppose that they 

both are. Then if p = ±I mod 5, for each (ti' lLj), where i,j E {I,2}, two 

epimorphisms onto L2 (p) are obtained, giving a total of 8 epimorphisms. If p == ±2 

mod 5, then IFI = p2, and the Galois automorphism 4) EGal(FllFp) interchanges 

11 and 12 , giving 4 distinct non-con.iugate epimorphisms. 

Now suppose that neither Di is a square in F. If p == ±I mod 5, then adjoining 

~ to lFp 8 epimorphisms are obtained. Now the non-trivial Galois automorphism 

¢ E Gal(lFp ( ~)/lFp) swaps ~ and -VJ];, so for any pair (ti' Uj), where 'i, j E 

{L 2}, ¢ swaps the two solutions for :1:. Hence 4 distinct epimorphisms r -7' L2(p2) 

are obtained. If p == ±2 mod 5, then adjoining VJ]; to IF;, 4 epimorphisms are 

obtained, and again the Galois automorphism swaps yfI5""; and - VJ];, so 2 distinct 

cpimorphisms r --+7 L2(p4) arc obtained. 

Now the exceptional cases correspond to the discriminant D = (7 + 4t)4e2 = O. 

Because it was assumed that e i= 0, then either 4 0, so p = 2, or (7 + 4t) 0, 

in which case 44 = 0, so P E {2, 11}. Now r is an index two subgroup of the 

[5,3,4] group studied in § 4.4.1. Because [5,3,4] has a unique conjugacy class of 

subgroups of index 2, r must be isomorphic to [5,3, 4J+ therefore by § 4.4.1 a 

torsion free epimorphism r+ -7' L2(2n) cannot be constructed. There remains the 

case p = 11. In this case, for each set of values t i , Uj, where i, j E {I, 2}, a unique 

map r+ --+7 L2 (11) is constructed. 

Theorem 4.2 Let r = II and let Di = (4ei)2(7 + 4l.J be the discriminant of 

equation 4.3. Then r+ has torsion free normal subgrol1]Js N with r+ I N ~ L2 (q) 

undeT the following conditions: 

1) If p == ±I mod 5 then edher- both discriminants Di are squaTes in lFp or 

neither are. If they are both squares then r+ has 8 distinct torsion-free nOTTnal 

8ubgrou]J8 N with factoT gTOtLlJ r+ IN ~ L2(P). If neW~er discriminant i8 a 
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squaT(; then r+ has 4 distinct torsion-free nonnal s'ubgroups N with factor' 

gr'01lp r+ I N ~ L2 (p2) . 

2) If p == ±2 mod 5 then either both disCT'iminants Di are squares in Fp2 or 

neitheT are. If they are both squares then r+ has 4 distinct torsion-free normal 

sllbgnJ'Ups N with factor group r+ I N ~ L2 (p2). If nedher discriminant is a 

square then r+ has 2 distinct tOTsion-free normal subgroups N with factor 

gr'01lp r+ I N ~ L2 (p4) , 

4.2.2 Extending to r -* L2(q) 

Let e2 + f2 = 2 - t, where t = -l~V5and e =1= 0, y = ;1:, W = -z and 1l ±1 

be as in the previous section. Suppose that r+ has a normal subgroup N with 

r+ IN ~ L2 (q), From equation L1.2 in § 4,1.3 the condition 

e:r + ey + fz - fw = 0 ( 4.4) 

is obtained. From the results obtained in the previous section, the two equations 

2ew = 'U - 2f:c (4.5) 

and 

( 
2 ")) 2 . (') ) 4 c + 1 - x - 41 'U.:£ + 4c- + 1 = 0 (4.6) 

are obtained. Since y = :1: and 'W = -z, equation 4.4 becomes .1: = few, Substituting 

this into equation 4.5 gives w2(~J+t)' Substituting in for ;1: and w in equation 4.6 

gives 

F + (1 + 4e2 )(2 + t) = 0 

Since e2 + p = - t, this can be rewritten to give 

(7 + 4t)e2 = 0 

Since it is assumed that e =1= 0, 7 + 4t = 5 ± 2/5 = O. Solving give 5 0, so the 

only possible case with r I iV ~ L2(q) is for q = 5. 

Theorem 4.3 Then; exists a nonnal subgroup N <I r with rl N ~ L 2 ( q) and 

r+ 11'+ n Fj ~ L2(q) 'if and only ~f p = 5. 
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This group has been already extensively studied in the work of [JM]. The classifica

tion of all torsion-free normal subgroups N of r+ whose factor group r IN ~ L2(q) 

has been done by Anna Torstensson in her PhD thesis [To], [CMT]. The statement 

is for completeness sake. 

Theorerl1. 4.4 For any prime p there exists a posaive integer k such thai either 

L2 (q) 01' PC L2 (q) is a quotient ofT'+ by some t01'sion-free normal .subgroup. 

Following the notation of section § 4.1.1, let lh = 4, V2 = 2 and V:1 = 2, so 

~(4 = Uh)2 = (Qfh,)2 = 1. Then Iii = 4 gives 11 = ±.J2 = w + z. Ipil = 2 and 

IQ,8il = 2 give (e + l)w + (t + f)y + (j - t):y + (1 - e)z = V -:Y = 0, respectively, 

giving V = :r and 2Clli + 2f1: + (1 - e)'IL = 0, that is, 2ew = (e - l)n - 2/:r: and so 

2ez = 2eu - (e - 1)11, + 2f:r = (e + 1)'/L + 2./.T. The determinant 1J)Z - :cy = 1 then 

gives 

4e2 2ew. 2ez - 4e2 xy 

((c - l)u - 2/:£) ((e + 1)1/ + 2fJ.:) - 4c2
:£2 

2 ') 2 2 ') 
e 11,- - (n + 2/l') - 4e x:-, 

so 

(4.7) 

Equation 4.7 is a quadratic equation for :1:, and extensions r+ -> L2 (F) < I of 

are in one-to-one correspondence with its solutions in Fp) therefore for each 

possible choice of the pair t from {{;l, 12 } and 11 from {±.J2} there are at most two 

such homomorphisms. Such an extension of ,/Ji will be denoted by (}ij if t = ti and 

Ll 'Iij. Now equation (4.7) has discriminant D = 4f2
11,

2 - 8(e2 + f2)(e 2 + 1) = 

8F - 8(e2 + ,e)(e2 + 1) = 4e2 (2l. + 2). Since e2 =f. 0, this is a square if and only if 
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2t + 2 = 1 ± v'5 is a square. If D is a square, then for a choice Ui (provided D =f 0) 

there are two solutions for :1' in F, giving two homomorphisms Oi : r+ --)'; L2(F) < 
L2 (F), so a total of two epimorphisms is obtained. The exceptional case D = 0 

corresponds to p = 2 which has already been excluded in § 4.1.4. 

For t; t; the discriminants Di = 4e;(2ti + 2) satisfy D1 D2 = - (8c2e2)2. If 

-1 E F, so p == 1 mod 4 or IFI = p2, then either both or neither of Dl and 

])2 are squares in F. First suppose that they are both squares. Then there exists 

four epimorphisms r+ --)'; L. Now fJeLdF') preserves traces and lJ E PGL2(F') 

centralises A5 ~ (0:, .8 I ... ) iff B = J d. Let p == 1 mod 8. If p == ±1 mod 5, 

then IFI = P and Aut(T~) =PGL2 (F'), so there exists 8 distinct epimorphisms. If, 

however, p == ±2 mod 5 then there exists four epimorphisms GO : r+ --)'; L2(F'), 

where F' is a degree two extension of F, forming four conjugacy classes of size two 

under the action of the Galois automorphism, giving two distinct automorphisms. 

Now let p == -3 mod 8. If p == ±1 mod 5, then there are four epimorphisms 

rjJ : r+ ->, L2(F) forming two conjugacy classes of size two under the action of the 

Galois automorphism, giving two distinct automorphism.s. If p == ±2 mod 5 then 

there exists w E IF p such that J2 = wv'5. As a result the Galois automorphism 

simultaneously swaps the traces t1 , t2 and the traces 1L1, 1L2, giving two distinct 

epimorphisms. 

Now suppose that neither D1 nor D2 are squares in F. Then they are squares 

in the extension F ( VIJ;). There are several cases to consider: 

a) If p == ±1 mod 5 and p == 1 mod 8, so IFI = jJ, then the Galois group 

of the extension transposes the two epimorphisms corresponding to each 

discriminant, so up to conjugacy there exists two epimorphisms onto L2(p2). 

b) If p == ±1 mod 5 and p == ± - 3 mod 8 then F = IF( V2) and the Galois group 

of the extension f( = F (D J) transposes the two epimorphisms corresponding 

to each discriminant, while the Galois group of F/JF transposes the traces 711 

and U2, so up to conjugacy there exists a unique epimorphism onto L2(p4). 

c) If p == ±2 mod 5 and p == ±1 mod 8, then, arguing as in b) above, there 

exists, up to conjugacy, two distinct epimorphisms onto Ldp4). 
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d) If p == ±2 mod 5 and p == -3 mod 8 write F = lFp(v'5). Then v'2 = b1 j5 for 

some b' E lFp and up to conjugacy there exists a unique epimorphism onto 

L2 (p4). 

If;=I rt F, then precisely one of DI or D2 is a square in L2(F). Now, ;=I rt F 

if and only if F = lFp and p == -1 mod 4. 'Without loss of generality it can be 

assumed that DJ is a square. As a result, p == ±1 mod 5. Now p == 1 mod 

4 so either p -1 mod 8 or p == 3 mod 8. If p _ 3 mod 8 then there are 

no epimorphisms onto L2 (p), while if p == -1 mod 8 then, up to conjugation 

by an automorphism of L 2 (q), there are 4 distinct epimorphisms. Adjoining the 

square root of the other discriminant gives four epimorphisms onto L 2(1() (where 

I( = F ( yI5;) ), forming two conj ugacy classes of epimorphisms. The exceptional 

case where the discriminant equals zero can only happen if p = 2, which is excluded 

in § 4.1.4. 

The results obtained can be summarised in the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.5 Let r+ = T3+ and let Di be a discTiminant faT equation 4.7. Then 

1) If p == ±1 mod 5, p == 1 mod 8, then either r+ has fouT distinct normal 

subgroups N with r+ / N ~ L2 (p) or it has none. In the second case it has 

two dis tinct distinct normal SUbgrol1,pS N with r+ / N :::: L2 (p2) 

2) rt p == 1 mod 4 and 

• 1) == ±2 mod 5 and p == 1 mod 8, 01' 

• p == ±1 mod 5 and p == -3 mod 8, or 

• p == ±2 mod 5 and p == -3 mod 8 

then either r+ admif;s two dislinct distinct nOTrnal subgroups N with r+ / N ~ 

L2(p2) OT none. If theTe aTe no sllch normal 8ubgnmps N, then there is a 

unique rWTTluJ'z subgrcmp N with r+ / N ~ Ldp4). 

3) !f p = 1 mod 4, fJ ± 1 mod 5 and p == -1 mod 8 then there are two dis

tinct normal subgroups N with r+ / N ~ L2 (p) and there is a uniequ 1wrmal 

8ubgmu]J N with r+ IN ~ L2(p2) 
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4.4.2 Extending to r -71 L2 ( q) 

Let e2 + F = -2 - t, where t -1~vsand e i- 0, y :C, z = v wand u = ±J2 
be as in the previous section. Suppose that r+ has a normal subgroup N with 

r+/N ~ L2(q). From equation 4.2 in § 4.1.3 the condition 

ex + ey + J z - Fw = 0 (4.8) 

is obtained. :From the results obtained in the previous section, the two equations 

2ew e'UlL - 2/"x (4.9) 

and 

(4.10) 

are obtained. Since y = :1: and z u. - w, equation 4.8 becomes :1: 2I1~~ In 

Substituting this into equation 4.9 gives w = u(~~~~cu. Substituting in for x and 

w in equation 4.10 gives 

Since e2 + /" = -2 - t, this can be rewritten to give 

so e = H and hence either p == 1 mod 4 or q ])211. Assume then that p == 1 

mod 4 or q = p2n. W'riting e2 = -1 gives f2 = -1 - t, so f = ±J-1- t. If 

t = -1 ~vs, thell -1 - t -J i vs . Since J2 is already assumed to be in any field 

with r+ -77 L 2 (q), f is a square if and only if J -1 ± J5 is. 

Theorem 4.6 Suppose there e.T'ist8 a normal 87.Lbgnmp N <J r+ with factor gmu]J 

1'+ IN ~ L2 (q) and let t be the trace of the image of cy in the quotient gTm,l]J. Then 

there e:cists an e:riension N of N with r I IV ~ L2 (q) if and only if q ~ 1 1nod 4 
and J -1 - t lies ,in IF'q. 

4.5 r = T4 [2, 2, 5; 2, 3, 5J 

Epimorphic images of this group have been extensively· studied in Chapter 3. 
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4.6 r = 7'5[2,3,3;2,4,3] 

In this case [ = ±,f2 and e2 + /2 = 1. 

4.6.1 Maps from r+ to L2(q) 

Following the notation of section § 4.1.2, let VI = 3, V2 = 2 and V:i = 3, so 

1,3 = (lh)2 = (o:,ehY3 = 1. Then hi = 3 gives trb) = ±l = 11, \vhile l,ehl = 2 and 

lo:,eh'l :3 become the conditions tr(fh) = 0 and tr(o;p~() = ±1 = k, respectively. 

trb) = Ll forces z = Ll - wand tr(o:lh) = k gives ;tJ = :r; + k. Section § 4.1.4 

precludes the exceptional prime p = 2. vVrite 

( 

10 :r) 
.T+k '(1.-11) 

The condition tr(;}y) 0 gives ~(2ew+2fx·+tk+fk+1L-eu) = 0 while detb) = 1 

gives wu - w'2 -1,2 -.Tk = 1. Rewriting detb) 1 as 4e2detb) = 4e2
, and letting 

2e'U) = C7J 11 - fk - tk - 2f:r;, the following quadratic expression is obtained for 

x: 

4.,;2 + (-4fkt - 4fu + 4k}:r + (-2ft + 2f2 - 2f'Uk - 211tk) = 0 (4.11) 

Equation 4.11 has discriminant 16(1 + P)(l + 2utk) = -16e2 (1 + 2ulk). Write 

lJi = -16ez(1 + 2ti)' Then DID2 = -7(16eje2)2. Now this is a square if V7lies 

in F, so either IFI = I} (equivalence of field extensions of lFp), or, by quadratic 

reciprocity, p == 1,2,4 or 4 mod 7. Since k,u E {±1}, there are two cases to 

consider: k = u and k = -u. 

Case I: k: = 71 

Equation 4.11 becomes 4:[:2 + 4k:(1 - / - if):/: + (-2ft. + 2P 2/ - 2t) with 

discriminant D = -16e2 (1 + 2/.). If p ~ 1,2 or 4 mod 7 or if IFI 
either both Di are squares in F or neither are. Suppose first that they both are. 

Then it follows that the choice of t will not affect D i . vVLOG choose i = .;2 

and write D = -16e2 (1 + 2.;2). Then for each value ±l of '(1. = k there are two 
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solutions for x and these solutions are equivalent. This can be seen by writing 

x = ~((f + if - 1) ± IV-l- 2t and 2e'/u ek - k - fk - tk - 2J:r becomes 

ill = ~ (( 1 + c + cL) ± ,/ V-I - 20. Then clearly the solution for ~f does not depend 

on the value of k. So there are 4 distinct normal subgroups in total. 

If neither Di is a square in F, then they both are in F( vIJ5). Now, if p ~ ±1 

mod 8, then F( v75) == lFp2. Let (1, 7J and -;::y be the images of (1', /3 and I under the 

epimorphism constructed. The maximal subgroups of L2(p2) containing ((1, 7J) ~ 84 

are L2(P) or PCL2(P)' Since 1'+ contains no subgroup of index 2, and since the 

image of ~r must lie in L2(p2)\I·dp) , it cannot be PCL2(p) and so, for each value 

'II = ±1 and each Di , a unique epimorphism r+ -T> L2(p2) is constructed, giving a 

total of two distinct normal subgroups with factor group L2(p2). 

If p ~ ±3 mod 8, then 84 is not a subgroup of L 2(p), but 84 < PCL2(p) < 

L2(p2). The subgroup ((1,7J) of r+ then embeds into PGL2(p) < L2(p2). From 

Dickson, [Di, §255]' PC L2(P) is maximal in L2(p2), so adjoining -;::y to ((1, (3), gen

erates the full group TJ2(p4) provided I (j. (a., (3). Since neither Di is a square in 

lFp2 it follows that ~i E L2(P'1)\L2(p2), so (a, (3, -;::y) ~ L 2(p4). The non-trivial Galois 

automorphism of lFp2 swaps V2 and - V2 while ¢ E Gal(lFp4/lFp2) swaps Dl and 

1)2. Hence, up to conjugacy, there is a unique epimorphism r+ -+> L2(p4). 

If p ~ 3,5 or 6 mod 7, then precisely one of D1 , D2 is a square in lFp. By 

changing labels if necessary, assume that it is D1 . Then arguing as above, there 

are two distinct normal subgroups of r+ whose factor group is L2 (p). Adjoining 

y75; to F gives a map into L2 (1}), and again, by the arguments similar to those 

above, this map is onto. 

Case II: k = -11 

In this case Equation 4.11 becomes 4:r2 + 4k(1 + f - if).?; + (-2ft + 2]2 + 21 + 2t), 

an equation with discrimillant D = -16e2(1- 2t). The analysis of the solutions of 

this equation is identical to that for the previous case k = 'a .. 

Finally, there remains to check when the solutions obtained for k =11 and for 

k = -'II coincide. If p ~ ±3 mod 8 then, under the action of Gal(F/lF p), the 
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solutions for u = k and u -k coincide. 

Theorem 4.7 Let r be the Lanner group T5 [2, 3, 3; 2, 4,3] and let r+ be the ori

entation preserving subgroup. 

If p == ±1 mod 8 and if p == 1, 2 or 4 T170d 7, then either both 01' neither 

of the discTiminants Di are squares in F. 1f they both are then, up to aulo

rrwrphisms, UleTe aTe 4 distinct nonnal s'ubgroups with factor group L2 (p). 

If neither aTe then theTe aTe 2 distinct TWTmal subgroups with factoT group 

L2 (p2). 

If p - ±3 mod 8 then eitheT both or neitheT of the discrirninanis Di are 

squaTes in F. If they both aTe then there aTe 2 distinct nOT7fwlsubgTo'ups with 

factor gr'O'lLp L2 (p2). If neither are then there is a 1Lnique nOTmal s'ubgmup 

with facior gTOUp L2 (p4) . 

11 p == ±1 m.od 8 and ~f p == 3, 5 01' 6 rllod 17, then there aTe 2 d'istinct normal 

subgmups with factoT group L2 (p) and a unique n01mal subgroup with factor 

group L2 (Ii). 

4.6.2 The exceptional case p = 7 

In the case p = 7, write D = e2 (1 + 2utk). In IF7 , V2 = ±3. Now if t 3 then 

D = 0 mod 17 if u = k, while if t = -3 then D = 0 if 1.L = -k. Choose t 3. If 

DolO mod 7, then u = -k and D -16e2 (1 + 2ukt) = e2 x 5. Since 5 is not a 

square in IF l7 , there are no epimorphisms r - L2(7) for DolO. However, there 

exists an epimorphism r+ -» L2 (49), corresponding to the quotient r+/ K, where 

K is the unique normal subgroup with this quotient. \rYe now look at the two cases 

where D 0 mod 7: 

Equation 4.11 becomes 4x2 = 0, so :r O. Since -1 == 6 mod 7 is not a square in 

IF7 , choose e = j4 and f = 2. Then e2+p = -1, while 2CllJ = ev.-u-fk-tk-2fx 

gives 2cw = -311 == 41L mod 7, or w 211/3 = 3u mod 7. Then substituting in the 

values for e, f and t into 0:, j3 and! gives 

( 4 2) ex 1------7 

1 6 
, (2 3) (31------7 
, 6 6 
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Since k = ±1 and the image ~(l of r lies in L2(7) both maps are equivalent. 

Theorem 4.8 in the e:-rceptional case where p = 7 and Di ° a unique epimor

phism r+ ----» L2 (7) is recovered. 

4.6.3 Extending to r -* L2(q) 

-1, where l = V2and e =1= 0, y = :T + k where k = ±1 and 

Z = 11 - w where 'U = be as in the previous section. Suppose that r+ has a 

normal subgroup N with r+ IN ~ L2(q). From equation 4.2 in § 4.l.3 the condition 

e.T + ey + f z - f11' = () (4.12) 

is obtained. From the results obtained in the previous section, the two equations 

2ew = eu -u - ./k - ik - 2./2: (4.13) 

and 

4:1:2 + (-4fkl. - 4fu + 4k):I: + (-2./t + 2./2 - 2/'l1k - 2ntk) ° (4.14) 

are obtained. Since y = :c+k and z = 11 (0, equation 4.12 becomes x 2f w-2·:>-ek 
Substituting this into equation 4.13 gives 11'u+e~+etk. Substituting in for x and 

11' in equation 4.14 gives 

(1 + 2tuk)f2 + 1 + tv,k () 

implying that p = -1 and consequently e2 = 0, a contradiction, or 1 + I'uk = O. 

If 1 + Luk = 0, then 1 = 4t21}k2 = 8 and so 7 = 0, so p = 7. In this case there 

is a unique normal subgroup K of r with factor group L2(7). Using GAP, it was 

shown that [( is not torsion free - it contains the two con.iugacy classes C((abcr» 

and C ( (badr» of elements of order 2. 

Theorem 4.9 Suppose there e:risis a nomwl 8ubgml1p N <l r+ with ./actor gmup 

r+IN ~ L2(q). Then there can e:-rist an e:-rten,sion N of N with rlN ~ L2(q) i./ 
and only if p = 7. The subgT'()1J.p N is not tor-sian free. 
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4.7 r = T6 [2, 3, 4; 2, 3, 4] 

The orientation preserving subgroup of r has the following presentation: 

r+ ( ) I 4 '):1 ·1 (8~ ) 2 n, . 'Y n. = I = ~J = a I Lc,I"iL~ i~ I ~. 

The subgroup r+ is not perfect: If N = (((3)) is the normal closure in r+ of the 

subgroup (,6'1(33 = 1), then the factor group r+ IN is isomorphic to the dihedral 

group D 3 . Comequently, r+ has an index two subgroup. 

4.7.1 Normal subgroups with quotient S4 

Lemma 4.7.1 Then; are precisely two dist-inct normal subgroups ofr+ whose fac

toJ' group is iS01lwrphic to 84 . 

Proof: The proof amounts to constructing two non-conjugate epimorphisms 

r+ - 8 4 . Let n f------7 0: = (1,3,2,4) and {3 f------7 7J ~ (1,2,3). Then for 'i E 

{(1,3,2,4),(1,3,4,2)} we get III = 4, I(hl = 2 and 10))11 = 3. This proves 

existence of the two maps. If f f------7 'i = (1,3,2,4) then a~f = (i2 has order 2, while 

if I f------7 :=y = (1,3,4,2) then (Yj (1,4,3) has order 3. Hence the maps are not 

conjugate. Finally it is useful to note that (1,3,4,2) = (1,3,2,4)(2,4) = 73- 108. II1II 

~Write a and /3 as in section 4.l.2. Then (;2 + f2 = -1 and t = ± J2. Let 

( 
w x) 

1f------7 • 

Y z 

Then hi = 4, I/hl = 2 and lo;/hl = 3 become the conditions tr(r) = ±J2 = '11., 

tr(fh) = 0 and tr(olh) = ±1 = k, respectively. tr(r) '/J gives z = 11 - 11) while 

Lr( a(Jr') = k gives y = x + k. Again, by § 4.l.4, the case ]J = 2 is excluded. So 

( 

W :r:) 
:c+k a-LV 
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Now trUh) = 0 gives ~(2e'LU + 2f:c + tk + fk + u - en) = 0 while detb) = 1 

gives U)'IJ, - w 2 - :y2 - :r k = 1. Rewriting det b) = 1 as 4e2det b) = 4e2, anclletting 

2cw = eLL LL fk - lk - 2/;r, then :r satisfies the quadratic equation 

2 2 ( ) 4:r + (-4ftk - 4f1l + 4k):c + (-2 + f - 2ft - 2ufk 2utk) = 0 4.15 

This quadratic has determinant D = 16c2 (3 + 2utk), with (;,k: E {±V2}. If 

sign(lI.) =sign(!.) and k: = -1 or if sign(u) -sign(f) and k: = 1 then f) = (4c)2. 

Let sign(u) =sign(t) and k: = 1. Then :r satisfies the quadratic equation 

2 .2 4:r - 4.1: + 2 + f = 0 

and D = (4c)2. Hence ::r; = 4~4e = HI ± e). If:r ~(1 + c) then w = ~(t - f) and 

~! can be written as 

,I ~ ~ ( : =: ::;) ~ " 
while if :r = ~(1 - e), then w = ~(f + t) and, has the form 

I') = - = (3 o;{3 1 ( f + l 1 - e) --1-. 

- 2 e-l t-f 

so we recover the two epimorphisms r+ ---77 8 4 constructed in the previous section. 

If sign(u) = -sign(t) and k = 1 then the same result is obtained. 

Now suppose that Sigll(LL) =sign(/,) and k 

equation 

1, so ;r satisfies the quadratic 

4x2 + (-8tf + 4):r - e2 
- 4tf - 7 

This has discriminant D = -7(4e)2. 'Write IJi = 16e2 (3 + 2akL.J If p == 1,2 or 

4 mod 7, then either both or neither Di are squares in IF'p. Since one discriminant 

D = (4e)2 is always a square, it follows that they both are. Hence for p == ±1 mod 

8 and p == 1,2 or 4 mod 7, there are two distinct normal subgroups whose factor 

group is L2(P)' If, however, p == ±1 mod 8 and p == 3,5 or 6 mod 7, then precisely 

one discriminant, 1) = (4e)2, is a square in lFp. The second one, 1) = -7(4e)2, is 

a square in the quadratic extension lFp2 of lFp, and so the induced map sends r+ 
onto a subgroup of L2(p2). Since r+ has a subgroup of index 2, it is possible that 

the image is PGL2(P)' 

Elements of PGL2(p)\L2 (p) have non-square determinant. Since it has been 

assumed that p == 3,5 or 6 mod 7, it follows [rom quadratic reciprocity that 7 is 
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not a square in the field lFp . To characterize maps r+ ---+> PGL2 (p), it is sufficient to 

consider the images 101' I whose determinant is 7. The set of equations det(1) = 7, 

trace(a;'h) = ±1, trace(/:I,) 0 and trace(1) = ±J2 together yield the following 

quadratic equation for x: 

4.7:2 + (-4f'/1, - 4ftk + 4k):Y; + (-25e2 
- 2ft - 3 - 2utk - 2fuk) = 0 

This equation has discriminant D = 16e2 (21 2utk). Since it is assumed that 

sign(u) =sign(l) and that k = 1 (since otherwise epimorphisms onto 8'1 are recov

ered), then D = 17(4e)2. Then D is a square if and only ifp == 1,2,Li,8,9,13,15 

or 16 mod 17, and in this case two distinct normal subgroups with factor group 

PC L2 (p) arc recovered. 

Hence, if p == ±1 mod 8, p == 3,5 or 6 mod 7 and p - 1,2,4,8,9,13,15 or 16 

mod 17, then two distinct there arc two distinct normal subgroups whose factor 

group is PC L2 (p). Othenvise there is a unique normal subgroup with factor group 

L2 (p2). 

Now suppose that p = ±3 mod 8. Then 84 ct L2(p), but 84 C PCiL2 (p) C 

L2(p2). Since PCiL2(p) is maximal in L2(p2) and 8 4 is maximal in PGL2 (p), there 

are two cases to consider: either r+ has a normal subgroup whose factor group is 

PGL2 (p), or it has a normal subgroup with factor group L2(p2). By construction, 

the image of ~( is a matrix with square determinant and so lies in L2 (p) or in 

L2 (p2)\PCL2 (p). If the image of ~/lies in L2(P) then r+ maps to PGL2(p), while 

if If the image of, lies in L2(p2)\PGL2(p), then r+ maps to L2(p2). 

Theorem 4.10 Let r = '[(;[2,3,4; 2, 3, 4] and let D be the discTiminant of Equa

tion 4.15. Let t be the tmce of a, u be the tmce of ~/ and k be the tmce of aPT 

Then 

1) Suppose that sign(l) = sign(v) and k = -1, 01' sign( t) - s'ign(n) and k = 1. 

Then two d'istinct epimorphisrns r+ ---+> 84 aTe Tecovered. 

2) 8uppose that 8ign( t) = sign(u) and k = 1, aT sign( t) = - sign( u,) and k = 

-1. If p == 1, 2 01' 4 mod 7 and p ± 1 'Trwd 8 then theTe aTe 4 distinct 

epimorphi8ms r+ ---+> L2 (p). ff p == ±3 mod 8 01' P _ 3, 5 01' 6 mod 7 then 

there aTe 2 distinct epinl,oTphi8ms r+ ---+> L2 (p2) . 
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4.7.3 Extending to r --77 L 2 ( q) 

Let e2 + j2 = 1, where t = V2 and e i- 0, y = X'+k where k = ±1 and z = 'u-w 

where 'U = ±V2 be as in the previous section. Suppose that r+ has a normal 

subgroup N with r+ / N ~ L2(Q) . . From equation 4.2 in § 4.1.3 the condition 

ex: + ey + / z - /w = ° (4.16) 

is obtained. l:<~rom the results obtained in the previous section, the two equations 

2ew = e11 - 11 - fk - tk - 2f.y ( 4.17) 

and 

4.<:2 + (-4/tk - 4/'11. + 4k);r, + (-2 + f2 - 2ft - 2ufk - 2'Utk) = ° (~.18) 
are obtained. Since y = .x+ Ie and z =(1- 'W, equation 4.16 becomes .x = 2f7lJ-2~u-ek. 

Substituting this into equation 4.17 gives w = u+el~+tck. Substituting in for x and 

w in equation 4.18 gives 

(3 + 2lI1k)/2 + 3 + 2l'uk = 0 (4.19) 

implying that .F = -1 and consequently e2 = 0, a contradiction, or .3 + 2t'Uk = O. 

If 3 + 2t'U.1e 0, then 9 = 4t;2u2k2 = 16 and so 7 0, so p = 7. In this case there 

is a unique normal subgroup K of r with factor group L2(7). Using GAP, it was 

shown that K is not torsion free - it contains the four conjugacy classes C (( dab )::3), 

C((abc)3), C((bcd)3) and C((cdu)3) of elements of order 2. 

Theorem 4.11 Suppose theTe e:r;ists a nmmal subgmup N <J r+ with /actoT gmup 

r+ / N ~ L2 ( q ). Then theTe can exist an extension N of N w-ith r / Iv ~ L2 (q) -if 
and only Zf p = 7. The 8ubgTOUp N -is not tOTsion free. 

4.8 r = 7'7[2,3,3;2,5,3] 

As defined in section 4.1.1, let VI = '(::1 = :3 and /)2 = 2, so 1 3 = (/3()2 = (cx/h)3 = 1. 

Then iii = 3 gives Z = It - W,u. = ±1, while Icy/hi = 3 gives y = :r + k, with 
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k = ±1. So 

( 

W 
11--7 
. :c+ k 

x ) E L, 
u 'W 

and Ilhl = 2 gives 2ew + 2f:/: + tk: + fk + '/1 - eu O. detb) = 1 gives W({- '1112 

:r2 - :r:k = 1. ·Writing this as 4c2det(r) = 4c2 , the following equality 

(2ew)2u - (2ew)2 - (2ex)2 - (2ex)(2ek) = 4e2 

can be obtained. Substituting in for 2ew gives 

-(8 + 4t)x2 + (4ftk: + 4fu - 8k - 4tk)x+ 

(-4 - 4{; 2f2 + 2ft + 2f'IJ,k + 2utk) = 0 

( 4.20) 

(4.21 ) 

a polynomial with discriminant D = 16e2 (2 + 3t - 2uki). Let Di = 16e; (2 + 3ti -

2kuti ), where ti = -l+(~1rV5 as usual. Since k, 11 E {±1}, the two cases k = 11 and 

k = -71. are considered separately. 

Case I k: 11: 

Then Di 16er(2 + Ii) and D1 D2 = (16eje2)2 and either both or neither Di are 

squares in F, giving 8 maps r+ 1--7 L2 (q) or none, respectively. If q = p there are 

8 distinct maps, while if q 1'2 then the 8 images form two conjugacy classes, so 

4 distinct maps r+ 1--7 L2(p2) are recovered. If neither Di is a root, then adjoining 

VJ]; to F gives maps r+ 1--7 L2(F( yflJ;)). If F = IFp, f( = IFp(~) then the 

Galois automorphism (P EGal( K / F) swaps the two solutions a + bVJ];, a - b..fl); 

so 4 distinct maps r+ 1--7 L2(F( VJ];)) are constructed. If F = IFp2 so K = F(~), 
2 epimorphisms r+ 1--7 1'2 (F ( VJ];)) are constructed. 

Case II /,; = -LL: 

Then D; = 16er(2 + 0[;) and D1D2 = -31(16eje2)2, so both D1 and D2 are 

squares in F if both 5 and -31 are squares in F. Now -31 is a square in F if 

either IFI = p2 or if p == 1,2,4,5,7,8,9,10,14,16,18,19,20,25 or 28 mod 31, and 

5 is a square in F if p == ±lmod 5 or IFI = p2. First suppose that p = ±1 mod 5 

and p == 1,2,4,5,7,8,9,10,14,16,18,19,20,25 or 28 mod 31. Then there are either 
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zero or 8 epimorphisms r+ f---7 L2 (p), depending on whether or not Di are squares 

or not in F. If they are not, then adjoining, say, .;TJ; to F gives pairs of conjugate 

maps r+ f---7 L2(F( .;TJ;)), giving four distinct epimorphisms r+ f---7 L 2 (p2). If, 

however, IFI = p2, then if the D; are squares in F four epimorphisms r+ f---7 L2(p2) 

are constructed. If the Di are not squares, then adjoining, say, .;TJ; to F gives 

maps r+ f---7 L2(F( VJ);)), giving two epimorphisms r+ f--). L2(p2). 

Now suppose that -31 is not a square in F, so p _ ±1 mod 5 and p == 
3,6,11, 12, 13, 15, 17,21, 22, 2:3, 24, 26, 27, 29,30 mod 31, Then precisely one of D], 

D2 is a root in F (without loss of generality say D 1 ) and 4 distinct maps 

r+ f---7 L2 (p) are recovered. Adjoining the square root ...;I5:; (j. F gives 4 epimor

phisms r+ f---7 L2 (p2) forming two conjugacy classes of maps under the action of 

the Galois automorphism Gal( K / F), where K = F ( V D 2 ) 

The following theorems have thus been proved: 

Theorem 4.12 Let k = 'Ll. Then either both or nedheT of the d,tscriTninants Di are 

squares 'in F. If they both are, then if p == ±1 mod 5 gives 8 distinct ep'irnorphisms 

r+ -* L2 (p), while if p == ±2 Tnod 5 then 4- distinct epimorphisms r+ -* L2 (p2) aTe 

obtained. ff neitheT D; aTe squares in F, then they both are in F( JD:). If p == ±1 

mod 5 then there aTe 4- distinct epimorphism.') r+ -* L2 (p2), while if p == ±2 mod 

5 theTe are 2 distinct epimorphisms r+ -* L2 (p4) . 

Theorem 4.13 Let k = -/1. Let 0 1 = {I, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,10,14,16,18,19,20,25, 28} 

be the squares in IF;31. Then the following cases hold: 

1) If p == ±1 mod 5 and p == i mod 31, where i E n, then either both dis

criminants or neither lie in IF. If they both do theTe are 8 epimorphisTns 

r+ -* L2(p), while ~fthey do not then thae aTe 4- epimorphisms r+ _ L2(p2). 

2) If p == ± 1 7Tl,od 5 then eitha both discriTninants aT neitheT lie in lFp2. If they 

both do then then~ are 4- eytmorphisms r+ -* L2 (p), while ~f they do not then 

there are 2 epiTlwTphisms r+ -* L2(p2). 

3) If p == ±1 nwd 5 and p == i mod 31, where i E IF;31 \0. Then ]JTecisely one 

discriminant is a .square in lFp and there are 4- epimorphisms r+ -* L2 (p). 

A(~joining I;he square TOot of the other discTiminant gives 2 epi'17wrphisms 

r+ -* L2(p2). 
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4.8.2 Case p = 2 

As specified in § 3.5 Cl' and /-J can be written as 

Cl:f-+(t t+1), 
L 0 

r- (t+10) .3 f-+ , 
, t t 

where t E lFp2/lFp is a primitive cube root of 1. "Writing 

( 
w x) ~! f-+ 
Y z 

and noting that iTl = 3 and IOIhl = 3 gives 

~( f-+ 
( 

w :r:) 1+:r: l+w 

while 1,8,1 2 gives t+w+t:r 0, so w = t.T+t. Now deth) = (w+1)2+(.T+1)2 = 1 

and so Equation 4.22 is recovered: 

( 4.22) 

Since [2 = 1 + I. Equation 4.22 can be rewritten as i:r + 1:1:2 + :1: = 0, so :r: = 0 or 

t:r = t + 1 = t2 so .'C = t. 

(
to ) .1: = 0 ==? ,f-+ 
1 1 + t 

.'C ( It) 
1 + t 0 

(4.23) 

Consequently, there is no map r+ ->+ L2(2n) for n > 2. 

Theorem 4.14 The'T'e exisis no epimorphism. r+ ->+ L2(2n) jen' n > 2. FOT n = 2, 

then; aTe two distinct epimmphism8. 

4.8.3 Extending to r ---71 L2(q) 

Let e2 + p = -2 - t, where t = -1~V5 and e =I 0, y = :r + k where Ie ±1 and 

z = u - w where II = ±1 be as in the previous section, and p > 2. Suppose that 

r+ has a normal subgroup N with r+ / N ~ L2(q). From equation 4.2 in § 4.1.3 

the condition 

ex + ey + {:: - jw o (4.24) 
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if:) obtained. From the results obtained in the previous section, the two equationf:) 

and 

2ew = ev - u - fk - tk - 2f.T 

-(8 + 4t):r2 + (4ftk + 4fu - 8k - 4tk):r+ 

(-4 4t - 2f2 + 2ft + 2/,tLk + 2ulk) = 0 

( 4.25) 

(4.26) 

S k t · 4 24 b ')fw-fn-ek are obtained.ince y = x+ ~ and z u-w, equa lOn. .. ecomes x = - 2" . 

S 1 . . 1" t' 4 ')1": . (2+1)n+ell+tek S 1 t' t' . f u )f:)tItutmg t llf:) mto equa lOll '.~O gIves w = 2(2+1) . U)S ItU mg m or:r 

and w in equation 4.26 gives 

(-2 3l + 2uLk)f2 - 7 5f; + 2uk + 2vtk = 0 ( 4.27) 

so f = 7~;=~:'~;-1l2t%tk. It now remains to consider the two cases, sign(u) = sign(k) 

and -sign(u) = sign(k). 

Sign(u.) =Sign(k): \Vrite u = k. Then F = _;:;::~t and hence (::2 = -2-[-F = 

0, contradicting the assumption that e =1= 0, unless F = O. Now F = 0 if and only 

if 5 + 3t = 5 + 3 -1;V5 = O. Solving 5 + :3t = 0 gives 4 = O. So for all primes fJ > 2, 

if sign(u) = sign(k) then there is no normal subgroup N of r with factor group 

L2(q). 

Sign(u.) Sign(k): 'Write tl = -k. Then F = - ~!~~ and hence ('2 = 0, 

contradicting the assumption that e =1= 0, unless f2 = O. Now F = 0 if and only if 

9+ 7l = O. Solving this gives 124 = 0 so p = 2 (a contradiction) or p 3l. If p = 31 

there is a unique normal subgroup K of r whose factor group r / K ~ L2(31). Since 

r contains conjugacy classes C(abc), C((abc?), C(dab) and C((dab)3) of elements of 

order 10 and since L 2(31) has no elements of order 10, I( cannot be torsion free. 

Theorem 4.15 Suppose theTe ex'is ts a n07"fnal su.bgro'up N <J r+ w'ith factoT group 

r+ / IV ~ L2 (q). Then thae exists an e:rtens'ion iv of N with r/ Iv ~ L2 (q) if 

and only 'if]J = 3l. In this case theTe is a unique nOT"rnal SUbgT'OUp Iv in r with 

r/iJ ~ L2 (31) and iJ is not tOTsion free. 
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4.9 r = 7'8[2,4,3;2,5,3] 

Write 0' and (3 as they are defined in section § 4.1. Then (} + F + 2 + t; = 0 and 

I = -1~v'5. Let 

~~(: :) 
Then hi = 4, Ipil = 2 and I exi""Y I = 3 become the conditions trb) = ±J2 = 'ti, 

tr(jh) = 0 and tr(ofh) = ±1 = k, respectively. trb) = 1J. forces z 'U. - IV and 

tr((llh) = k gives y :r + k. Again \ve cannot have p = 2. So 

(

IV X") ."1 f--7 

, .1:+k u w 

Now tr(,8() = 0 gives ~(2ew + 2J.1: + tk + Jk + 'U. - eu) = 0 while detb) = 1 

gives wa - w 2 
- :r2 - :r:k = 1. Rewriting detb) = 1 as 4e2detb) = 4e2, and letting 

2ew = e'U 'U - J k - Ik - 2J X" gives the following quadratic expression for x: 

p(::C)t;,Uj,k, = (8 + 4[):£2 + (-4Ju - 4l/k + 4Lk: + 8k):I: 

+(1 + 3L + P - 2iku - 2tf - 2Jk11) = O. 
( 4.28) 

This has discriminant f) = 16[(1 21. + 2u.kL)P + (-L + 2ku + 2k;/,n)]. \iVrite 

e2 = -2 t - F in D. Simplif:ying the resulting expression gives 

. 2 D = 16e (21 - 1 - 2k(11). 

Let Dj = 16e2 [(2t - 1) - 2kb.L.i]' Then DID2 = -.3(16e2 f and this is a square in 

F if and only if -3 is is a square in F. (note that this number still depends on t, 

since t is expressed in terms of e and f). By Gauss' lemma for quadratic residues, 

A E JFp if and only if p == 1 mod 6. 

First suppose that both D] and [)2 are squares in F. Then either p == 1 mod 6 

or IFI = p2 . 

• If p == ±1 mod 5, p == ±1 mod 8 and p == 1 mod 6, then there are 16 distinct 

epimorphisms r+ ---+> L2 (p) . 
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• If p == ±1 mod 5 and p == ±3 mod 8, then there are 8 distinct epimorphisms 

r+ ---'ff L2(p2). 

• If p == mod 5 and P == ±1 mod 8, then there are 8 distinct epimorphisms 

r+ ---'ff L2(p2). 

• If p == mod 6 and p == mod 8, then there are 8 distinct epimorphisms 

r+ ---'ff L2(p2). 

Now suppose that neither J)1 nor ])2 are squares in F. Then they both are 

in P(Dd and the llontrivial Galois automorphism of F(Di)/F swaps j75j with 

-,jI5j, so the Galois automorphism swaps the two solutions to the polynomial 

p(x)t;,lIj,ks ' for each i, 8 in {O, I}. Then one of the following cases holds: 

• If p == ±1 mod 5, p _ ±1 mod 8 and p == 1 mod 6, then there are 8 distinct 

epimorphisms r+ --+ L2(p2) 

• If p == 1 mod 6, and suppose one of the following cases holds: 

p == ±1 mod 5 and p == ±3 mod 8, or 

p == mod 5 and p == ±1 mod 8, or 

p == ±2 mod 5 and p == ±3 mod 8 

Then there are 4 distinct epimorphisms r+ ---'ff L2(p2) 

Finally, suppose that: precisely one of D1 , D2 is a square in F. Then p == ±1 

mod 6, p == ±1 mod 8 and p =t- 1 mod 6. Without loss of generality suppose that 

Dl is a square in F = Wp. Then there are precisely 8 epimorphisms r+ ---'ff L2 (7)). 

Adjoining yIT5:; to W to get F = W( yII5;) gives 4 distinct epimorphisms, one for 

each pair t i ) ks ) for i, S E {O, I}. 

Theorem 4.16 Lcl p(T)i,.i,8 be 0,8 above and let D j = 16e2 (2i - 1 - 2khJj). 

1) Supp08e that IFI = p. Then for p == mod 5, p = ± 1 mod 8 and p == 1 

mod 6, either both or neither D j are squares in F. 1/ they both are then for 

each triple (i,j, 8) two solutions are obtained for Equation 4.28 giving a tolal 

of 16 epimorphism8 r+ ---'ff L2(P)' 1/ neither D j is a square in F, then they 

both are in F (VIJ;) and there are 8 dislincl; epimorphi8ms r+ ---'ff L2 (Ii). 
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2) Suppose that I F I = p2. Then either both 01' nedheT D j are squares in F. 

If they both are then for each tTiple (i, j, ,,) there is one solution for Equa

tion 4.28 giving a total of 8 epinwrphisms r+ --» L2 (p2). If neither' D j is a 

square in F, then they both aTe in F( J[5;) and there are 4 distinct epimor

phisms r+ -+t L2 (p4) . 

S) Finally, suppose p == ±1 rnod 5, p == ±1 mod 8 and p 1= 1 Trwd 6. Then 

pr'(;(;isely one of D 1, D2 is a square in F. In this case theT(~ are 8 epimorphis'lTLs 

r+ -+t L2 (p). Adjoining J75 to F, wheTe f) is the non-square discTiminant 

gives 4 epimmphisms r+ --» L2 (p2) . 

4.9.2 Extending to r ~ L2(q) 

Let e2 + ./2 = -2 - /', ~w'here /, = -1~v'5 and e i- 0, y = ;£ + k where k = ±1 

and z = 11 - IV where 'II = ±y12 be as in the previous section. Suppose that r+ 
has a normal subgroup N with r+ IN ~ L2(Q). :From equation 4.2 in § 4.1.3 the 

condition 

ex + ey + .r z - .r w = 0 (4.29) 

is obtained. From the results obtained in the previous section, the two equations 

2ew = ell - u - Jk - lk - 2f:£ ( 4.30) 

and 

(8 + 4t):c2 + (-4fu - 4tfk + 4tk + 8k)x 

+(1 + 3L +},2 - 2tk([ - 2L./ 2}'ku) = 0 ( 4.31) 

are obtained. Since y = x+k and z = u-w, equation 4.29 becomes x = 2Iw-;'~1I-ek. 

S b ft t' tl" t ~ t' A 3() . (2+I)v+C71+lck S b' . . f u S 1 umg . lIS mo cqua IOn '±. gIves 1D 2(2+t)' u stItutmg m or x 

and 11) in equation 4.31 gives 

(-1 + 2t - 2//1lk)}'2 - 21Jk - 2{;uk + t = 0 ( 4.32) 

so J2 271k+2tllk-1 Thell ,2 - 2 t }'2 - 0 t~~ 'd' ·t~· t1 ,~.~. t' , = 1+2t-2tnk' ,f. - - -, - -, con ra Ie .mg le dssumpion 

that e i- 0, unless }'2 = O. Now }'2 = 0 if and only if 2uk: + 2luk - l = O. ~Write 
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t = 2'111.:(I+t). Then t2 = 4u2 1.:2(I+t)2 so I-t = 16+8t, giving 17 = -9t. Solving 

this gives 44 = 0, so p 2 or p = 11. By the previous section p =J 2 and since 

11 == 3 mod 8, L2 (1l) contains no clement of order 4. Hence there is no torsion 

free normal subgroup N of r+ whose factor group is LAll). 

Theorem 4.17 Suppose there e.Tists a normal S1tbgTOUp N <J r+ with factor gTOUp 

r+/N ~ L2(Q). Then LheTe e.Tist no e2:tensions Iv ofN with r/iv ~ L2(Q). 

4.10 r = Tg[2, 3, 5; 2, 3, 5J 

Let ();, {} and! be as defined in § 4.1.1. Then bl = 5 and laI3~/1 = 3 give y = :1: + I.: 
and z = 1L - W, where k = ±1 and u = -1~v'5. Ii-hi = 2 gives 2ew + 2fx + tk + 
II.: +u - eu = O. From deth) = 1, WU -w2 - x 2 - :(;11; = 1. Multiplying this by 

4e2 gives 

(2ew)(2eu) - (2e1u)2 2 2 2 2 4e.7: - 'Ie :rk - 4e = 0 ( 4.33) 

Substituting for 2ew e'u - u - f k - tk - 2.f:r: in Equation 4.33 and simplifying 

gives the quadratic equation 

(8 + 4t)x2 + (-4ftk 4fu + 8k + 4ik)x+ 

4 + 3'u + 4t + I'lL + 2.[2 + ZiP - 2Illk - 2i'U.k - 2ft = 0 
(4.34) 

which has the rather unwieldy discriminant D = 16e2(2 + 31 + tv. - 2tv.k + 311.). 

There are two cases: either both 0: and ~l have the same trace, in which case u = t, 

or they have different traces, in which case 11. = -1 - t. 

Case ILL = t: 

Then Equation 4.34 becomes 

(8 + 4t):(;2 + (-{Jftk - 4ft + 8k + 4tk)x+ 

-2ft + pt + 5 + 6t + 2F - 2kIt - 2k + 2kt = 0 
( 4.35) 
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and this has discriminant 

D = 16e2 ((5 + 2k)L + 3 - 2k) 

Writing D; = 16r; ((5 + 2k)ti + 3 - 2k) gives DlD2 = (16c]r2?( -27 - 28k), so 

{ 
-5,5(16e,le~)2, if k = 1 

(16ele2)2,lfk -1 

Notice that, if k = -1, then Equation 4.36 is recovered 

(4l + 8):/:2 - (4l + 8):/: + (7 + 4L + 2/2 + 12[) = 0 

This can be written as 

(4l + 8):y2 - (4t + 8).x + ~(4t + 8)(3 + /; + f2) = 0 
4 

Substituting in for e2 in Equation 4.37 and dividing by (4t + 8) gives 

') 1 2 
:c - x + -(1 - e ) = 0 

4 

( 4.36) 

( 4.37) 

( 4.38) 

a quadratic with discriminant D = e2 . Hence x = l~e and so, for each value of 

t E {tdT=l there are two solutions, since c 1= O. As a result, if k = 1 there are 4 

epimorphisms r+ ---It L2(p), if p == ±1 mod 5, or 2 epimorphisms r+ -# L2(p2), if 

p == ±2 mod 5. If k = 1 then for -55 a square in F, either both or neither Dl and 

D2 are squares in F. If they both are and if p == ±1 mod 5 and p == 1,3,4,5,9 mod 

11, then 4 distinct epimorphisms r+ -# L2 (p) are constructed. If p == ±2 mod 5 

or p 2,6,7,8,10 mod 11, then there are 2 distinct epimorphisms r+ -# L2(p2). 

If neither discriminant is a square in F, then if p == ±1 mod 5 and p == 1,3,4,5,9 

mod 11, then there arc 2 distinct epimorphisms r+ -# L2(p2) while if p == ±2 mod 

,5 or p == 2,6,7,8,10 mod 11 then there is a unique epimorphism r+ -# L2(p4). If 

p == ±1 mod 5 and p == 2,6,7,8,10 mod 11, then precisely one of the discriminants 

is a square in F and the other is not. In this case p == ±1 mod 5, p == 2,6,7,8,10 

mod 11 and there are 2 distinct epiInorphisms r+ -# L2 (p). Adjoining the square 

root of the non-square discriminant to F gives a unique epimorphism r+ -# L2(p2). 

These results are summarised as follows: 

Theorem 4.18 Let h{O:) =tTCr). 

1) Suppose that t1'( of h) = -1. Then i/ p == ± 1 mod 5 there are 4 distinct 

epimorphisms r+ -# L2 (p). !f p == ±2 mod 5 then there are 2 disl'incL epi-

, h" 1'+ 1 (0 2) m01p ,z.sms -#"2 p . 
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2) Suppose that tr{ G,Lh) 1. Then if -55 is a square in lFp either either both 

or neither D1 , D2 are squares in F. 11' they both are squares in F, then 

Ifp == ±1 mod 5 and1' == 1,3,4,5,9 mod 11 then there aTe 4 distinct 

epimmphisrns r+ -n L2 (p) . 

If p == ±2 mod 5 or l' == 2,6,7,8,10 mod 11, then there are 2 distinct 

e1'irnorphisms r+ -n L2 (1'2) . 

If neitheT' are squares in F, then 

If p == ±1 mod 5 and p == 1,3,4,5,9 mod 11 then there are 2 distinct 

epimorphisms r+ -n L2(p2). 

If p == ±2 mod 5 aT p == 1,3,4,5,9 mod 11 then theTe is a 'umque 

epimorphism r+ -n L2 (p4) 

3) If p == ±1 mod 5 and p == 2,6,7,8,10 mod 11 then precisely one of D1 , D2 is 

a squaTe in F. In this case there aTe 2 distinct ep'imoTphisms r+ -n f.J2 (p). 

Adjoining the square TOot of the non-square discriminant to F, gives a llniq1te 

epimmphism r+ -n L2(p2). 

Case II LL -1 - t: 

Then 4.34 becomes 

(8 + 4t)x2 + (-4kft + 4ft + 4f + 8k + 4tk)x+ 

2k - 2ft + 2fk + t + f2 - Pi + 2kft = 0 
( 4.39) 

and this has discriminant D = 32e2 (k - 1) and so 

{ 
O. if k = 1 

l) = ' 
-(8e)2, if k = -1 

So if k = 1 there is a unique epimorphism. Now, letting k = -1, if p == ±1 mod 5 

then there are 2 distinct epimorphisms onto L2 (p) if p == 1 mod L1. Otherwise there 

is a unique epimorphism r+ -n L2 (p2) . 

Theorem 4.19 Suppose that tr( n:) =1= tr( f ). Then 
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1) Suppose that tT'( ex{fy) = 1. Then if p == ±1 mod 5 theTe aTe two epirnoTphisrns 

r+ -n L2 (p). if p == ±2 mod 5 theTe is a unique epimoTphisrn r+ -n L2 (p2) . 

2) Suppose that tT( ct/h) = -l. fl p == ± 1 mod 5 and p == 1 mod 4 then thae 

aTe 2 epimoTphisTns r+ -n L2(P)' Otherwise there is a unique epimoTphi.sm 

onto L2(p2). 

4.10.2 Exceptional cases 

In the previous section, the discriminant D 16e2 ((5 + 2k)t + 3 - 2k) if Ui = ti , 

while D 32e2 (k -1) if 7Lj = t i . In the case u = t D 0 if (5 + 2k)t + 3 - 2k = O. 

If Ie = 1 then solving this gives 220 == 0 mod p, or p E {2, 5,11}. If Ie = -1 then 

D = 0 if and only if p = 2. If Uj = ti then D = 0 if and only if k = 1, giving one 

unique solution for each value of f i . 

4.10.3 Extending to r -71 L2(q) 

Let (;2 + /2 = - l" where {, = -1~15 and e i: 0, y :1:' + k where k = ±1 

and Z II - W where 11 = -1~15 be as in the previous section. Suppose that r+ 
has a normal subgroup N with r+ IN ~ L2(q). From equation 4.2 in § 4.l.3 the 

condition 

ex + ey + {:: - fw = 0 (4.40) 

is obtained. From the results obtained in the previous section, the two equations 

2ew = ev - 'U - /k tic - 2/:1; (4.41) 

and 

(8 + 4t):c2 + (-4/tk - 4/v + 8k + 4tk)x: + 
L1 + 3u + 4t + tlL + 2f2 + Uf2 - 2fuk - 2tuk - 2ft = 0 ( 4.42) 

are obtained. Since y = :D+ k: and z = '11 -10, equation 4.40 becomes x = 2fw-~1I-ck. 
Substituting this into equation 4.41 gives w = (2+t~(::i)+tek. Substituting in for x 

and w in equation 4.42 gives 

(2L. 2Lule +u.)/2 2uA - 2luk + L o ( 4.43) 



4.11. Concluf::iion 

f::iO f2 = 211k+2t1lk-l and e2 = -2 - t - f2 = 1+211+2+111 
2t-2tnk+v 2t-2tl1k+v . 

Case I: Ui = til i E {I, 2} 

2 2k-t ') -(2t+:3) ') Then f = and e- = If k = 1 then e-:3t+2kt-2k :3t+2kt-2k' 

while if k = -1 then e2 = -1 - t and P = -1. 

Case II: 'iLj = til i i- j 

2l+3 and F 
2-5t . 
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1+2t 
2t-3 

Then f2 = 4~:lt~7t and e'2t+12t~1' If k = 1 then e2 

if k -1 then e2 = l+t and 1'2 = t+~. 

1 and P = -3 - t while 

t-3 . t-3 

Theorem 4.20 Suppose there e:rists a normal subgroup N <J r+ with factor gmup 

r+ IN ~ L2(q). Then there e:rists an. extension iv of N with r I JV ~ L'2(q) if and 

only if the follow'ing conditions hold: 

'/I t 11 -1 t. 

k= 1 k -1 k - 1 k - -1 
'2t+3 -1 - I 1 1+1 
2-5t 1-3 

1+2t -1 -t 3 t+4 
2t-:3 1-3 

4.11 Conclusion 

In this chapter, all torsion free normal subgroups N of the orientation preserv

ing subgroups r+ of the Lanner groups r, whose factor group is a simple group 

L2(Q), are classified. These subgroups are constructed by classifying the equivalence 

classes of epimorphisms r+ -7 L2 (q). For each such subgroup N <J r+) necessary 

and sufficient conditions under which the result extends to torsion free normal 

subgroups N of r are investigated. 



c: 5 _____________ ---' 
Manifolds from the [5,3,5] group 

5 .1 Introduction 

In this chapter, various manifolds arising from the action of torsion-free subgroups 

of the [5, :3,5] Coxeter group will be studied. Several invariants (homology, fun

damental group, combinatorial structure) of the manifolds will be constructed to 

distinguish between them. 

5.2 The quotient manifolds lvIi • 

Recall that in Chapter 3 § 3.1 a tetrahedron T in lHf3 with vertices A, 13, C, D, and 

with dihedral angles 7f/5, 7f/3, 7f/5, 7f/2, 7f/2 and 7f/2 along its edges CD, AD, AB, 

BD, BC, AC was introduced. The natural action of f on this tetrahedron equipped 

lHfO vvith a tessellation T by tetrahedra. Recall further the subgroup fo = (a, b, c) 

of f. This group is the isometry group of a dodecahedron, isomorphic to A.s x C2 . 

The 120 images of T under fo form a hyperbolic dodecahedron lIlJ, with dihedral 

angles 27f /5, and the images of lIJJ under f form a dodecahedral tessellation D of 
lHl:) . 

A flag ¢ (v, e, f, c) of D, and its associated tetrahedron T in T, is right-

or left-handed if moving away from the vertex v along the edge e while rotating 

82 
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around e from the face f into the interior of the cell c represents a right- or left

handed screw motion, that is, a clockwise or anticlockwise rotation when viewed 

from v. Identify a right-handed Hag with 1 E r. Then the right- and left-handed 

flags <pg and tetrahedra 7~ correspond to the even and odd elements 9 of r, forming 

the two cosets r+ and r \ r+ of r+ in r. 

In Lemma 3.2.1 in Chapter 3 it ,vas shown that there are two distinct normal 

subgroups NI and N2 of r+ whose fador group is A 5 · 

Theorem 5.1 The quotient manifolds AI'! = H3 /Ni (i = 1,2) aTe a chiml paiT 

of WebeT-SeifeTt spaces, fOTmed by ident'ifying opposite faces of a hypeTbolic do

decahedron (4te7' rotating them through 37r /5 in the positive and negative sen8e8 

respedively. 

Proof: Since rt is mapped isomorphically onto ih by each Bil we have r+ 
NJ't = rt Ni with rt n Ni 1, so r NJ'o rONi with ro n Ni = 1. Since 

the dodecahedron DI consists of the 120 tetrahedra in T forming an orbit of 

r o, this shows that Dl is a fundamental region for the action of each Ni on IHf). 

Each /Iii can be formed from ])1 by identifying pairs of boundary points which 

are equivalent under N i . Elements of Ni can be regarded as automorphisms, not 

monodromy permutations. As a result flags ¢g and 9)h in D are identified if and only 

if Nig = NJI., a condition which implies that 9 and h are both even or both odd. 

If 9 and h are even then they normalise N i , so Nig = gNi and NJL hNi , which 

means that we may equivalently use the condition gNi = hNi (which identifies 

the right-handed flags ¢g and <Ph under the monodromy action). Using this action 

has the advantage that if 9 is a word g1 ... gn in the generators gi E {el, b, c d} 

of r, then successive images rP, cj)gJ , ... , 9)91 ... gn (pg of a flag rP correspond to 

adjacent tetrahedra in T; this makes it easier to determine the action of g as 

a monodromy permutation than as an automorphism, where successive images 

could be increasingly far apart. However, if g and h are odd, then Nig = gNf = 
gNil, where i' = 3 i, and similarly for Nih. Therefore, in constructing Aii the 

monodromy action of this conjugate subgroup Ni', rather than Ni , needs to be 

used to identify left-handed flags (/)g and rPh. Fortunately, in order to determine 

the idelltifications of faces which result in J\;1i, it is sufficient to restrict attention 

to right-handed flags rPg and rPh, which are identified if and only if 9 and h have 
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the same image under Oi. 

The element (abc)5 of r represents the antipodal involution in [0) so as a mon

odromy permutation it sends the flag (/h of D1 to its antipodaI flag -rPl' It fol

lows that the element .9 = (abc)5d = (C\:j3-- 1C\: 1,8)2C\:A( of r+ sends rP1 to the flag 

(Pg (-rPl)d in the adjacent dodecahedron, sharing the same vertex, edge and face 

as -rPl' Under 01 and O2 this element .9 has the same image in A.s as h = a-I and 

a respectively, so the flags q)g and (Ph are identified in Afl and 1'v12 . Now 0;-1 and 

(y rotate right-handed flags through 211/5 around their faces in the positive and 

negative directions (when viewing Dl from outside). Hence, in 1\!h and I'v12 , the flag 

rj)g is obtained from <Ph by applying a screw motion with a rotation in the positive 

sense through 11 - 211/5 = 311/5 or through 11 + 211/5 71T-j5 == -311/5 mod (211) 

respectively. Figures 5.1 shows a dodecahedron with one pair of antipodal faces 

identified hy a +::; identification. Since [t acts transitively (by automorphisms) 

on the right-handed flags of ])1, the same identification applies to every such flag 

(h. Consequently, each face of DJ is identified with its opposite face after a rotation 

through 311/5 or -311/5. This is the rule for constructing the two 'Weber-Seifert 

spaces. 

The subgroups Nl and N2 are conjugate in D, so the manifolds /1.11 and M2 

are isometric. However, the only conjugating elements are orientation-reversing 

elements of D \ n+, hence each JH; is the mirror-image of the other. II 

Note that in the above proof, the monodromy permutations C\:-l and a rotate 

left-handed flags in the opposite direction to right-handed flags; however, the ear

lier remarks imply that in constructing each Mi the roles of 01 and O2 must be 

transposed when considering left-handed flags, so all flags are rotated through the 

same angle. 

Each manifold J\;fi has isometry group Iso Mi ~ Nn(Ni)/Ni = n+ /N; ~ 85 ) 

consisting entirely of orientation-preserving elements. The subgroup [+ / Ni ~ A5 

of index 2 preserves the tessellation V / N i , acting as the rotation group of the single 

dodecahedral cell, while T sends V/Ni to its dual tessellation V*/Ni ~ V/]'!.;. It 

can be verified, either by hand or by using GAP [GAP], that Nl and N2 are the 

normal closures in [+ of the elements (abcd)t = (C\:"t)t for f; = 2 and 3. Hence V / Nl 

and V/N2 are examples {5,3,5h and {5,3,5h of Coxeter's twisted honeycOInbs 
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Figure 5.1: Identification of two faces of a dodecahedron 

{p, q, r h ( [el], pp. 32-33 and Fig. 23). 

The tessellation V / N1 consists of one vertex, six edges ei (all loops), six pen

tagonal faces, and one dodecahedral cell. Figure 5.2 illustrates the edges in D1 . 

Taking the single vertex as base-point, the six loops corresponding to the ei can be 

treated as generators of the fundamental group 1f1 (1\111 ) "-' N l . The abelianisation 

Nd N{, where N{ is the commutator subgroup of Nt, is the first integer homology 

group HI(Md. Let .h be the face of 1)1 incident with (PI, and let the edges of It, 
cyclically ordered and directed in the positive orientation, be el, ... ,e5' The sixth 

edge e(j appears in the 'equatorial' Petrie polygon of D I , disjoint from .it and its 

antipodal face - fr: after identific~)tions of faces, this polygon becomes the dotted 

path el, e(j, e2, e(j, e;,) e6, e4, e6, e5, e6, as shown in Figure 5.2. (The Petrie polygons 

of a dodecahedron have length 10, and each edge is identified with four others in 

the right-left Petrie polygon containing it). 

The face .h gives rise to the homology relation e1 + ... + e5 = O. Its neighbour 

across el is the face adjacent to .h containing the edge el' Reading the edges of 

this second face in the positive orientation gives -el - e2 + e5 + e6 + e;3 = O. 

The other four neighbours of It across the edges e2, C;3, e4 and C5 give relations 

formed from (1) by cyclically permuting el,"" e5; the relations obtained from the 

remaining six faces of DI are simply the negatives of the relations constructed, so 
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Figure 5.2: + :157r identification with Petrie polygon marked 

(clashed line) 
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they can be ignored. Eliminating C4 (= CI + 2C2 + 3C3), C5 (= 3Cl + 2C2 + C3) and 

C6 (= 3Cl - C2 +3c:{) gives HI (1111) generated by Cl, C2 and C3 with defining rclatiol1t; 

5Cl = 5C2 = 5C3 = O. Hence HI (L~/ld ~ Z5 EEl Z5 8 Z5 (see the comment at the end 

of [\i\TS]). A presentation for the fundamental group of jIll has been computed by 

Lorimer [Lol, and abelianising it confirms this reslllt. The fundamental groups are 

also computed in Chapter 3 § 3.2 where the presentations are described in detail. 

Conjugating by an element of r\r+ transposes Nl and N 2 , so 1112 and its tessel

lation D / N2 are obtained as the mirror images of All and D / N l . Petrie polygons 

on DI can be used to illustrate the chirality of these two tessellations: in each case 

these closed paths all have length 10, with one of the six edges appearing five times 

and the other five edges once each (as previously shown in Figure 5.2). Figure 5.2 

shows a view of MI = D /Nl with the outside face in front. In Ml the repeated 

edge of the Petrie path is always followed by a right turn, while in IIh it is always 

followed by a left turn. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the 
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Figure 5.3: H.ight-handecl petrie path Figure 5A: Left-handed petrie path 

5.3 The tessellations D /lV! by 125 dodecahedra 

The group r-'- INl ~ As of symmetries of DIN] is generated by a rotation through 

2Ti 15 about the center of the face .h, induced by (t, and a. rotation through 271/3 

about the vertex 1'1, induced by their product is a rotation through Ti about 

the mid-point of the edge (1' These rotations act on fl 1(Afl ), regarded as a 3-

dimensional vector space over the field (;F(5). as the matrices 

(} = (~ ~~) i1 = (~1 ~ ~) and 

1 2 3 0 -1 0 

irreducible module for r+ IN I , hence also for the full iSOI:netry group D+ 

}\Ifl . This module is, up to isomorphism, the unique 3-dimensional irreducible mod

ule for 5'5 over GP(5): it can be identified \vitb the unique nonprincipal irreducible 

constituent of the natural permutation module for 5';c, over this field, or equiva

lently \yith the natural module for the special orthogonal group 803 (5) ~ 8 5 (this 

last equivalence can be of]' from the Atlas of Finite Groups [Atlas], or equiva-

lently by considering the natural representation of Sj over the field of five elements. 

Since 5 divides the order of S's, the representation splits as two 1-dim.ensional rep

resentations and an irreducible 3-climensional representation). As distussed in the 
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previous section, conjugating by an element of r \ r+ gives the same conclusion 

for HI (M2 ). 

Since HI (Ali) is irreducible as an Isom(111i)-module, the only nontrivial regular 

abelian covering of j',l1i is the manifold At; = H:3 IN;. This has a tessellation V I N; 

consisting of 125 dodecahedra, in one-to-one correspondence with the elements 

of Ih U'vJ;)· The symmetry group G = r+ IN! of this tessellation is a semidirect 

product of an elementary abelian normal subgroup T = N;jN; ~ H1 (llli ) by a 

complement f-l = I't NUN; ~ A5 stabilising a dodecahedron. Similarly, as will be 

shown later, the full isometry group D+ IN: of M! is a semidirect product of T by 

55, with the odd permutations in 5.~ transposing the tessellation and its dual. 

Proposition 5.3.1 The s1LbgToup H of G stabilising a dodecahedron ofVIN: has 

two orbits each of lengths 12, 20 and 30 on the remaining dodecahedra,. 

Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, the right-handed flags of VIN: can be 

identified with the elements of G, and the dodecahedral cells with the cosets gH 

of its subgroup H. As coset representatives for JJ in G choose the elements t E T 

and write D t for the dodecahedron corresponding to Lll. Each element y E C has 

a unique factorisation 9 = th, where t E T and h E II, and the corresponding 

flag q)g lies in the dodecahedron Dt . In particular, the flag ¢1 corresponding to 

the identi ty element of G lies in the dodecahedron Do corresponding to the coset 

tH = H with t = 0 (here it is convenient to use additive notation for the abelian 

group T, and to write Do rather than DJ for the dodecahedral cell incident with 

(PI) . 

Each element 9 E G acts as an automorphism of V I N[ by left multiplication, 

sending a coset tH to g-ltff, and hence acting on dodecahedra by D[ 1---+ Dgl[. 

The stabiliser of Do is H, and its elements h act on cosets by U11---+ h-1tff = tflff, 
so its action on dodecahedra is equivalent to its action by conjugation on T, as 

a group of linear transformations of this vector space over GF(5). It fixes 0, and 

by a routine calculation involving eigenspaces and the orbit-stabiliser theorem it 

is found that H has two orbits each of lengths 12, 20 and 30 on the remaining 

dements of T (since the eigenspaces of 0: and ,(3 are one-dimensional while that of 

oIf is two-dimensional), so the same applies to its action on dodecahedra. II 
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If t -=J 0 in T then, arguing as in Proposition 5.3.1, it can be shown that t and 

-t are in the same orbit of II, while the elements ±2l are in the other orbit of 

the same length. The actions of II on its orbits in T of lengths 12, 20 and 30 are 

equivalent to its actions on the faces, vertices and edges of Do, since the stabilisers 

are the same in each case. 

In the action of II on dodecahedra, one orbit of length 12 consists of the dodec

ahedra D f meeting Do across a common face f (where, from Proposition 5.3.1, I 
corresponds as above to some element of T); the other orbit consists of dodecahe

dra D2f meeting D f across its face antipodal to f. Continuing like this 'bracelets' 

/)0, D f , D2f , /)3f = lJ-2f , /)4f /)-f of five dodecahedra are obtained, with -f 
denoting the face of Do antipodal to f: each dodecahedron meets its two neigh

bours across a pair of antipodal faces. After five steps any vvalk through these 

dodecahedra, passing through the shared faces, returns to iJ.sf = Do with a twist 

through 11. 

The vertex figure at a vertex 7J of Do is an icosahedron {3, 5}, with each of its 20 

faces corresponding to a corner of a dodecahedron incident with 'U. These corners 

come in antipodal pairs, so there is a dodecahedron D1) meeting Do antipodaly 

at v. Such dodecahedra Dv form an orbit of 11 of length 20, and the other orbit 

of this length consists of dodecahedra D2v meeting Du antipodaly at its vertex 

antipodal to 'U. Continuing in this fashion, 'necklaces' Do, D", D2v , D:3v D_2'" 

D4v = D- v of £lve dodecahedra, where -'U is the vertex of Do antipodal to v, 

are obtained: each dodecahedron meets its two neighbours antipodaly at a pair 

of antipodal vertices. A geodesic traveling through a pair of antipodal vertices in 

Do will llleet four other dodecahedra, and the £lve dodecahedra join up to form a 

necklace of five dodecahedra each fixed sctwise by an order three rotation fixing 

the geodesic. 

If e is any edge of Do, then a geodesic from the center of Do to the midpoint of 

e continues across a face separating two dodecahedra (since there are five dodec

ahedra about any edge, such a configuration is possible), then passes through the 

vertex of this face opposite e, and continues across another face, passes through the 

midpoint of an edge, entering a dodecahedron Dc. Continuing along this geodesic, 

a 'galaxy' Do, Del D2e , D:3e = D_2e , D4c = D_e of five dodecahedra is obtained, 

where -(' is the edge of Do antipodal to e: each dodecahedron is separated from 
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its two neighbours by a pair of faces as above, and after five steps the path returns 

to D5e = Do. The orbits of H of length 30 consist of the dodecahedra De and D2e , 

where c ranges over the edges of Do. 

This accounts for all 124 dodecahedra D i= Do in DIN:, but does not account 

for all of their incidences with Do: there are two dodecahedra meeting Do along 

each edge e, in addition to the dodecahedra Dr and Dr corresponding to the faces 

f and l' of Do incident with e, and there are nine incidences with Do at each 

vertex v, in addition to those already described. 

Proposition 5.3.2 T1 has two oTbits each oj lengths 20 and 30 on the veTtices of 

D IN:' one OTbit of length 10 and one OTbit oj length 15. 

Proof: There are 125 vertices in D I N[. The vertices v of Do form an orbit of 

length 20, as do those joining dodecahedra Dv and D'2u III necklaces containing 

Do. The galaxies provide two orbits of length 30, consisting of vertices between 

Do and De, and between De and D2c ' This leaves 25 vertices to be accounted for. 

Since each axis of 5-fold rotation of Do is contained in a bracelet and therefore 

passes through no vertices, there cannot be any orbits of length dividing 12. Hence 

the only possible lengths (not exceeding 25) are 5, 10, 15 and 20. The vertex 

joining D 2v and 0_21' ill a necklace is invariant under the subgroup of order 6 in JJ 

preserving the pair of vertices ±l!, so it lies in an orbit of length dividing 10. This 

orbit, together "'lith the two of length 20, accounts for all the vertices invariant 

under a 3-fold rotation of j)(). As a result there can be no other orbits of length 

dividing 20. Similarly, the vertex between D2c and D_2e in a galaxy is invariant 

under the subgroup of order 4 in H preserving the pair of edges ±e, so it lies in 

an orbit of length dividing 15, and there are no other orbits of length dividing 30. 

It follows that these two orbits have lengths 10 a.nd 15. II 

Since DIN: is isomorphic to its dual, the stabiliser in G of a vertex, isomorphic 

to /15 , permutes the vertices and dodecahedra in the same way as H permutes 

the dodecahedra and vertices. In fact the first cohomology group HI (A.s, T) is a 

I-dimensional vector space over GF(5) ([CPS], Theorem 4.2(c)), so there are five 

conjugacy classes of complements for T in G, two of which consist of the stabilisers 

of dodecahedra and of vertices. Arguments similar to those in Proposition 5.3.2 

show that the complements in the other three classes have orbits of lengths 10, 15, 
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20, 20, 30 and 30 on the vertices and on the dodecahedra. The half-turn T E n+ \ r+ 
transposes the stabilisers of vertices and of dodecahedra, and also transposes two 

other classes of complements, leaving the fifth class invariant. Therefore the groups 

in this last class are contained in complements for T in D+ / N; = Iso 111:, isomorphic 

to 8 5 . 

5.4 The tessellation D / N by 60 dodecahedra 

Since Nl and N2 are normal subgroups of D+, so is their intersection N = Nl n N2. 

Further, as Nl and N2 are conjugate by elements of D \ D+) N is normal in D. 

Since Nl and N2 arc distinct maximal normal subgroups of r+, NJ N2 = r+) and 

therefore NdN ~ r+ IN; ~ A5 for each i. This shows that the manifold M = H3 IN 

is a 60-sheeted regular unbranched covering of each Aii ) with covering group A5. 

There is a tessellation DIN of 111 by 60 dodecahedra; this has symmetry group r IN 

isomorphic to the wreath product A5 I C2) with the base group r+ IN = NdN x 

N21 N ~ A5 X A5 as the orientation-preserving subgroup and roN I N ~ A5 X C2 

as the subgroup stabilising a dodecahedron. The isometry T transforms DIN to 

its dual tessellation D*IN ~ DIN. The normaliser of N in Iso H:3 is D, so M has 

isometry group DIN; this is isomorphic to the subgroup of index 2 in the wreath 

product 8 5 I C2 generated by the complement C2 and the subgroup of the base 

group 8 5 x 8 5 consisting of pairs of permutations with equal parity. 

Since Nt and N2 are the normal closures in r+ of the elements (abcd)t = (cxi)t 

for t = 2 and 3, their intersection N contains the normal closure in r+ of (abcd)6. 

Indeed, being normal in r, N contains the normal closure of (abcd)6 in r, and this 

is also the normal closure in r+ of (abcd)6 and its conjugate (bcda)6 = (bacd)6. A 

computm' calculation ( [Cl], p. 45) shows that N contains the normal closure of 

(abcd)6 in r with index 29 , so (((abed)6))1' has index 1843200 in r. By contrast, 

it should be noted that the normal closure of (abed)6 in r+ has index 58,982,400. 

Thus DIN has a 29-sheeted covering by Coxeter's tessellation {5, 3, 5}r,,6 ( [Cl], 

p. 45); this is formed from D by identifying flags which are equivalent under the 

monodromy permutations (abed) 6 or (bacd) 6. 
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5.5 Subgroups of direct squares 

In order to understand the structure of V IN and its symmetry group, some general 

facts about certain subgroups of direct squares of groups, such as A5 x A5 , are 

required. The following results are all easily verified. 

Let /.,' be any group, and let 8 2 denote its direct square 5' x 8. For each n: E Aut 8 

there is a subgroup 8 0 = {(s, S(x) I .5 E 8} of 8 2 which projects isomorphic ally 

onto both direct factors; conversely every such subgroup has this form for some 

automorphism ex, so the number of such subgroups is IAut SI. Two such subgroups 

80' and 8/1 are conjugate in 8 2 if and only if ex -1 /J E Inn 8, therefore each conjugacy 

class contains lInn 81 = 18 : Z(8)1 subgroups, where Z(8) is the center of 8, and 

there are lOut 81 IAut 8 : Inn 81 conjugacy classes of them, one for each coset 

[ex] = a.Inn 8 of Inn 5' in Out 8. Each conjugacy class of subgroups 80' is the set 

of point stabilisers in a transitive representation of degree lSI of 8 2
. The kernel of 

this representation is Zo: = {(z, za) I z E Z(8)}, the induced permutation group 

is 821Zo: (a central product of two copies of 8), and the direct factors of 8 2 act 

as commuting regular normal subgroups, which can be identified with the regular 

representations of S on itself by left and right multiplication. In particular, if ex is 

taken to be the identity automorphism then the corresponding permutation group 

is the holomorph Ho18 of S, a semi direct product of a regular normal subgroup 8 

by the diagonal subgroup 8et = {(8, s) I 8 E 8}, acting by conjugation on 8 as the 

stabiliser of the identity element. 

5.6 The structure of the tessellation V / N 

Consider again the tessellation V IN. The epimorphism 0 = (OJ, ( 2 ) : r+ -----+ /15 X A5 

given by 

a f-+ ((13524), (13524)), {J f-+ ((123), (123)), I f-'t ((14352), (13425)) 

has kernel N, and this can be used to identify the orientation-preserving symmetry 

group G: r+ IN of VIN with A5 x As. 

Proposition 5.6.1 The 81tbgTOV,P 1-1 of G s/;abiZ,iS'ing a dodeeahedTOn of V IN has 
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two orbits of length 12, and one orbit each of length 15 and 20 on the TemainiTl.g 

dodecahedm. 

Proof: By taking S = A5 in the previous scction, so that Aut S ~ S5 and Z(S) = 

I, it can be seen that in G there are lOut A.sl 2 conjugacy classes each consisting 

of lInn A51 = 60 non-normal subgroups isomorphic to A5; these are the stabilisers 

in G of dodecahedral cells and of vertices in 'DIN, represented by the images 

under 8 of q- = (0:, /3) and of fi- = ((J, ~f), where fl = (b, c, el). In particular, 

since 8] and 82 agree on Ct and /3, it follows that the stabiliser of the dodecahedron 

D] is the diagonal subgroup H = {(g, g) I 9 E A5}. The direct factors of G = 

A5 X A5 commute, alld act regularly on the 60 dodecahedra, which can therefore 

be labeled with elements of /15 so that the two factors act as the left and right 

regular representations of A5 . It follows that H acts by conjugation, so its orbits 

on dodecahedra correspond to the conjugacy classes of A 5 . The dodecahedron 

Dl corresponds to the class C], which consists of the identity element, and the 

other orbits have lengths 15 (corresponding to the class C2 of involutions), 20 

(corresponding to the class C3 of 3-c:ycles), 12 and 12 (corresponding to the two 

classes C5 and Cb of 5-c:ycles, containing (12345) and its square). I11III 

The above five orbits will be denoted by 0 1 ) O2 ) 03) 0 5 and O~ respectively. The 

subgroups of H stabilising dodecahedra in these orbits are the centralisers of the 

cOITef:lponding elements of A5 , isomorphic to .fh, V4 , C:3, C5 and C5 respectively. 

This will help to determine hmv fh (and, by regularity, every dodecahedron in 

'D / N) is related geometrically to the 59 others. By self-duality, similar conclusions 

will apply to the vertices. 

The flags of 'D and the tetrahedra of T are labeled with the elements of f, 

with this group acting regularly by right or left multiplication as a group of mon

oclromy perIllutatiolls or autoUlorphisIlls. The flags of 'D / N and tetrahedra of TIN 

can therefore be labeled with the elements of f / N; here either action of N can be 

used since this is a normal subgroup of f. As a consequence the technical cliffi

culties encountered earlier with the non-normal subgroups Ni can be avoided. In 

particular, the right-handed flags and tetrahedra can be identified with the ele

ments of G, through its isomorphism with r+ IN induced by 8. Those in a given 

dodecahedral cell form a coset gH of the diagonal subgroup H in G, so the cells 
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of 1) I N can be identified with these cosets of H in G. As coset representatives the 

elements (9,1) with 9 E A5 are chosen, since there are 60 of these, all in different 

cosets; then write D 9 for the corresponding dodecahedral cell of 1)1 N. A general 

element (gl. g2) E G then lies in the coset containing (gl: 92) (9:;1 , 9:;1) = (919:;1, 1), 

represented by (9, 1) where 9 = 91.y:;1 E A5 , flO the flag rP = (Yl, 92) lies in the cor

responding cell Dg . In particular, the flag (PI = (1, 1) corresponding to the identity 

element of G lies in the cell Dl corresponding to the coset 9 H = II. Let VI, el and 

fl denote the vertex, edge and face of Dl incident with (/JI. 

Proposition 5.6.2 Dodecahedra Dg and Dh in 1) IN meet across a common face 

if and only if g-1 h E C5 . In the.,e ciTCumstances, this face is 'unique, and aero.,., it., 

antipodal face Dg 'meets the dodecahedron Dh' satis!1Jing g-lh' = (9-1h)-1 E C5 · 

Proof: The element i, acting as a monodromy permutation, rotates flags of 1) 

around their incident edges, so itfl image ,0 = ((14352), (13425)) E G has this 

effect on the flags of 1)1 N. Applying the powers of this element to 1)1 the flags 

((14352)i, (13425)i) are obtained for 'i = 1, ... ,4, and these lie in the dodecahedra 

Dg for 9 = (14352)i(13425)-i = (13254), (152), (134), (15432) respectively. These 

cells are those that meet D1 around Cl' In particular, the last of these cells meets 

D1 across h, and the first meets Dl across the other face of Dl incident with 

C1. Applying an arbitrary clement (h, h) E II as an automorphism preserving D], 

it can be seen that the flags 0h (h- 1 (14352)i, h-1(13425)i) are all obtained by 

rotatillg the flag (h- 1
, hI) of Dr around its illcident edge; these Hags rPh lie in the 

dodecahedra Dg for 9 = (13254)", (152)h, (134)\ (15432)h. Thus D1 meets these 

dodecahedra Dg around their comrnon edge in the same way as it meets the first 

four dodecahedra, indexed by (14352)i(13425ti, around (:'-1. In particular, it meets 

a dodecahedron Dg across a face if and only if 9 ifl in the conjugacy class C5 of 

A.s containing (15432), or equivalently its inverse (12345). There are 12 faces of 

D1 , and 12 elements 9 E c's, both permuted transitively by H, so each Dg indexed 

by 9 E C5 meets D1 across a single face. These 12 dodecahedra Dg form the orbit 

o's of H on cells. More generally, given any pair of dodecahedra Dg and Dh , by 

applying an automorphism sending Dg to D1 , it can be seen that Dg and Dh meet 

across a common face (which is unique) if and only if g-lh E C5. 
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The mOIlodromy permutation (abc)5, representing the central involution in [0, 

sends rjJI to its antipodal Ha.g - (PI in D1 , so (abc)fJ d sends 1)1 to the a.dj acent Hag 

(-r/JI)d in the dodecahedron 1}g meeting D1 across its face -II opposite h. Since 

() maps (abc)5d to ((13524tl, (13524)), it follows that 9 = (13524)-2 = (12345). 

This is the inverse of the element (15432) of C5 labeling the dodecahedron meeting 

Dl across h. It follows that a general dodecahedron Dg meets neighbours Dh 

and D,,' across opposite faces if and only if g-1 hand g-1 h' are mutually inverse 

elements of C5 . I11III 

This result shows that the dual graph of 'D I N is isomorphic to the Cayley graph 

for A5 with respect to its generating set C5 , and by self-duality the same applies 

to the I-skeleton of 'DIN. 

D(1325 I) 

\ 
~j3 

v ! 

Figure 5.5: Local adjacency about v Figure 5.6: Partial schematic at v 

As seen in the proof of Proposition 5.6.2, Dl meets D(154?,'2) across fl' so this 

is the dodecahedron D f1 in the notation of § 5.3; it is contained in the orbit of 

H consisting of the 12 dodecahedra Dr where f is a face of D 1 . Since (15432) is 

in the conjugacy class C.s this is the orbit 0.5 . At the face opposite II, DfJ meets 

D(142.5:3) where (14253) = (15432)2 is a member of the other class C~ of 5-cycles; this 

lies in a second orbit 0;, consisting of 12 dodecahedra, denoted D2f in the earlier 

notation. By iterating this argument bracelets of five dodecahedra arc obtained, 

each meeting its two neighbours across a pair of opposite faces; starting with Dl 

these dodecahedra lie in the orbits 0 1 , 0 5 , O~, O~ and 0 5 of H. 
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Proposition 5.6.3 Dodccahcdra Dg and Dh in DIN meet antipodal]! at a common 

vCTte:D ~l and only if g-1 h E C:3. In these CiTcl.unstanccs, this veTtex is uniq1Le, and 

at its antipodal ver-te:r: Dg meets Dh' antipodaly with g-lh' = (g-lh)-l E C;)' 

Proof: The subgroup [1 = (b, c:, cl), in its monodromy action, preserves the set of 

flags incident with VI. Its central involution (bc:d)5 sends (PI to the antipodal flag 

at VI, incident with the dodecahedron ])Vl antipodal to Lh at VI, so the element 

(bc:d)5 b of [+ also sends (/)1 to a flag in DU1 ' Now () maps (bccl)5 b = ,-I (~/!h-l /3- 1 ):3 

to ((23)(45), (12)(45)), and (23)(45)((12)(45))-1 (123) E Ca, so DVJ = D(123). 

Dl has 20 vertices, which is the number of elements in C:3 , so the dodecahedra Dv 

meeting Dl antipodaly across a common vertex V form an orbit O;i of II, each 

meeting Dl at a unique vertex. As in the case of adjacency across faces, it can be 

seen, by applying automorphisms, that a pair of dodecahedra Dg and Dh meet 

antipodaly across a single vertex if and only if g-lh E C3 . In this case Dg meets 

Dh' antipodaly across the antipodal vertex of Dg if and only if g-lh and g-lh' are 

mutually inverse clements of (3' 

By iterating this result, it follows that dodecahedra in DIN form necklaces of 

length 3, each dodecahedron meeting its two neighbours antipodaly at an antipodal 

pair of its vertices. These dodecahedra and incidences can be represented as the 

vertices and edges of the Cayley graph of A5 with respect to its generating set C:3' 

As seen in the proof of Proposition 5.6.2, the dodecahedra D(152) and D(1:34) meet 

DI along its edge CI, and therefore the dodecahedra in 0 3 all meet Dl across an 

edge, and more generally Dh meets Dg across an edge if and only if g-1 h E C;)' Now 

Dg has 30 edges, each corresponding to two such dodecahedra D h . Consequently, 

it has 60 such incidences. Since IC:3 1 20, it follows that each of these dodecahedra 

Dh meets Dg three times along edges, in addition to its antipodal incidence at a 

vertex v of Dg. Let v be the vertex in Dg that is antipodal to v. For any vertex v 

in a dodecahedron D, the edges opposite v are defined as follows: take a geodesic 

from v through the center of the face containing v. Then this arc cuts an edge 

e across from v. Call this edge the edge opposite v. Calculations similar to those 

above ~how that these three edges are opposite v. Of the two dodecahedra which 

meet Dg along such an edge, Dh is the nearer to v. 
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The vertex figure of D / N at VI is an icosahedron {3, 5}, its 20 faces correspond

ing to the 20 corners of dodecahedra meeting at VI. SO far 11 of these dodecahedra 

have been accounted for: there is Dl itself, three dodecahedra D(15432) , D(13254) and 

D(BM2) in 0 5 meeting Dl across faces incident with 111, six dodecahedra D(152), 

D(1:j4) , D(25:3) , D(142), D(135) and D(24:1) in OJ meeting it along edges incident with 

V1, and D(123) E 0.1 meeting D1 antipodaly at VI. Calculations with monodromy 

permutations show that, of the remaining nine dodecahedra meeting Dl at VI, 

three of them, D(1:o452) , D(l45:32) and 1)(1:3245) in 0;, meet D(123) across a face, while 

the remaining six dodecahedra, D(15)(23), D(13)(25) , D(12)(:j5) , D(12)(34) , D(1:3)(24) and 

1)(14)(2:3) in O2 , meet D(12:o) along an edge. Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 Illustrate the 

geometrical structure at v. J\1ore generally, as described above, two dodecahedra 

Dq and Dh meet at a common vertex if and only if g-1 h is one of the correspond

ing permutations listed here. Since any meeting between two dodecahedra must be 

across a common face, along a common edge, or at a comrnon vertex, an meetings 

between pairs of dodecahedra in D / N have been accounted for. 

DI 
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Figure 5.7: Vertex structure at v: I Figure 5.8: Vertex structure at v: II 
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Figure 5.9: Vertex structure at v: III 
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D(1,2,3) 

The chirality exhibited by the 'Weber-Seifert space also arises in connection with 

Poincare's dodecahedral space, where antipodal pairs of faces of a dodecahedron 

in 8:0, with dihedral angles 27T/3, are identified after a twist through ±7T/5 to 

produce a compact 3-manifold, Poincare's homology sphere. As before, the two 

possible directions of twisting yield a chiral pair of oriented manifolds F\ and 

P2, each having only orientation-preserving isometries, and each manifold is the 

mirror- image of the other. The details of the construction are rather better-known 

than in the hyperbolic case ([Cox HP, Ch. VIII], [Mon, §3.13j, [ST, §62] and [Tlm, 

§ 1.4.4]), so Lhey will just be outlined here. 

Stereographic projection, which allows rotations of 8 2 to be represented as 

Mobius transformations of the Riemann sphere C U {CX)}, gives an isomorphism 

SO(3) ~ PS'U(2). The natural projection SU(2) --7 P8U(2) provides a double 

covering of 80(3) by 

SU(2) {( t~ ~) lu,u E C, vTi+vv = I}. 
-'/; 1l 

By taking real and imaginary parts of 1l and v as coordinates, 8U (2) can be iden

tified with the 3-sphere S:o C R 4
, and hence with the multiplicative group Cd of 
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unit quaternions. The actions of this group on itself by left and by right multi

plication give two subgroups QL, QR ~ Q in the orientation-preserving isometry 

group ,','0(4) of 8::1; these commute with each other, intersect in their common 

center of order 2, and generate 80(4), so that 80(4) is the central product QLQR 

of Ch and QR, isomorphic to the quotient of Q x Q ~ SU(2) x 8U(2) obtained 

by identi{ying each element of (2 x (2 with its negative. The full isometry group 

0(4) of 8 3 is an extension of 80(4) by an orientation-reversing involution induced 

by conjugation of quaternions, sending (:r:1' J:2, ;r::{, :1:4) to (Xl, -;r:2, -:1:3, -;J;4); this 

inverts each element of Q, so it transposes the two subgroups Ch and QR of 80(4). 

There is a single conjugacy class of icosahedral (or dodecahedral) rotation 

groups 1 ~ .,.15 ~ L2(5) in 80(3), each 1 lifting in 8U(2) to a binary icosahedral 

group i ~ A..5 ~ 8L2(5), an extension of J by a center of order 2. The resulting 

embedding of i in C2 yields a pair of subgroups iLl in rv j of QL and QR, which 

generate their central product iLin of order 1202 /2 = 7200 in 80(4); extending 

this by conjugation of quaternions, which transposes hand i R , gives a subgroup 

6. of order 14400 in 0(4). This is the Coxeter group [5,3,3]' the symmetry group 

of the 120-cell {5, 3, 3}, a tessellation (; of S<i by 120 dodecahedra with dihedral 

angles 27T /3; the orientation-preserving subgroup 6.+ = [5: 3,3]+ of 6. is hill-

One can construct (; as the Dirichlet (or Voronoi) tessellation of 8 a correspond

ing to its discrete subgroup 1. F'or each 9 E i define the Dirichlet region E9 to be 

the set of poillts in S<i which have 9 as a nearest element of 1. These 120 sets are 

permuted regularly by iL and iR , with the diagona.l subgroup 11 ~ A5 of the cen

tral product 6. + = idR stabilising El and permuting the sets E9 in the same way 

as it acts by inner automorphisms on the elements 9 E i; the antipodal involution 

stabilising E1 acts on these sets by inverting their labels g. 

In order to determine the shape of each set E9 , it is convenient to choose the 

subgroup J of 80(3) to contain the rotation z I---> e27ri / 5 z of the Riemann sphere, 

which lifts to the pair of elements 

± (e7r

o
i
/
5 0) A 

e-7ri / 5 E J 

in 8 U (2) corresponding to the points ± ( cos 7T / 5, sin 7T / 5, 0, 0) E 8 3 . The elements 

of i closest to the identity (1,0,0,0) an) those maximising their first coordillate, 
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and with this choice of I these are the 12 members of the conjugacy class of i 
containing the element (coS7f/5,sin7f/5,0, 0). It follows that each Eg is a regular 

dodecahedron centered at fj, meeting Eh across a face if and only if g-lh is con

jugate to (cos7T-j5,sin7f/5,O,0). These 120 dodecahedra Eg have dihedral angles 

27f /3, and are the cells of a tessellation [ of 8 3 with SchEifii symbol {5, 3, 3} and 

isometry group .0.. This tessellation has 600 vertices, 1200 edges and 720 faces, and 

its dual is the 600-cell {3, 3, 5}. The barycentric subdivision of [ is a tessellation of 

S:i by 14400 tetrahedra, each having as its vertices a vertex of [ and the midpoints 

of an edge, face and cell of E, all mutually incident. The reflections Q, Q, f and d. 
of 8:i in the sides of a tetrahedron opposite these vertices generate .0., giving a 

presentation 

.0. (Q, Q, f, 41 Q2 = e = f2 d2 = 1, 

(ab)5 = (bcri = (cd)3 = (ac)2 = (ad)2 = (bd)2 = 1) 

of.0. as a Coxeter group. Setting Q = ab, !.i = be and 1 = cd as before, the elements 

Q, f!.. and 1 generate the index 2 subgroup .0.+ of .0.. Let I~ =< < (abcd)5 > > 6.+ 

and h =< < (abcdr3 > > 6.1. Then iR and iR generate .6.+ as a central product 

and l~ and iR have order 120. 

The quotients PI and P2 of S3 by iR and iL are obtained by identifying equiv

alent pairs of faces of the dodecahedron E1 , using right multiplication by the 

conjugates h of (COS 7f/5, sin 7f/5, 0, 0) or left multiplication by 17,-1; these identify 

antipodal pairs of faces of El by means of left- or right-handed screw motions with 

angle 7f /5, so each Pi is a Poincare dodecahedral space. In each case, the isometry 

group of l-~, induced by the action of the other copy of j on 8 3 , is isomorphic to 

[ and contains only orientation-preserving elements. The involution which trans-
A A 

poses IR and h induces an orientation-reversing isometry between PI and P2 , so 

these two spaces form a chiral pair, as noted by Montesinos [Mon, Ch. 3]. Since 

IR and iL both act freely on the simply connected space 8 3 , it follows that PI and 

P2 have fundamental groups isomorphic to i; this is a perfect group, so their first 

(and, by duality, second) homology groups are trivial, that is, they are homology 

spheres. 

The quotients of [ by in and ilo are a chiral pair of tessellations of PI and P2 , 

each consisting of five vertices, ten edges, six faces and one cell. These are Coxeter's 

twisted honeycombs {5, 3, 3}t for i = 5 and l = 3 respectively, corresponding to the 
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fact that iF and iL are the normal closures in.6..+ of (abcd)5 and (abcd)3 ([Cox TH, 

Fig. 22], [l\10n, Fig 29]). The identification {5, 3, 3h is illustrated in Figure 5.10 

g 

Figure 5.10: Coxeter's {5, 3, 3h 

5.8 The structure of the 120-cell 

The structure of £, the 120-ce11, can be studied in the same way as were the 

tessellations D / iV; and D / iV, by identifying the ft~lgS with the elements of .6.. and 

the dodecahedral cells with the cosets of .6..0 = (g, Q, {;) r-v I X C2 in .6.., or more 

conveniently of .6..t ~ r in 6.-1-. The dodecahedra Eg arc labeled by the elements 

9 of iL ~ i, acting as coset representatives of .6..t in 6.+, so that the orientation

preserving stabiliser .6..t of DI permutes them in the same way as it acts as inner 

automorphisms on 1. In particular, the orbits of.6..t on dodecahedra correspond to 

the conj ugacy classes of 1. Each conj ugacy class C = C1 , C3 , C5 or C~ of elements of 

odd order n = 1, 3 or 5 in I lifts to two classes C and -C in i, each inverse-closed 

and of size IC I, containing elements of order nand 2n respectively. On the other 

hand, the class C2 in I containing the 15 involutions lifts to two mutually inverse 

classes of 15 elements of order 4 in 1. The antipodal involution (Clbc)5 in 6.() \ 6.t 
acts by inverting the labels of the dodecahedra, so the orbits of .6..0 on dodecahedra 

are the same as those of 6.t, except that the two orbits of .6.t of length 15 labeled 

by the elements of order 4 form a single orbit of 6.() of length 30. 
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Proceeding as in § 5.3 and § 5.6, it is shown that bracelets of dodecahedra in 

[ have length 10, each bracelet through E1 being labeled with successive powers 

09,093
, ... , glO = 1 of an element 9 E -C~, lying in the classes -C.~, C5 , -C5 , C~, -C1 , 

C.~, -C5 , C5 , -C~ and C1 . 

Every element of j whose order divides 10 appears as a label of such a dodeca

hedron, and in particular the antipodal dodecahedron E-1 appears opposite EJ in 

each of the six bracelets containing E1 . Necklaces have length 3, the labels of those 

through £1 accounting for the elements of order 3, while their antipodal necklaces 

each consist of E-1 and two dodecahedra labeled by mutually inverse elements of 

order 6. 

The element abed of ,6, has order 30, with the involution (abed) 15 corresponding 

to (-1,0,0,0) E 8:3 and generating the center h n iR r-..o C2 of ,6, [C1, §11]. 

The antipodal quotient of [, by this center, is a tessellation {5, 3, 3h5 of 80(3), 

or equivalently of real projective 3-space P:3(R), by 60 dodecahedra; it can be 

constructed as the Dirichlet tessellation of 80(3) corresponding to its discrete 

subgroup I. In this case each bracelet of dodecahedra has length 5, lifting to a 

bracelet of length lOin [, while each necklace has length 3, lifting to an antipodal 

pair of necklaces of length 3 in [. 

5.9 The 120-cell and DjN. 

There is a connection between the spherical tessellation £ = {5; 3, 3} and the 

hyperbolic tessellation DIN {5, 3, 5}/N studied earlier. As shown by Lorimer 

[Lor], the Coxeter group ,6, = [5,3,3] is generated by its elements Q, 12, f and 

f = g(abc)5g(abc)5g; these satisfy the relations 

which correspond to the standard defining relations of r with Q, 12, f and f replacing 

0, b, c and d, so there is an epimorphism i.p : r ------+ ,6, given by 0 f-----7 Q, b f-----7 12, c f-----7 f 

and cl f-----7 f. (Actually, this is the dual of Lorimer's epimorphism r ------+,6,* = [3,3,5].) 

To study all possible rewritings of the presentation of [5,3,3], the following 

geometric description of the 120-cell is considered. In [C1, §9] the 120-cell is de-
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composed into two linked tori each consisting of 60 dodecahedra. Cutting one of 

these tori along a meridinal curve (as illustrated in Figure 5. 11) gives a tower of 

Figure 5. 11: two linked tori with meridian path of one marked 

dodecahedra, with a core tower of 10 stacked dodecahedra. Adjacent dodecahedra 

share a horizontal pentagonal face , and at each edge of this face a further dodec

ahedron is attached. The outer surface of the tower consists of the 200 free faces 

of the 50 dodecahedra wrapped around the central tower. Let A and B be planes 

in 8 4 through the horizontal face of Dl representing the reflecting planes for a 

and b, and consider how a plane represent ing d could be constructed. Such a plane 

must be orthogonal to both A and B in 8 3 and so proj ects (under orthogonal 

proj ection) to either a horizontal plane in ]R3 or to a sphere in ]R3 orthogonal to 

both A and B. By looking in the 120-ce11 it can be seen that any reflection r whose 

plane R is orthogonal to A and B is going to be a symmetry of the meridian curve 

illustrated in Figure 5.12. The stabiliser of this curve is D 20 (in fact the stabiliser 

of this curve will act transitively on the dodecahedra of the core of the second 

torus and so it is the stabiliser of a stalk), so there are 11 possible involut ions 

{wd whose product with a and b have the required propert ies . A quick computer 

check of these elements reveals that the product CWi has order 2 (three of these), 

3 (two of these) , 5 (two of these) , 6 (two of these) or 10 (two of these). Of the 11 

Wi, eight of them (those with CWi of order 3, 5 or 6 and two of those with CWi of 

order 2) form a generating set [a , b, c, w;J for 6.. This also proves t he existence of 

an epimorphism e : [5,3, 6] ---> [5, 3,3]. 

To find a more useful description of cp , its restriction to 6.+ is first constructed. 

This group is the central product hiR of two copies of j rv 8L2 (5), that is, the 
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Figure 5.12: Two hundred faces of {5, 3, 3} forming the bound

ary torus of a dodecahedral tower. Meridian path bounded by 

dotted lines 
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quotient of 8L2(5) x 8L2(5) obtained by identifying each pair of matrices with 

its negative. The center of this group is generated by the involution ± (T2, - J2), 

where 12 is the identity matrix in 8L2 (5), and the central quotient, obtained by 

identifying each matrix with its negative, is L2(5) x L2(5) ~ A5 x A5 . Define 

'-P+ : r+ -7 .6.+ by 

where 

(0 -2) C1 = 
-2 2 

and (0 2) 
C2 = 2 2 

are elements of 8L2(5). It is routine to check that these images of (t, /3 and I 

generate .6.+ and satisfy the defining relations of r+, so so+ is an epimorphism. 

Moreover, the epimorphism 8L2(5) -7 A5 given by A f-----7 (13524) and B f-----7 (123) 

sends C1 = [B- 1 AB, Aj2 to (14352) and C2 = BC1 B-1 to (13425), so '-P+ is a lifting 

of the epimorphism e : r+ -7 A5 x A5 considered in § 5.7. Now.6. is an extension of 

.6.+ by the involution ±(i11] , M2 ) f-----7 ±(Ah, MJ) vvhich interchanges the two copies 

of SO L2 (5). Therefore '-P+ : r+ -7 .6. + can be extended to an epimorphism '-P : r -7 .6. 

by sending (abc)·5, an involution which commutes with (l and /3 and conjugates I to 
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[0:-I,Pj2O:~f-13-lo:-lp[o:-1,,6F, to this involution, since a calculation shows that 

this has the corresponding effect on the images of 0:, ,3 and I in 6,,+. 

Theorem 5.2 The kemel J( = ker if is the 1.mique norrnal subg1'O'Up of r with 

r I J( ~ 6". It is a 8ubg1'Oup of index 2 in N. 

Proof: Since if : r ---7 6" is an epimorphism, the first iSOInorphism theorem gives 

rl j( ~ 6". Since r+ is perfect and 6" is not, any normal subgroup L with rl L ~ 6" 

must be contained in r+, and hence in N since it follows from Lemma 3.2.1 that 

N is the ollly normal subgroup of r+ with quotient A5 x A.s . This implies that the 

epimorphism () : r+ ---7 r+ I N ~ A5 X A.s must lift to an epimorphism (j : r+ ---7 6" + 
with kernel L. Now any dement 9 of odd order n in A5 r-.J L2(5) ~ I lifts to two 

elements 9 and -.9 of orders nand 2n in A.5 ~ 8L2(5) ~ i, so any element (g, h) of 

odd order n in A.s x A5 lifts to two elements ±Ul, h,) and ±(g, -11) of orders nand 

2n in 6,,+. Since r+ is generated by its elements 0:, p and I of odd orders n = 5, 3 

and 5, any lifting {j of () must send these generators to the unique dements of the 

same orders n covering their images in As x A.5. This shows that () has only one 

lift {jJ narnely 'P, so L g, a subgroup of index 2 in N. III 

Using GAP, a presentation was obtained for N. It has a presentation on 53 

generators and 57 relations. The abelianisation N I N' ~ 241 EB Z~2 shows that IV 

cannot be presented with fewer generators. 

In the action of r as a monodromy group on the flags of any quotient of D, one 

can regard the first three generators u, band c as describing how flags fit together 

to form dodecahedral cells, and d as describing how these cells meet across faces; 

there is a similar interpretation for the generators Q., ... ,d. of .0,., acting on quotients 

of E. Now the epimorphism if : r ---7 6" sends the first three generators of r to those 

of 6", so that under the induced isomorphism r I J( ---7 6", dodecahedra of D I j( are 

matched up with dodecahedra of E; however, if sends Ii to f:. rather than d:" so that 

adj acency of dodecahedra in D I J( corresponds to the effect of f:. in identifying faces 

of dodecahedra in E. 

Now consider the action of the clement f:. of 6" as a monodromy permutation on 

a flag (I) = (v, e, f, E) incident with a face .f on a dodecahedron E of the 120-ce11 

E. Reading f:. = d:,(abc)5d:,(abc)5d:, from left to right, it can be seen that d:, sends cjJ to 
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the adjacent flag (v, e, rEf) in the dodecahedron Ef which meets E across their 

common face J; then (abel sends this to the antipodal flag of Ef , on the face 

I' of Ef antipodal to I; applying Q again, the a.djacent iiag in the dodecahedron 

E21 which meets E f across J' is obtained; then applying (abc)5 the antipodal flag 

of E21 , on the face 1" of E2f antipodal to J' is obtained; finally applying Q the 

adjacent flag in the dodecahedron E3f which meets E2f across J" is recovered. This 

means that, if Q is replaced with ~ as a monodromy permutation and leaving !J., Q 

and ~ unchanged, then the 120 dodecahedra E of [; can be reassembled with this 

new rule for adjacency: each face J of E is identified, not with the corresponding 

face f of E f , but with the face J" of E3f , three steps rather than one around a 

bracelet E, E f , E2f , E:V ,' .. , E_ f . Combinatorially, this is possible, but since ce 

has order 5 these new identifications would require each edge to be surrounded by 

five dodecahedra, rather than three. Therefore spherical dodecahedra F; in [; need 

to be replaced with hyperbolic dodecahedra D, so that they can have dihedral 

angles 27r 15. Doing this, and making the corresponding identifications of each face 

I of D with the face J" of D3f , the tessellation V I }( of H:3/ }( by 12() dodecahedra 

corresponding to the normal subgroup }( of r is obtained. This has symmetry 

group r I f{ ~ 6., and its quotient by the center NI f( rov C2 is the tessellation 

V I N studied earlier. Alternatively, V IN can be obtained directly by applying the 

above reassembling process to the 60 dodecahedra in the antipodal quotient of [; 

discussed in the preceding section. (This reassembling process can be seen as a 

3-dimensional analogue of the operations on maps considered in dimension 2 by 

\\Tilson [vVil] and Jones and Thornton [JT]). 

5.10 The tessellation D / K 

The tessellation V I I( is an unbranched double covering of V IN, each dodecahe

dral cell in the latter lifting to two in the former. The local properties of these two 

tessellations are similar, but globally they differ. As in the case of VIN, but with 

8 L2 (5) and 6. + replacing A.5 and A.s x A5 , the right-handed flags and the dodec

ahedra of V I J( can be labeled with the elements of ,6.+ and 8 L2 (5) respectively, 

so that a flag ±(M1 , l\if2 ) is in the dodecahedron labeled with the (well-defined) 

element l\if1]l:!2- 1 of 8L2(5). As in the case of [;, the diagonal subgroup H ~ 115 
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of the central product 6.+ stabilises a dodecahedron D 1 , and its action on the 

120 dodecahedra corresponds to the action of Inn 81.02 (5) rv 1.02 (5) ~ A.5 on the 

elements of S'L2(5). In particular, the orbits of 11 on the dodecahedra correspond 

to the conjugacy classes of 81.02(5), as described in § 5.9. It follows that each orbit 

o of 1-[ on dodecahedra in DIN lifts to two orbits of size /0/ on dodecahedra in 

D I K, and that the labeling of these dodecahedra is compatible with the lifting of 

elements of A5 to SL2(5). 

By considering monodromy permutations of flags, as in the case of DIN, the pos

sible adjacencies between pairs of dodecahedra Dp and DQ labeled with matrices 

P, Q E /) r2 (5) can be determined: starting with the neighbours of the dodecahe

dron DJ labeled with the identity matrix [ = J2 , apply automorphisms to consider 

general dodecahedra. For instance, the element ,-] of r+ has image ±( G~), G~)) 

in 6.+, so D J meets DM across a common face where 

( ) ( )

-1 

2 2 2 3 ') 
j1,;j = = - A - E 8 L2 ( 5 ) , 

2 0 3 0 

and it follows from this that Dp meets DQ across a common face if and only if 

P-IQ is in the conjugacy class -C5 of 81.02 (5) containing _A2. In fact, whereas the 

element (abc ).5 d of r+, which sends Hags one step around a bracelet of dodecahedra, 

has an image of order 5 in A5 x A.s, its image ±(_A-I, . .4) in 6.+ has order 10: 

its fifth power is mapped to the central involution ±( -J2 ) h), which is not in the 

image of roo so each bracelet of five dodecahedra in D / N lifts to a bracelet of 

ten dodecahedra in D I K. (This is obtained, as in the preceding section, from a 

bracelet of ten dodecahedra in £, with dodecahedra three steps apart in £ giving 

rise to adjacent dodecahedra in DIN.) On the other hand, the element (bcd)5(abc? 

of r+, which sends flags one step around a necklace of dodecahedra, has an image 

±(B-1
, B) of order 3 in 6. +; it follovvs from this that Dp and DQ meet antipodaly 

across a vertex if and only if p-1Q E C:-l, and that each necklace of length 3 in 

DIN lifts to a pair of necklaces of length 3 in D I K. The dodecahedron D (123) 

in DIN meets Ih antipodaly at VI and also along three edges; this lifts to two 

dodecahedra in D I K, namely DB meeting DJ antipodaly at a vertex, and D-B 

meeting it along three edges. Thus D p and DQ meet along an edge if and only if 

P-IQ E -C3 , so it is no longer possible in D I [{ for a pair of dodecahedra to meet 

in both ways, as happened in DIN. 
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5.11 Quotients of r+ isomorphic to L2(19) 

After L2 ( 4) ~ L2 (5) ~ A5 , the next smallest epimorphic image of r+ is L2 (19) ( in 

Theorem 3.1 of § 3.6 it was shown that no epimorphisms onto L2 (7), L2 (8), L2(9), 

02(11), 102 (B) or I./2(17)). As is shown in section § 3.4, there are three normal 

subgroups with quotient L2(19). In this section, these three subgroups Ki will be 

considered in more detail, together with their associated tessellations 1HI3 / !<..'i' 

5.11.1 The three normal quotients and their extensions 

Recall in § 3.4 of Chapter 3 that maps r+ -77 L2(q) were characterised by matrices 

with entries in terms of c, f, t, 11, 'UJ and :r:, where e2 + f2 = -2 - t, IL, t -]~y'5 

vVhen p = 19 take IL = t, e = 4 and f = -t, giving epimorphisms r+ -7 L = L2(19) 

defined by 

( 
l 12) C\:f------' . 

11 0 ' 
, (12 0) /3 f------' : 

-t 8 ( 
w x) 

"../~ , 
Y z 

where t = ti = 4, -5 for i = 1,2. Here y .1:, W = ((e 1)'Ll - 2fx)/2e = (5x - 2)t, 

Z = '11 - 'W = (3 - 5:r:)t and .1: is a root of (e 2 + P)x2 + fLy; + e2 - i(e2 - l)t2 = 0, 

that is, (t + 2):r:2 
- (1;- 1):r: + (t: + 2) = 0 or equivalently :r:2 + (2 - 3t).T + 1 = O. 

vVhen t -5 this quadratic equation becomes x 2 - 2:); + 1 = 0, with a single root 

;/: = 1, so there is an epimorphism 00 : r+ -7 L defined by 

1f------'(4 1). 
1 10 

vVhen t = 4 we have x 2 + 9x + 1 = 0, which has two roots x = -4, -5, so there 

are epimorphisrns 01 , O2 : r+ -7 L defined by 

( 7 -4) If------' 
-4 -3 

or 

respectively. Therefore, there are three normal subgroups J(i ker()i of r+ with 

r+ / Ki ~ L2(19) for i = 0, 1,2. 

The epimorphism 00 : r+ -7 L can be extended to an epimorphism ()o : r -7 L 
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by sending 

so the kernel is a normal subgroup No of r with r / No ~ L. This shows that Ko = 

Net = No n r+ is normal in r, with r/ Ko ~ L X C2 . This is because No contains 

the conjugacy classes with representatives (a.bc:)5 and (bcd)5. These representatives 

are central in (a,b,c) and (b,c,d), respectively. The two epimorphisms (h and (}2, 

on the other hand, cannot be extended to r: when t = 4 the only possible image 

of bin PGL2 (19), inverting the images of ex and (J, is (~ l~)' but then d b!3i does 

not map to an involution; thus KJ and K2 are not normal in r. Letting d act on 

the generators (x, ;6 and ~fl by conjugation, 

If N is any normal subgroup of r with quotient T.I, then N+ is a normal subgroup 

of r with r / N+ ~ L X C2 and r+ / N+ ~ L. This last isomorphism implies that 

N+ Ki for i 0,101' 2, and since KI and K2 are not normal in r, then N+ = Ko. 

Thus N contains ](0 with index 2, so it maps onto a normal subgroup of order 2 in 

r / Ko ~ L x C2 ; the only such subgroup is the direct factor No/ Ko ~ C2 , so N is 

its inverse image No in r. Thus No is the only normal subgroup of r with quotient 

L. Using GAP, a presentation for No and Ko was recovered. The abelianisations 

No/N~ ~ 2,~7 and Ko/ K~ ~ 2,5:1 were also computed. These give the first homology 

of the associated manifolds JH[3 / No and JH[:3IKo, respectively. 

The involution (~ l~) in PGL2(19)\L induces an automorphism of L transposing 

the images of a. and d, and also those of band c, so [(0 is normal in 0, with 

0/ Ko ~ PCL2 (19) X C2 . This is the isometry group of the manifold JH[3/ Ko, with 

orientation-preserving subgroup n+ / Ko ~ PC L2(19); the tessellation /(0 D / Ko 

which it carries is reflexible and self-dua.!, with symmetry group r / Ko ~ Lx C2 and 

orientation-preserving subgroup r+ / Ko ~ L. As already noted, the direct factor 

C2 is generated by the common image of the involutions (abc)5 and (bcd)5 in r\r+, 
which applies the antipodal symmetry to each dodecahedral cell; factoring this out, 

it can be seen that the orbifold JH[:3 / No is tessellated by the antipodal quotients of 

these dodecahedra. 

The effect of the half-turn T E n+ on r+ is to transpose ex and ~!--l, and to 

invert ,8. Conjugation by the element C70 19) E L has the sanle effect on the images 
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of these elements under 81 , so K 1 is normalised by T and is thus normal in n+ with 

n+ / Kl ~ L X C2 . This is the isometry group of the manifold JH[3 / K 1 , consisting 

entirely of orientation-preserving transformations. The subgroup r+ / Kl ~ L is 

the symmetry group of the tessellation lC l = 1)/[(1, which is chiral and self-dual. 

The same conclusions apply to [(2 and its quotient manifold and tessellation, with 

the element G 1~) E L imitating T in this case. Since Kl and K2 are conjugate 

under elements of r \ r+, their corresponding quotient manifolds and tessellations 

are mirror images of each other. 

5.11.2 Factorisation In L2(19) 

The following method allows the structure of each of the three tessellations lC i 

associated with L = L 2(19) to be determined, by identif:ying which dodecahedron 

contains the flag labeled by any given element of L. The 57 dodecahedra may be 

identified with the cosets qO in L of the subgroup 0 ~ As, which is the stabiliser 

of OIle dodecahedron Do in the monodromy representation of L on flags. Let B 

denote a Borel subgroup of L, that is, the normaliser G19 : C9 of a Sylow 19-

subgroup of L. Then 1 B n 01 divides gcd(171, GO) = 3, so 13 has an orbit of length 

divisible by 1 BI/3 = 57 on the dodecahedra, and therefore acts transitively on 

them. Thus L =RO and C := R n 0 ~ C3 , so each element II E [ has the 

form h = bg where b E Band 9 E G. A second factorisation II = b'g', for b' E B 

and 09' E 0, exists if and only if b' be and g' = e 1g where e E C. Therefore 

the cosets be of () in B can be used to represent the cosets bG of (} in L, and 

hence to represent the dodecahedra in lCi . (Unfortunately, there is no subgroup 

of L which acts regularly on the dodecahedra and whose elements could therefore 

provide coset representatives for G in L.) 

In order to locate flags within specific dodecahedra, the coset bG of G which 

contains a given element h E L needs to be determined. That is, h needs to be 

factorised as a product h = bo9 where b E Band g E G. B can be assumed 

to be the stabiliser of 00 in the natural representation of L as a group of Mobius 

transformations ofthe projective line Pl(19) FlfJU{ oo}, so that g maps 00 to the 

same point p E pl (19) as h does. A list of 20 elements o9p E G, each sending 00 to 

a different point p, is constructed (these will be coset representatives for C in G, so 
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there are three arbitrary choices for each p). Given any h E L, write it as the image 

under Oi : r+ -7 L of a word 'W in the generators 0', (3 and! of r+, and compute the 

image p of oc under h by composing the Mobius transformations corresponding 

to the generators appearing in w. Then take 9 to be the corresponding element 

gp E 0 from the list, and write b = hg-1 E 1:3, so that h bg as required, and the 

flag corresponding to h lies in the dodecahedron corresponding to the coset be. 

5.11.3 A note on the above method 

Factorisation in L2 (19) has no nice extension to a more general case L2 ( Cj). For Cj = 

19 the subgroup 13 = N L2 (19) (C19 ), where C19 is the abelian subgroup stabilising 

the point oc in the action of L2(19) on the projective line lF19 UOC, was used. This 

subgroup has index q+ 1 = 20 in L2(19). For all but finitely many q, q+ 1 > 101 = 

60, so the decomposition L = BO cannot arise for large q. 

5.11.4 Structure of the quotient tessellations for L2(19) 

In each of the casesi = 0,1 or 2, the group L L2(19) permutes the ILI/IA.sl = 57 

dodecahedra in Ki D I Ki transitively, with each dodecahedron stabilised by a 

subgroup 0 ~ A 5 . In order to understand how these dodecahedra are joined to

gether, more information is needed on how the stabiliseI' of one of the dodecahedra 

permutes the others. Equivalently, the suborbits for the action of 1./ on the cosets of 

a subgroup 0 ~ A5 are needed. To do this, a result due to Jones and Zvonkin [JZ] 

is used: 

Lemma 5.11.1 (Jones-Zvonkin) 1f9 andH Q,1'efinite conjugacy classes ofsllb

grO'llps of a gTOllp 8, then the n'U'lnber 1/ of gTO'Ups G E 9 contain-ing a parliclllar 

H E H i8 given by 
i 1 

//=llI:HI""L...-t m 
i=1 ~ 

with H Ns(H), o:nd the subgroup8 H E H contained in G fonn t conjugacy 

classes under the action of G N s( G), with the groups 1-1 in thet-th class satis

fying INoUl) : HI = mi· 
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The proof of the Lemma in [JZ] shows that the II groups G E Q containing 

H form l orbits of lengths III : Hilmi under the action of ll. In particular, 

if all subgroups H E H contained in G are conjugate in C~, then t = 1 and 

// = Ill: HI/m where 117, = rrll = IN(;(H) : HI. 

This can be applied to find the sub orbit-lengths for the action of 8 = L on the 

cosets of a subgroup G ~ A.5 . There are two conjugacy classes of such subgroups, 

which fuse in Aut G PG L2 (19), so Q can be taken to be either of these classes. 

They are maximal subgroups, so G = G and the action of 8 can be identified 

with its action by conjugation on Q. This action, which is primitive, has degree 

18: GI = ~q((p - 1)/60 = 3420/60 = 57. 

Let H to be an arbitrary subgroup of G. Then the number of points fixed by 

H is the num~}er of conjugates of G in 8 that contain H. By comparing this with 

the corresponding numbers for supergroups of H in G, the number of sub orbits of 

G with }[ as a point stabiliser can be determined. 

1. If II ~ /1 4 then If = JJ, /; 1 and Tnl = 1, so the Lemma gives z; = 1, 

that is, H is contained in no other conjugate of G. Thus there is no suborbit 

with A4 stabilisers. This argument applies for all q _ ±.3 mod (8); however, 

if q == ±1 mod (8) then ii ~ 8 4 with t = 1 and Tnl = 1 so // = 2 giving a 

sub orbit of length IG : HI = 5. 

2. If 11 ~ D:'5 then Il ~ ])10, /; = 1 and ml = 1, so the Lemma gives z; = 2, 

and hence there is one sub orbit of length 6 with D5 stabilisers, G acting as 

Id5), or equivalently on antipodal pairs of faces of a dodecahedron. This 

applies for all q == ±1 mod (20), since FI = D1O ; if Cj = ±11 mod (20) then 

H = H so there are no such suborbits. 

3. If H ~ D;3 then ii = H, t = 1 and ml = 1, so the Lemma gives z; = 1, 

that is, there is no suborbit with stabiliseI' D3 . This applies for all q = ±5 

mod (12), since /i = 11; if q == ±1 mod (12) then jj 0-' D6 giving z; = 2, so 

there is a suborbit of length 10 with D3 stabilisers. 

4. If H ~ C\ then lJ = D1O , i; = 1 and Tnl = 2 since Ne;(H) = NG(H) ~ D5 , 

so II = 2. The two conjugates of G containing H also contain its supergroup 

D.~, as shown in (2), so there is no sub orbit with C5 stabilisers. 
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o. If H ~ V1 then iI ~ .114 , t = 1 andml = 3 since Nc(H) = Nc(H) ~ A4 , so 

1/ = 1 and there is no sub orbit with \1:1 stabilisers. More generally, if q == ±1 

mod 8 then Ns(Ji) = 84 so 1/ = 2, so there is get 1 suborbit of length 15. If 

q == ±3 mod 8 then Ns(If) = A4 ancll/ = 1, there is no sub orbit. 

6. If If ~ ()3 then if ~ Dg , L = 1 and Tnl = 2 since N6(H) = Nc(If) ~ D3 , 

so lJ = 3. The two conjugates other than 0 itself are not fixed by any 

supergroup of H in 0, so there is one sub orbit of length 20 with (73 stabilisers; 

o acts as on the vertices of a dodecahedron, each stabiliser fixing two points. 

More generally, H = Dq:r.:J depending on whether q == ±1 mod 3. Also, 

N6(JI) = NdIf ) IJ:J, l = 1 so TILl = 2. Then lJ = q~l. If q == ±5 lnod 12 

then there is one sub orbit of length 2 with (73 stabilizers. If q == ±1 mod 12 

then there are two sub orbits of length 10 with D3 stabilizers. 

7. If If ~ (72 then iI ~ DlO , I = 1 and Tn1 = 2 since Nc(If) = Nc;(If) ~ V4 , 

so lJ = 5, giving four conjugates other than 0 fixed by H. Now there are 

15 subgroups JJ ~ (72 in 0, each fixing four points other than 0, giving 

15 x 4 = 60 fixed points. There are six subgroups Ds in G, each containing five 

subgroups (72, so there are 6 x 5 = 30 pairs Do > C2 ; since the 15 subgroups 

(72 are all conjugate in 0, each is contained in 30/15 = 2 subgroups D5 of 

O. It follows that H fixes two points in the orbit of length 6 given in (2), so 

it has 4 - 2 = 2 points other than ° outside that orbit. There are no other 

supergroups of H in 0 which can arise as stabilisers for these points, so 0 

has an orbit of length IG : 11 I = 30 with fl acting as the stabiliser of two 

points; this is equivalent to the action of 0 on edges of a dodecahedron. 

8. There cannot be 1I = 1 since then 10 : 1I1 = 60 > 57, so G could not have 

a sub orbit of length 60. 

5.11.5 The three tessellations 

To summarise, it was shown that 0 splits 9 into orbits of lengths 1,6,20 and 30 

with stabilisers 0, D 5 , (7;) and (72' Since 1 +6+20+30 = 57 is the number of cells in 

the tessellations, this forms a complete list. This will now be interpreted in terms 

of the tessellations JC = JC i 1) / Ki for i = 0,1,2. General features common to 
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all three te~~ellation~ will be described. More detailed features which distinguish 

between the three te~sellations require a more precise examination of how L is 

generated as a quotient of r+ in each ca~e. 

If Do is a dodecahedral cell in te, then there are at most 12 dodecahedra which 

meet Do across common faces; this set of dodecahedra must be invariant under 

the stabiliser G ~ A5 of Do in L, so it is a union of orbits of G. ~one of these 

dodecahedra can be equal to Do, otherwise regularity and connectedness would 

imply that all dodecahedra in te would be equal to each other. Since there is only 

one orbit of G of length between 1 and 20, it follows that these dodecahedra form 

the orbit of length 6, each meeting ])0 twice; since this pair of common faces must 

be invariant under the stabiliser D5 of the neighbouring dodecahedron, they must 

be an antipodal pair ±f. Denoting this neighbour by [hf, and applying the same 

argument to it, it can be seen that D±J meets Do across its faces ±f, so these two 

dodecahedra form a bracelet of length 2. Note that this gives a 3Jf)5 "twist" to 

the tessellatioll. 

The tessellation from 00 

For a dodecahedron Do, let e and -e be a pair of antipodal edges stabilized setwise 

by an element of (Cy ,,3) of order two. Let 4) be a flag in Do sharing an edge with 

c, and let v be the vertex common to them both. Under the epimorphism eo the 

antipodal flag at the vertex v, (/y(2f32i2,32i/32 , is also the flag rjJCx:~f3()!4/3cx2 at the 

antipodal vertex -v of Do. So the dodecahedron antipodal to Do across v is Do 

and u coincides with -'/} uuder the identification, as illustrated ill Figure 5.13. 

If D i , Dj meet Do only along an edge of Do, then they also meet Do across 

the edge -e as shown in Figure 5.14. This contributes 30 dodecahedra to the 

tessellation, forming a single orbit of G with C2 stabilizers. So far 37 dodecahedra 

have been counted, leaving 20 as yet unaccounted for. These form a single orbit of 

dodecahedra disjoint from Do. These 20 dodecahedra come in ten pairs {Dv, D-v}, 

each pair fixed setwise by a rotation of order 3 fixing two antipodal vertices of Do. 

Let v, -v be ~uch a pair of vertices in Do, and let D f meet Do along a face 

containing v. Then Df has two additional faces f1 and 12 which also contain v. 

These faces are not shared with Do. Let efi be the edge in h opposite v. Then Dv 
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- - - - -

Figure 5.13: Vertex identiilcation for 

Mo 

115 

Figure 5.14: Edge pairings for A10 

meets one of these edges and D- v meets the other. Of the 6 dodecahedra meeting 

1)v across a face, three of them are dodecahedra sharing an edge with Do and three 

are vertex dodecahedra disjoint from Do. Since the automorphisms 13 preserves the 

properties of the tessellation, this forces the three vertex dodecahedra to share a 

common vertex with D". 

The tessellations from 01 and O2 

For the epimorphisms 01 and 82 , Do meets another dodecahedron Dv at v so that 

Do and ])v correspond to antipodal faces of the icosahedral vertex figure I = {3, 5} 

atu. Since Do has 20 vertices v these dodecahedra Dl) form an orbit of G of length 

20, with Du and D-v having the same stabiliser C';) where -v denotes the vertex 

of Do antipodal to v. Since there are no further orbits with this stabiliser, Dv and 

D- v meet at a common vertex, antipodal in each to v and -v respectively, so that 

Do, Dv and D-v form a necklace of length 3. 

This accounts for 1 + 6 + 20 = 27 of the 57 dodecahedra, so 30 dodecahedra 

remain, forming a single orbit of G with C2 stabilisers. Now Do has 30 edges e, 

each surrounded by five dodecahedra; one of these it; Do, and two are of the form 

Df for the two faces f of Do incident with e, so two others meet Do along e. This 

gives 30 x 2 = 60 such incidences, two for each edge, so each of the 30 remaining 

dodecahedra meets Do along a pair of edges, which must be invariant under the 
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stabilitler H ~ C2 . These incidences can be used to distinguish between the two 

tessellations: if p is a Petrie path on Do containing both e and -e, and let Del and 

De2 be the two dodecahedra incident with e. Then the Dei meet Do along the edges 

adjacent to -e in p. In the case of OIl p is a right-left-right Petrie path; in the case 

of O2 , p is a left-right-Ieft Petrie path. Figure 5.15 shows the edge identification for 

the manifold M2 associated with the kernel of the map (h : r+ -» L2 (19). 

This accounts for all the dodecahedra, although not all incidences with Do: 

at each of the 20 vertices 'U, the vertex figure is an icosahedron whose 20 faces 

represent the corners of dodecahedra meeting Do at v: one of these dodecaheclra 

is /)0, three further dodecahedra have the form D1 for faces J incident with v, 

while six dodecahedra meet Do along the three edges incident with v. A further 

dodecahedron is Dv' There are nine remaining dodecahedra unaccounted for. Of 

these nine, six are antipodal dodecahedra, three of which are antipodal to the 

vertices bounding the edges containing 'U. Figure 5.16 illustrates this. The three 

dodecahedra meeting D1) across a face and which are not antipodal to Do meet Do 

across three of the six edges left after deleting all edges bounding a face containing 

v or -v. The other three edges meet dodecahedra which are face adjacent to D- v . 

The three edges are also permuted regularly by the automorphism action of 

Edge pairing for M, 

Figure 5.15: Edge pairings for M2 
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Figure 5.16: Vertex identification for jvh 



~f:)------------------------------~ 
Manifolds from the other groups 

In this chapter minimal index torsion free normal subgroups and minimal index 

torsion free subgroups of the eight Lanner groups 71, T2 ) Ta, ~")) Yr.), T7 , Ts and 7(), 

introduced in Table 2.3 of § 2.2, will be constructed. Manifolds arising from the 

group 12 have been extensively studied by Jones and Mednykh PM]. Their main 

results are included here for completeness only. The group T4 is studied extensively 

in Chapter 5. 

Let £( G) be the lowest common multiple of the orders of all finite subgroups 

of an arbitrary group G and let M(G) be the minimum index of a torsion-free 

subgroup of G. £( G) will divide M (G) since, for any torsion free subgroup H of 

G, the action of a representative 9 of a conjugacy class C (g) of torsion elements 

on the cosets of 11 in G fails to fix any coset. Hence Igl divides the index of 11 in 

G. It is known that, for Fuchsian groups G, M(G)/ £(G) is either 1 or 2 ( [EEK]). 

Jones and Reid PRJ have demonstrated that, for Kleinian groups G there is no 

global bound on the ratio M (G) / £( G) by constructing a sequence of groups f k 

with M(fk )/ £(fk ) > k, for any kEN. It is interesting to note that, by contrast, 

several of the orientation preserving subgroups r+ of the Lanner groups r have a 

minimal index torsion free normal subgroup with index equal to £(f+). 

118 
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Hecall that 11[2,2,3; 3, 5, 2] is the Coxeter group with Coxeter diagram 

where a, b, c and dare Coxeter generators of r. Let 0: = ab, (3 = be and r = cd. 

Then the orientation preserving subgroup r+ has the following presentation: 

6.1.1 Torsion in r and In r+ 

Conjugacy classes of torsion elements in r are listed in Table 6.1. The restriction 

of Table 6.1 to representatives of conjugacy classes lying in r+ is given in Table 6.2 

Order Hepresentative 

Order 2 Ci, Cle, ad, cd, acd, (abe)5, (abd)5 

Order 3 be 

Order 4 cbd 

Order 5 abo (ab)2 

Order 6 c(ab)2, d(o,b)2 

Order 10 uJ}(', (abcr', abd, (abdf' 

Table 6.1: Conjugacy class representatives for elements of finite order in r 

Order Hepresentative 

Order 2 ae, ad, cd 

Order 3 be 

Order 5 ab, (abj2 

Table 6.2: Conjugacy class representatives for elements of finite order in r+ 
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6.1.2 Minimal index torsion free subgroups 

Lemma 6.1.1 r+ has a unique norm.al8ubgTOup [{ with r+ I [{ ~ A5 . The kemel 

oj the map contains the conjugacy class C( ~i) oj torsion eleTnents oj r+. 

Proof: Adjoining the relation I = 1 to the presentation for r+ gives a group 

with presentation (O',rJ,~y 1 0'5 = {J3 = (0:{3)2 = 1), so r+/((rr))l'+ ~ A5 . Let 

a I--c> (1,3,5.2,4) = a and j3 I--c> (1,2,3) $. Since A5 contains no elements g of 

order 2 which satisfy the conditions (jJg /" 1 and (a7Jg)2 = 1, this completes the 

proof. I11III 

Corollary 6.1.1 There e:r'i.st8 a rninimal index torsion fT-ec; subgmup ofr+ of index 

120. 

Proof: This result was obtained computationally. The unique normal subgroup [{ 

of index 60 in r+ has 2047 conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 2. 1024 of the 

class representative8 avoid the conjugacy class Cb). I11III 

The representatives of subgroup8 avoiding C (~() can be further partitioned by 

their abelian invariants - this partitions the set of repre8cntative8 into 10 classes, 

four of which have positive first Betti number. The normalisers of the subgroups 

of [{ have indices in {G, 10, 12, 15,20,30, 60}. Of the 1024 conjugacy class repre

sentatives avoiding Cb), 8 have normalizer of index 6 in r+. 

Lemrna 6.1.2 There aTe no nonnal SUbgTOUpS N of r+ with r+ IN ~ AD 

Proof: Let (0, (J) '--). A5 C .liD be an embedding of /10 in /l(). Up to automorphisms 

of AD, this embedding is unique. Let a I--c> (1,3,5,2,4), {3 I--c> (1,2,3) and I I--c> g, 

so that a and ;3 generate A5 < A G. AD has 45 elements 9 of order 2, 30 of which 

lie in A6 \A5 . Of these 30 elements, only (1,2)(3,6), (1,3)(2,6) and (1.6)(2,3) 

satisfy 1(1,2,3)gl = 3. However, laj3(1,2)(3,6)1 = 3, ICl,3((1,3)(2,6)1 = 3 and 

InJ3(1, 6)(2, 3)1 = 4. So In:/J.ql =f. 2, and the proof is complete. I11III 
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Lemma 6.1.3 

1) Ther-e ar-e pr-ecisely two tor-sian free normal 8ubgTOups K 1 , K2 whose factor

gTOUp r+ / Ki == L2(11). 

2) These ar-e the smallest index tor-sian fr-ee nor-mal subgroups. 

3) Their inteTseciion has index 6602 in r+ and is nonnal in n 
orrieT 2 el:tension ofT in Is 0 rn(1HI:3 ). 

Proof: 

(r,T), the 

1) In chapter 4 sections § 4.1.1 and § 4.2 it was shown that hornomorphisms 

r+ -7 L2 (11) call be characterised by maps of the form 

1( If e+l) , l(e+l t+f) Q;f-7- ,(3f-7-

2 -1 + e t + f 2 f t 1 - e (

LV :c ) and ~( f-7 

X -w 

where t = -1;V5, e2 + j2 = -2 - land ew = '1l - fx, where u ±1 

and V5 = 4. If t 1~V5 then t = 7 mod 11, so 2 - t = -9 == 2 mod 

11. Setting c = I 1 gives (;2 + p 2, as required. Then :r satisfies the 

quadratic equation 

(6.1 ) 

which has discriminant D 

so equation 6.1 has no solution over WH . Letting t = -1;V5, gives t = 3, so 

-2 - t- -5 == 6 mod 11. "Writing e = 4, f = 1, so e2 = 5, j2 = 1 and 

e2 + j2 = 6, x satisfies the polynomial 

6:r2 
- 271:r: + 6 0 (6.2) 

which has discriminant D = 4.5(1 + 3) = 52 mod 11. Solving equation 6.2 

gives ;r; = 2'u ± 5, So for each value of 71 two solutions for x are obtained, 

giving four solutions in total. 

Case I: 'U = 1: Then :c = 2 ± 5 = 7 or -3 == 8 mod 11 and 4w = 1 - x 

• If T = 7 then 4w = 1 - 7 -6 sow == 4 mod 11. 
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• If:c = 8 then 4w 1 - 8 = -7 so w == 1 mod 11. 

Therefore 

Case II: u -1: Then x = -2±5 = 3 or -7 == 4 mod 11 and 4w = -1 x 

• If;r = 3 then 4w = 1 - 3 -4 so we get UJ = -1 mod 11. 

• If:D 4 then 4w = -1 - 4 = -5 so we getw _ 7 mod 11. 

Therefore 

~ ~ t E { (~/ ~), (: ~7 ) } 

Observe that the solutions in the case 1L = -1 arc simply those from u 

1 multiplied by -1 and so are equivalent in L2(1l). Now Aut(L2(11)) = 

PGL2(11). The action of the outer automorphism on L 2 (11) conjugates the 

two conjugacy classes of A.s in L2 (11). Since A.s is maximal in L2 (q), there is 

no automorphism of L2(11) which fixes J-15 and conjugates the two solutions 

of Thus there are two distinct kernels 1(j and R-2 , corresponding to the 

distinct epimorphisms 81 ,82 : r+ ----» L2 (11), as required. 

2) Since r+ is perfect, it suffices to consider only non-abelian simple quotients. 

The factor group of any torsion-free normal subgroup must contain faith

ful images of the special subgroups As ~ (0',/3) and 54 ~ (J3,~(). From 

lemma 6.1.1 it has already been shown that there are no torsion free normal 

subgroups whose factor group is /ls. Neither is there a torsion free normal 

subgroup whose factor group is L2(7) or L2(8), since neither £2(7) nor L2(8) 

contain elements of order 5. Lemma 6.1.2 proves that there is no map to 

A6 , and the result follows. 

3) Take the product map 0 = (OJ, ( 2 ) : r+ ----» £2(11) x L2(11). Then letting 

ker(8) = 1(, r+ / [{ ~ L2(11) x L2 (11) and [{j nK2 :; K. By composition with 

the projections onto each factor, it is clear that 1( < K i . Thus K ~ 1(j nK2 , 

so 1( = K1 n K 2 . The Ki, are not normal in r: If they were then there would 

exist some element g E L2(11) of order 2 such that gO', ga/3 and ga/3! all 

have order 2. Referring back to section § 4.2.2 of Chapter 4, this becomes 

the condition e2 = and F = . 2 - 8' d J2 - 9 S· . 8' - t, 01 e - an -. mce IS not 
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a square in IF 11, the Ki are not normal in 1'. So for any element g E 1'\1'+ 

Kf1 =1= K i · Since Kl and K2 are the unique normal subgroups of 1'+ with 

factor group L2 (11), Kf = K j , for {i,j} E {1,2} and g E 1'\1'+. Then 

Kl n K2 is normal in 1'. 

'Write D = (1', T), where T is the graph automorphism ofthe Coxeter diagram 

for l' that fixes the generators (f and b and transposes the generators r: and 

d. Since 1'+ is normal in D, and K is the unique normal subgroup of 1'+ with 

factor group 1..,2(11) x L 2 (11), K is characteristic in r+ and hence normal in 

D. 

III 

6.2 r = T2[2, 2, 3; 2, 5, 3] 

The small manifolds arising from this group are studied in detail by Jones and 

Mednykh in PM]. Their conclusions are stated in this section for completeness only. 

Let 1'+ be the orientation preserving subgroup of l' and let n be the normalizer of 

l' in Is om (IHf3). Then n is a split extension of l' by a cyclic group of order 2. D has 

an orientation preserving subgroup n+. Both results rely on the conjecture that 

the minimal volume hyperbolic 3-orbifold is IHf{ ID, where n = (1', T) is an index 

two extension of T2 . Work done by Gehring and Martin [GM1J, [GIVI2] suggests 

that this group is the Kleinian group with smallest co-volume. 

Theorem 6.1 There is a unique torsion-free normal s'u,bgroup Ko of D of least 

index (= 2640) in n. This is a subgroup of 1'+, with r+ I Ko ~ 1..,2 (11) and 

DIKo ~ PCL2(11) x C2 . The corresponding manifold Mo = }{{IKo is the 

smallest hyperbolic 3-manifold w-ith a la7:qe isometry group. It is orientable, with 

Iso Mo ~ PC L2(11) x C2 , and is tessellated by 11 hyperbolic icosahedm, each 

meeting the 10 others across two antipodal faces. The isometries pre8erving this 

tessella.tion for'Tll. a subgroup 1'lKo ~ 1..,2(11) x C2 oj index 2 in IsoMo) while 

the remain'ing isometries tmnsform the tessellation to its dual. The first integer 

homology gro'up 1l1(Mo) of Mo is isomorphic to Z1O. 

Theorem 6.2 There a.re two torsion-f1'ee normal subgroups Kl and K2 oj n+ of 
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least index (= 720) in 0+. They aTe subgmups of r+ which a.re conjugate in 0, with 

r+ / K i ~ L2(9) ~ An and 0 + / Ki ~ PGL2(9 ) fOT 'i = 1,2. The manifolds M i = 
H3 / ]{i aTe the smallest oTientable 3-manifolds with large orientation-pTeseTving 

isometry gmups. They form a chiral pair, with Iso M i = 180+ M i ~ PGL2 (9), and 

they aTe tessellated by six hyperbolic icosahedra, each meeting the other five acTOSS 

a set offo'ur' faces with tetrahedral sy'mmetry. The isometries preserving this tessel

lation form a subgroup r+ / K i ~ L2(9) of index 2 in Iso M i , while the remaining 

isomd'f'ies tTn'nsjoT7(1. the tessellation to its dual. The j£'f'st integer homology group 

H1(M i ) of M i is isomorphic to Z~. 

6.3 r = T3[2, 2,4; 2, 3, 5] 

In this s~ction minimal index torsion free normal subgroups and minimal index 

torsion free subgroups of r + will be constructed. Some details on the construction 

of the associated manifolds will be included. The famous tessellation of JH[3 by right

angled dodecahedra is a consequence of this group. Figure 6.1, from the archives 

of the Geometry Center [Geom], illustrates the structure of this tessellation. This 

figure clearly demonstrates the octahedral vertex figure as well as the dodecahedral 

cells. It will be shown that the smallest manifold arising from the action of r + on 

JH[3 is tessellated by 2 such dodecahedral cells, while the smallest manifold with 

maximal symmetry is tessellated by 22 dodecahedra. 

Figure 6.1: Tessellation of lHI3 by right-angled dodecahedra 

Recall that T3 [2, 2,4; 2, 3, 5] is the Coxeter group wit.h Coxeter diagram 
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5 4 
• • • • a b e d 

where a, b, e and dare Coxeter generators of r. Let (): = ab, (3 = be and! = cd. 

Then the orientation preserving subgroup r+ has the following presentation: 

6.3.1 Torsion in r and In r+ 

Representatives of the conjugacy classes of torsion elements in r are given in 

Table 6.3 The restriction of Table 6.3 to representatives of classes lying in r+ is 

given in Table 6.4. 

Order Representative 

Order 2 a, d, ae, ad, (ed)2, a(ed)2, (bed)3, (abe)5 

Order 3 be 

Order 4 cd, b( ed)2 

Order 5 ab, (ab)2 

Order 6 e( ab)2, bed 

Order 10 abc, (abe)3,abd, (ab)2d 

Table 6.3: Conjugacy class representatives for elements of finite order in r 

Order Representative 

Order 2 ae, ad, (ed)2 

Order 3 he 

Order 4 cd 

Order 5 ab, (ab)2 

Table 6.4: Conjugacy class representatives for elements of finite order in r+ 

r+ has 647 conjugacy classes of subgroups of index less than or equal to 60. 

A representative for each class was determined using the program Lowx [Lx]. For 

each representative, the action of r+ on its cosets was calculated and the results 

are listed in Appendix A.3. Among the 647 induced permutation groups, 20 of the 

induced actions have kernels which fail to avoid torsion: 
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• The induced action on the representative with index 2. 

• The induced action on the representative with index 5 which yields an epi

morphism onto A5 . 

• The induced action on the representative with index 6 which yields an epi

morphism onto A 5 . 

• Both actions induced by the representatives with index 10 which yield an 

epimorphism onto A 5 . 

• Three of the actions induced by the nine conjugacy classes of subgroups of 

index 12. These correspond to the induced permutation representations A5 

and As x C2 as listed in Appendix A.3 

• The induced action on the representative with index 15 which yields an 

epimorphism onto As. 

• Three of the actions induced by the thirteen conjugacy classes of subgroups 

of index 20. These correspond to the induced permutation representations 

As and A5 x C2 as listed in Appendix A.3. 

• One of the actions induced by the twenty four conjugacy classes of subgroups 

of index 24. This corresponds to the induced permutation representation 

A.5 x C2 listed in Appendix A.3. 

• Three of the actions induced by the nineteen conjugacy class of subgroups of 

index 30. These correspond to the induced permutation representations A5 

and As x C2 as listed in Appendix A.3. 

• One of the actions induced by the forty eight conjugacy class of subgroups 

of index 40, giving A5 x C2 

• Three of the actions induced by the three hundred and twenty three conju

gacy class of subgroups of index 30. 

6.3.2 Minimal index torsion free subgroups 

Lemma 6.3.1 r+ has no torsion free rwrmal subgroup N whose factor group 

r+ / N is isomorphic to L2 (7) or L2 (8) . 
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Proof: The proof is immediate since neither L2(7) nor L2 (8) contain elements of 

order 5. III 

Leml11.a 6.3.2 r+ has no to'rsion free nOT77wl subgroup N who8e factoT gT01Lp 1'1 N 

is isomoTphic to .. 4.5 or 85 . 

Proof: The case for A5 is trivial, as A5 contains no elements of order 4. Sup

pose r+ -" S5. Let 0: = ab, /3 = be and J = cd. Since (0', /3) ~ A 5 , we 

can let 0: f---+ (1,3,5,2,4) and ,0 f---+ (1,2,3) and suppose that ~f f---+ g. Now 

I{g E 8 51 Igl = 4}1 = 30. Of these elements, six of them satisfy I/hl = 2: 

These are (1,3,4,2), (1,3,5,2), (1,3,2A), (1,5,3,2), (1,3,2,5) and (1,4,3,2). 

Then for 9 E {(1,3A,2),(1,3,5,2),(1,3,2,4),(1,5,3,2)}, 10:/391 = 4 while if 

g E {(I, 3, 2, 5), (1,4,3, 2)} then I[lpgl = 6. 

Lemma 6.3.3 Let r+ be the oTientalion presennng subgroup of r 
T:d2, 2,4; 2, 3, 5]. Then 

III 

1) r+ has a unique nO'T'Tnal subgroup K with facto'!' gTCnLp r+ / K ~ A,s which 

has 2 classes of tOTsion free subgroups Hi oj inde.T 120 in r. These aTe 

the minimal index to'!'sion free subgroups of r+ and they have abeliani8ation 

Hd[Hi, Hi] ~ z EB Z~. 

2) FOT each minimal index tOTsion free 8ubgToup Hi of r+) the a8sociated man

iJold M·i(K, 1) = 1HI:3 / Hi is a 2-fold bmnched coveT of 1HI3 / K .. Fv,Tther, theTe 

exist manifolds Mi (K, n) tessellated by 2n Tight-angled dodeca.hedm for any 

n E N. 

Proof: 1): 'Write 0' f---+ (1,3,5,2,4) and 13 f---+ (1,2,3). Let ~( f---+ 9 where g is some 

element of A5 such that the order of g divides 4. Since A5 contains no elements of 

order 4, then 1091 E {l, 2}. If J f---+ 0, the identity element of A 5 , then Iprl = 2 forces 

/3 = 0, a contradiction. So Igl = 2. There is a unique element in (2,4)(3,5) E A5 

satisfying 1;3gl 2 and I 0:/3g [ = 2. Let e : r+ --+> A5 be the induced map constructed 

and write K = Ker( 8). Then by construction J( contains the conjugacy class C(J2) 

of 2-torsion in r+. GAP was used to investigate index 2 subgroups of j(. There 

are 7 classes of subgroups in K, {Hi 11 :::; i :::; 7} of index 2, 5 of which avoid 

the conjugacy class C(J2) of torsion. Taking the abelianisation of each of these 5 
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subgroups yields 2 subgroups, HI and H 2 , with positive first Betti number. Their 

abelianization, Hd [Hi, J-J.J, was calculated using GAP and in each case this was 

found to be &: &:~. The fact that r+ is not perfect (it maps onto ( 2) means 

that it remains to consider the possibility that r+ maps onto some small solvable 

group with torsion free kernel. Now, in any homomorphism from r or r+ to a 

solvable group, a and /3 must go to the identity since they generate a perfect .fk 
Setting c\' = /3 = 1 in the presentation of r+ gives C2 . Hence the derived series 

terminates with a subgroup of index 2 in r+. So, any quotient of r+ with torsion 

free kernel has the form H : C2 or H, where H is perfect, Hence, in looking for 

small index normal subgroups is it sufficient to consider simple groups H or groups 

H : C2 , Since it has already been established that r+ has no torsion free kernel 

with quotient A5 , the result follows. 

2): Let Mi(K, 1) rrrr:'l / Hi be the manifold associated to each Ih Then, by 

construction, each Mi(K, 1) is a 2-fold branched cover of the orbifold rrrr3 
/ K. Since 

rrrr:' carries a tessellation by right angled dodecahedra, it follows that M; (K, 1) is 

tessellated by 2 right angled dodecahedra. By composing with the map &: -----'> &:/n&:, 

characteristic subgroups Knof index n in each Hi can be obtained. The associated 

manifold A1.i (K,n)is a regular n-fold cover of the manifold Mi = rrrr3 / Hi' Hence 

the manifolds Mi(K, n) are tesselated by 2n right angled dodecahedra. II 

6.3.3 Minimal index torsion free normal subgroups 

Lemma 6.3.4 r+ has no tOT'sion free TWTrnal SUbgTOUp8 N with r+ / N ~ A(i OT 

56' 

Proof: Suppose there exists a torsion free normal subgroup. A(i ~ L2(9) has 2 COIl

jugacy classes of subgroups isomorphic to A5 . Representatives for each class are 

((l,3,5,2,Ll),(l,2,3)) and ((1,2,3,4,6),(1,5,6)(2,4,3)). In the first ease (when 

(a,p) -----'> ((1,3,5,2,4),(1,2,3))) there are nine elements g of order 4 in A6 satis-

fying L6g[ 2, listed below: 

{(1,3,4,2)(5,6), (1,3,5,2)(4,6), (1,3,6, 2)(4,5), 

(1,3,2,4)(5,6), (1,3,2,5)(4,6), (1, 3,2, 6)(4, 5), 

(1,4,3,2)(5,6), (1,5,3,2)(4,6),(1,6,3,2)(4,5)} 
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For each 9 in the above list, the word O',8g has order 5,5,3,5,4,4,4,5,4, respec

tively. In the second case, when (0:, (3) --7 ((1,2,3,4,6), (1, 5, 6)(2,4,3)), again there 

are nine elements 9 of order 4 in A(; satisfying IPgl = 2. They are: 

9 E {(I, 2)(3, 4, 6, 5), (1,2,3, 5)(Ll, 6), (1,3)(2,6,5,4), 

(1,3,4,5)(2,6), (1,4)(2,3,6,5), (1, '1, 2, 5)(3, 6), 

(1,6,4,2)(3,5), (1,6,2,3)(4,5), (1,6,3,4)(2, 5)} 

For each 9 in the above list, the word O'/3g has order 5,4,5,4,3,5,4, il, 5, respec

tively. Therefore there are no torsion free normal subgroups N whose factor group 

r+ I N ~ /1(;. The case for r+ -/* 8 6 is similar. III 

Lemma 6.3.5 r+ has precisely two distinct torsion free normal 8ubgTOUps NI and 

N2 with r+ IN! ~ PCL'2(11). 

Proof: From Chapter 4, § 4.4.1, l = -1~05 and v'5 = 4 in lFll . If t = -lt05 then 

t - ~ 1 'f' t - -1-05 t1 " t - 3 " - {, ane 1 ,- -2- ,lUI - . 

Case I: t = 7: Then e2 + F = -2 - 7 -9 == 2 mod 11, giving 

ct f--7 (3 1) and (-j f--7 ( 1 4) . 'Write r f--7 (a b). 
o 4 ' -3 0 c d 

Next, lev/hi = 2 gives the identity 

( 
, ) 2 (C2 

a, d cd - bel ) oJ3r f--7 2 = lei E PC L2 (11) 
ab - IlC b - ael 

and this forces b = c. Then 

(!3~/? f--7 ( (a + 4b)2 + 8a(b + 4d) (b + 4d)(a + b) ) 

8a(a + b) 9b2 + 8a(b + 5d) 

gives the equations 80(0 + b) = 0 and (b + 4d)(a + b) O. If a = 0 then either 

b 0, in which case r is the zero matrix, or b = -4d, giving 

((h) ~ f--7 el 'J 2(30) 
, i 0 1 

as the identity matrix in PC £2 (11), a contradiction. If 0 =1= 0, then b = -a and so 

/1 t----+ ( -b b) 
b d 
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Then 

4 ( 8b
4 + 4b

2 + 1 
~/ 1--+ -8b4 _ 8b2 - 4 - b 

VVriting 8b4 -8b2 
- 4 ~ gives 

Since these must be equal for this to be an element of PCiL2(11), b must satisfy 

the equation 

Solving for 8:r3 + 8:r2 + 4:r + 1 = 0 give :c a cube root of unity, so b is a sixth root 

of unity. Since 6 does not divide 10 11 - 1, there are no maps r+ -- PGL2(11) 

with trace( a) = 7. 

Case II: t = 3: Then e2 + p = -5 = 6 mod 11, and set 

~ ~ ( 0 ~) and iJ ~ (~ ~) . Write ,~(: ~) 
Then 

( 
2 ( e

2 
- ad cd - be ) 

0: fJ ", ) 1--+ ! I ? 
ab - ac b~ ad 

ld E PGL2 (11) 

forces b = c. Then 

U3~/)2 1--+ ( (a + 5b)2 + 2a(b + 5el) (b + 5d)(a + 7b) ) 

2a( a + 7b) 4b2 + 2a(b + 5el) 

This gives 20.(([ + 7b) = 0 and (b + 5d) (a + 7b) O. If a = 0 then either b 0, 

forcing ry to be the zero matrix, or b = -5el, and this gives 

( .)2 .) (4 0) if'y 1--+ b~ 
o 3 

which cannot be the identity matrix in PGL2(11). So a i= O. Thus (l = -7b, giving 

Thus 
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subject to /4 = ld E PGL2(11). Now 

~,4 1--7 q = ( 8b
4 + 8db:

3 + cPb
2 

6b
4 + 7db:~ + 4d2b2 + d3b ) 

I . 6b'1 + 7dl/' + 4d2b2 + d:'b 6b4 + 8db.3 + 3d2b2 + d4 

so 1)(61} + 7db2 + 4(Pb + d:') = O. Since b cannot be 0, then 6b:' + 7db2 + 4d2
[; + 

d3 = O. This cubic equation has three solutions, b E {5el, Gd, 8d}. If b = 8d then 

det(g) = rP, so writing d = 1 gives q E P8J"2(11). For b = 5d, det(g) = 6d2 and 

for b = 6d, det(g) 10cP. Because neither 6 nor 10 are squares in lFll' neither 

matrix lies in 8L2(11). They must then lie ill PGld11). The images of 0: and (3 

generate an A5 subgroup of PGL2(11). Now A5 is not maximal in PGL2(11) - it is 

contained in a maximal L2(11) subgroup. However, A5 is maximal in L2(11), and 

the images of / are, by construction, not contained in L2(11). The group elements in 

PGL2(11)\L 2(11) acts by interchanging the two conjugacy classes of A5 in £2(11), 

so they do not fix any given A5 . Since PGL2(11) has no outer automorphisms, the 

two maps r+ -» PGL2(11) constructed are inequivalent, and their kernels are two 

distinct normal subgroups 1(1 and 1(2 in r+. III 

Since r+ is not perfect, it is still possible that r+ maps onto a small solvable 

group. However, in any map from r+ to a solvable group, 0: and {3 must map to the 

identity, since they generate a perfect group. Then r+ /{a, /1} ~ C2 , so the derived 

series terminates with a subgroup of index 2 in r+. Hence any quotient of r+ has 

the form G <J C2 ) where G is a perfect group. Hence for small index subgroups, it 

suffices to consider either G simple or extensions of G by a cyclic group of order 

2. If the extension has the form G x C2 , then it follows that r+ also maps onto G. 

Hence the following result is obtained: 

Theorem 6.3 The srnallest 'index tOTsion jTee nonnal S'UbgTOUpS oj r+ aTise jTOrn 

cpirnOT1)hisrns r+ -» PGL2 (11). TheTe aTe two such 'maps el , e2 : r+ -» PGL2(11) 

COTTcspond'ing to two distinct nOTrnal ,'mbgTOups 1(j and [(2 in r+. 

Using Lowx and GAP, generating sets for 1(1 and K2 were found. Both sub

groups arise from the action of r+ on conjugacy cl~lsses of subgroups of index 12 

and they are conjugate in r. The abelianisation of each K i ) Kd[K;, K i ] ~ Z§oEjjZr1 

and their intersection is a normal subgroup of r+ of index 6GO * 1320. The elements 

generating K1 and J(2 as subgroups of r+ are listed in Table 6.5 
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Elements of the generating Elements of the generating 

set for K] set for K2 

bcbdcbabcdcbdabcdcba bcdcbabc:dcdbabcdbcba 

cbabcdcbabdcdcbabcdb cbdcbabcclcdbabcdcbab 

cdcbabcdcbdabcdbcbab dcbabcdcbadbcdcbabcb 

acbdcbabcdcdbabcdcbaba acbabcdcbabdcdcbabcdba 

adcbabcdcbaclbcdcbabcba acclcbabcclcbdabcclbcbaba 

babacbabadcbdabcdababcda babac{H/cbabcdcdbabcdcaba 

babacdcbabcclcclbabcclbcaba babaclcbabaclcdbabc:clababca 

babdcbabadcbdabcdababcba babcbabadcbadbcdababc:dba 

bacbabadcbabdc:clababcdaba bacbabdcbabadcdbabcdabca 

bacbabcdcbabdcdcbabcdbab badcbabadcbadbcdababcaba 

bacbadcbabadcdbabr:dbabca badcbabcdcbadbcdcbahcbab 

bacdcbabcdcbdabcdbcababa bcbabadcbabadcdbabcdbaba 

bdcbabadcbabdcclababcbaba 

Table 6.5: The generating sets for 1(j and 1(2 in Theorem 6.3 

6.3.4 Manifold structure 

From the previous section, 0', /3 and I have torsion-free representations in 

PCL2 (1l) given by 0' f-----7 ii = /3 f-----7 /3 = and ~f f-----7 ;:;/ E ( -2 1) - (1 5) 
,0 5 ' 2 0 

{( ~2 °1:-)'(62 6
1

)}. ;::, Corresponding to the two subgroups K1 and K2 are 

two hyperbolic manifolds Mi ~ 1HI3 /1(;. The structure of these manifolds can be 

determined using the group structure of PCL2(1l). In F'GLdll), (ii, /3) ~ A5 , 

and there exists a complementary dihedral subgroup D]] of order 22 which can be 

used to index the cosets of As in PCL2(11). Write 

The following meLhod can be used to determine the structure of each of the two 

tessellations JC; associated with L = PC L2(11), by identifying which dodecahedron 

contains the flag labeled by any given element of L. The 22 dodecahedra may be 

identified with t.he cosets gC in L of the subgroup C ~ 115 , which is the stabiliser 
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of one dodecahedron Do in the monodromy representation of L on flags. Let B 

be the Borel subgroup of L, that is, a subgroup of the normaliser Cll : ClO of a 

Sylow ll-subgroup of L. Let B c B denote the unique subgroup Dll of B. Then 

I]J n 01 = 1 so B has an orbit of length 22 on the dodecahedra and therefore 

acts transitively on them. As a result L = Be and each element h E L has a 

unique form h = b9, whereb E Band 9 E e. The flag corresponding to h lies in 

the dodecahedron corresponding to the coset be, and position of the flag in the 

dodecahedron is determined by y. 

6.3.5 Other manifolds and minimal index torsion free sub-

groups 

The next smallest index torsion free normal subgroup arises from the action of 

r+ on a subgroup of index 20. This group was found by studying the induced 

actions of r+ on low index subgroups. Table A.3 of Appendix A summarises the 

induced actions. The induced permutation representation is e = A5 I>( H, where 

H is elementary abelian of order 32. The resulting manifold is tessellated by 32 

dodecahedra and the fundamental group in this case has abelianisation Z,1·5 EB Z~. 

As a consequence a tower of manifolds with maximal isometry group is recovered. 

Each manifold in this tower consists of 32n6 dodecahedra and is a regular n 6-fold 

cover of the manifold lHe / Ci. Additionally, GAP was used to verify that G has 

subgroups J-J of index 120 in e whose preimages correspond to subgroups of index 

120 in r+ that avoid all conjugacy classes of torsion. 

6.4 r = 7'4[2,2,5;2,3,5] 

The manifolds arising from torsion free subgroups and torsion free normal sub

groups of the group ]~+ have already been studied in detail in chapter 5. 
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6.5 r = T5[2, 3, 3; 2,4,3] 

Recall that Td2, 3, 3; 2,4,3] is the Coxeter group with Coxeter diagram 

a 4 b 

D 
c d 

where a, b, e and dare Coxeter generators of r. Let Q = ab, (3 = be and 'I = cd. 

Then the orientation preserving wbgroup r+ has the following presentation: 

(6",)2 ,. I 

6.5.1 Torsion in r and in r+ 

Representations of the conjugacy classes of torsion elerncnts in r arc given in 

Table 6.6 The restriction of this list to representatives of classes lying in r+ is 

given in Table 6.7 

Order Representative 

Order 2 a, ac, bd, (ab?, (abe)3, (badr{ 

Order 3 be 

Order 4 ab, e( ab)2, d( ab)2, adc, bcd 

Order 6 abc: 

Table 6.6: Conjugacy class representatives for elements of finite order in r 

Order Representati ve 

Order 2 ac, bd, (ab)2 

Order 3 be 

Order 4 ab 

Table 6.7: Conjugacy class representatives for elements of finite order in r+ 
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Lemma 6.5.1 TheTe aTe no tOTsion fTee nOTmal subgTOu]Js of r+ whose factor 

gmup 'is 84 or 85 . 

Proof: Any torsion free normal subgroup of r+ must contain (0, (3) == 84. First, 

suppose that there is such a subgroup N with r+ IN ro..J 84 . Then it can be assumed 

that ° f-+ (1,2,3,4). Therefore /3 E {(I, 3, 2), (1,4,2), (1, 4, 3), (2,4, 3)} and E 

{(3,4),(2,3),(1,2),(1,4)}. Now bl = 3 and lex/hi = 3 can therefore both be 

written as a product of an even number of transpositions. But o/J has an odd 

number of transpositions, a contradiction! Since 85 has a unique conjugacy class 

of elements of order 4, the result extends to 8 5 . I11III 

In particular, since A5 has no element of order 4, the following result is imme

diate: 

Proposition 6.5.1 r+ has no torsion free normal s1lbgT01J,p whose factor group is 

isomorphic to A5 . 

In Theorem 4.8 in chapter 4 it was shown that there is a unique normal subgroup 

T( in r+ whose factor group is L2(7). Since it is unique, it is characteristic. r+ is 

normal in the normalizer n of r. Consequently f( is normal in n 

Note: In Table A.5 of Appendix A it can be seen that there are two conjugacy 

classes of subgroups of index 8 in r+. Calculating their cores gives the same normal 

subgroup J( of r+ in each case, verifying Theorem 4.8. 

The group r+ is perfect: Abelianizing the presentation for r+, the identities 

0 4 = t{3 = {3 = 1, (a(3)2 = 0 2(32 = 1, Uh)2 = ,(J2{2 = 1 and (oIh)3 = a 3 1 are 

obtained. Hence,a = 1, so /)'2 = /33 = 1. Therefore (3 = 1, so ,2 = ~/3 = 1, and so 

r+ is a perfect group. Combining the above results, the following theorem can be 

stated: 

Theorem 6.4 Let J( be a smallest index tOTsion free nonnal subgroup of r+. Then 

J( is 'un'lquc, J( has indc:r 168 in r+ and r+ I J( ~ L2 (7). FarthennoTe, J( is nonnal 

in n, the normalizer of r in Isom(IHI3 ). 
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Using GAP, a presentation for J( was obtained. J( is the fundamental group 

of the associated hyperbolic manifold M lHI:; / J(. A presentation for Til (Ai) is 

given here: 

Tll(M) = (Fl; F2, F:3, F4) F5, Ffl I 
FflF[-l F6-

1 F:3F5-1 F2F:~F2-1 F3-
I 
FI 1, 

F4-
1 F1-

1 F5-
1 F]-I F:;F2F[ F5F:;-1 F2-

1F4F[ = I, 

F 17'-1 17'-IF F L' F-IF-IF-lF-IF-IF F. F 1 
;31"6 1"2 4· ;31"2 . 3 4 1 2 ;3 I 6 2 = ) 

p[ F
6
- 1 F\-1 F4-

1 F2 FCF5- 1 F]-] F2-] P;IF5F[ F4F6 = 1, 

F4-
1 F]-lF6-] F:;F5-1F4F3F2F:3-1 F4-1F5F3-1 F2-

1 F4FIF6 = 1, 

F -IF 17 F F F F.-I 17-IF-IF-J 17 F.-IF. F F D- 1F-] L'-J = 1) 
.' 1 ' 3 1.'2 '1'4 ';3 '5 ['2 ·':3 '4 1.'5·'3'6 ·'I '4.1.'1·'4 ]16 

The manifold constructed differs from the manifolds constructed using the 

groups TJ ) T2 , T:3 and T4 . Those manifolds had as fundamental regions hyper

bolic dodecahedra, and the manifolds had a straightforward decomposition into 

dodecahedra identified across faces. The manifolds arising from the groups T5 to 

Tg have a rnore complicated structure. The associated fundamental regions are 

pleated (or creased or pinched) across their faces. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 illustrate the 

difference betweell a standard cube and a plea.ted cube; 

A 

Figure 6.2: Standard hyperbolic cube Figure 6.3: Pinched hyperbolic cube 

The added creases across faces of a cube give a "pinched point II at the midpoint of 

each edge. Visualization of the resulting manifolds is correspondingly harder. For 

example, the group stabilizing the vertex C in the center of a face is, in the case 

of 75) an octahedral group! The abelianisation of j( = 'if] (M) is free abelian on 
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six generators: 7Tl(M)/[7Toc(.Vl) , 7Toc (A1)] = 71}, and as a result an infinite tower 

of covers of A1 by manifolds Mn consisting of 7n cubical cells can be constructed. 

Note: The group 7Tl(M) is not the torsion free subgroup of smallest index in r+. 
There are 5 conjugacy classes of such groups of index 24 in r+. There are four 

distinct normal subgroups whose factor group is 1.02 (23). In each case the preimage 

under the induced epinlOrphism r+ - L2 (11) of ()2:1 IX ell < L2(11) is a torsion 

free subgroup of index 24. Since C2:1 IX Cll is maximal in L2 (23), each preimage 

has trivial normalizer in r+, so the associated hyperbolic manifolds have very little 

symmetry. The Sylow 7-subgroup C7 of L2(7) has index 24 and its preimage is also 

a torsion free subgroup. The normalizer of C7 in L2(7) has index 8 in 1.02 (7) and 

pulls back to an index 8 normalizer of H in r+. Since there are no futher conjugacy 

classes of subgroups of index 24 that are torsion free, this completes the list. 

Let H be a Sylow 7-subgroup of L2(7). The elements of H can be used to index 

the 7 cosets of 84 in L2 (7), where 84 stabilizes a cubical cell in the tessellation of 

M. Letting the cosets correspond to cubical cells in the decomposition of M, the 

manifold can then be reconstructed combinatorially as in the previous sections. 

6.5.2 The action of L2(7) on III (M) 

The subgroup r+ / NI ~ L2 (7) of isometrics of the manifold M = IHP / K is gen

erated by a rotation through 7T /2 about the center of a square face II, induced 

by !Y, a rotation through 27T/3 about a vertex VI ad.iacent to Ii, induced by (1 

and a rotation through 27T /3 about an edge adjacent to VI. These rotations act on 

I-! 1 (Ail)' reg~mied as a 6-dimensional module over Z, as the matrices 

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 

0 1 0 1 -1 -1 0 0 1 0 0 -1 

1 0 1 1 0 () 0 1 () 0 () 1 
C\: f--7 /3 f--7 

-2 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 () 0 1 -1 

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 -1 0 -1 1 

1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 -1 1 1 1 
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0 0 0 0 -1 0 

-1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 -1 -1 -2 -2 0 
(1-7 

1 0 0 1 1 1 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 

According to the Atlas of Finite Groups [Atlas], there are 6 irreducible characters 

for L2(7), with degrees, 1, 3, 3, 6, 7, and 8. The values of the characters of an 

element of order 2 are 1, -1, -1, 2, -1 and 0, respectively. Since the element Ct/) 

is an element of order 2 and has trace -2, the representation cannot be primitive, 

so the character splits as a sum of two irreducible characters: either as X2 + X.5 

or as 2X2. Since the trace of Q is 2 and the trace of p is 0, the action splits as 

2X2. So there exists a covering manifold Mn of M whose covering transformations 

(deck transformations) form an abelian group, and over which the isometry group 

extends to the group L2(7) XI .:z~., 

6.5.3 Computational results 

r+ has 62 conjugacy classes of subgroups of index less than or equal to twenty. 

Letting r+ act on the cosets of a representative of each conjugacy class induces a 

representation r+ -+> G, where C is some finite permutation group. Unless G = A5 , 

the induced map faithfully carries all conjugacy classes of torsion elements of r+. 
The smallest torsion-free normal subgroup is, as previously observed, the kernel l{ 

of a map J( = kerB: r+ ....." L2 (7). It is interesting to note that, after A5 , the next 

two smallest alternating groups that arise as the quotient of r+ by some torsion 

free normal subgroup are 1111 and ;1 19 , 
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Hecall that 1(;[2,3,4; 2,4,3] is the Coxeter group with Coxeter diagram 

Cl 4 b 

W 
c d 

where a, b, e and dare Coxeter generators of r. Let Cy ab, (3 be and I cd. 

Then the orientation preserving subgroup r+ has the following presentation: 

6.6.1 Torsion in r and in r+ 

Hepresentations of the conjugacy classes of torsion elernents in r are given in 

Table 6.8 The restriction of Table 6.8 to representatives of classes lying in r+ is 

given in Tklble 6.9 

Order Representative 

Order 2 Cl, b, o,e, bd, (o,b)2, (Cd)2, (abc)3, (do,br3 , (cda)3, (bcd)3. 

Order 3 be, ad. 

Order 4 ab, cd, c( ab)2, d( ab)2, a( c:d)2, b( ed)2. 

Order 6 abc, dab, aed, bcd. 

Table 6.8: Conjugacy class representatives for elements of finite order in r 

Order Hepresentative 

Order 2 Cle, bel, (ab)2, (ed)2. 

Order 3 be, ad. 

Order 4 ab, cd. 

Table 6.9: Conjugacy c:lass representatives for elements of finite order in r+ 
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6.6.2 Maps to S4 

Lemma 6.6.1 There aTe p7'ecisely two distinct torsion free normal subgTCYUpS oj 

r+ whose factoT gTOUp is iS01T1mphic to S,J. 

Proof: The proof amounts to constructing two non-conjugate epimorphisms r+ --71 

S4' Let (Y ~ (1,3,2,4) and (J ~ (1,2,3). Then for, E {(1,3,2,4),(1,3.4,2)} we 

get I~(I = 4, Ip,1 = 2 and 10:/3,1 = 3. This proves existence of the two maps. 

If , ~ (1,3,2,4) then t.he common image of O:~f and of 0:
2 has order 2, while if 

~( ~ (1,3,4,2) then cr/ ~ (1,4,3) has order 3. Hence the maps are not conjugate. 

II 

As can be seen in Table A.6 in Appendix A, there are six conjugacy classes of 

subgroups of index 4 in r+. Letting r+ act on the cosets of a representative in 

each case gives the following results: 

• 2 kernels K 1, K2 such that r-J
-; Ki ~ 84 with Kd[Ki, K i] ~ .£2 6.£36.£§ 

• 4 kernels K:{) K4• 1(5, K(i with r+/ Ki ~ S4 and Ki/[Ki, Kd ~.£~ Elj '£3' 

The four kernels with abelianisation .£~ ED .£:{ contain either the conjugacy class 

C(ab)2 or the conjugacy class C(cd)2, while the two kernels with abelianisation .£2 ED 

.£:{ ffi.£~ avoid the conjugacy classes of torsion elements and are distinct. Therefore 

they are the kernels of the maps constructed in Lemma 6.6.1. Their intersection 

is a normal subgroup of r+ of index 288. Both of these kernels, Ie and K 2 , have 

three conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 4 whose abelianisation has positive 

first Betti number. Consequently an infinite family of manifolds 1\!J(Ki, 4n) can be 

constructed as 4n-fold covers of j\1(Ki ) = lHP / K i . These manifolds are tessellated 

by 4'17, cubical cells. If the associated fundamental groups, 111 (J1:f(I(i, 4'17,)) < r+ are 

normal in r+, then the manifolds M(Ki' 4'17,) will exhibit a high degree of symmetry. 

Presentations for the two kernels are given in Table 6.10 and Table 6.11: 

KI := (FI' F2 ) F31 
F

1
- 1 F

2
- 1 F

I
- I F3F]-2 F

2
- I F

I
- 1 F

2
- 2 FIF:3F2-2 = 1, 

F3FI-
1 F3Fl-

2 F2-
1 F1-

J F3F1-
1 Fi F2-

1 FI F3 = 1, 

F -IF· F.-2p.-IF-lp.-IF-IF p., -2F. -. IF P.- 1F- Ip.2p.- IF- 1F - 1) 
I 31 2 13 1231 2 3123 12-

Table 6.10: Presentation for K] 
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As a subgroup of r +, ](1 has generators {bdco.. debo , bedbab}. In the presenta

tion given in Table 6.10, Fl = bdea, g = deba and F., = bedbab. 

Is.' 2 : = (FI' F2 , F:31 
l~F'I- J F2FI- 'P3Fl- 1 F2 FI-

1 F} FIF.,F1F2 = 1, 

F~ · l/' - 'F F - 2F- IF- 1F- IF- IF- 1p- IF- lp - 2 _ 1 
1 r 2 . 1 :3 . j :3 l . 2 1 :3 . 1 :3 - , 

P - J F'2 F. -1 D F - 1F F - I v - I F - 1p- 1F - 2F F - 1 r:; F·- 1 l/' - lF- 1p- IF-1p- l - 1) 
2 :3 1 1"2 I :3 1 L'2 1 :3 1 2 1 1":3 1 1"2 1 :3 1 2 -

Table 6.11: Presentation for f{2 

As a subgroup of r +, f{2 ha.s generators {ebda. do.eb, abebdaba}. In the presen

tation given in Table 6.11, Fl = ebda, i<"2 = do.eb and F3 = abebdaba. 

6.6.3 Geometrical description of the two manifolds 

From Lemma 6.6.1 there are two distinct epimorphisms r + ....... 8 4 with torsion-free 

kernel. Letting 8 4 act on the right as a monodrom.y action on flags, manifolds 

M = lHI:3 / f{i can be const.ructed by identifications on faces of a pinched cube. 

Letting cv,"'Y I--t (1 ,3, 2,4) gives ident. ificat.ions as shovvn in Figure 6.4. Let.ting 

" I--t (1. 3, 4.2) (t.he image of ,B- 1a/3 under the maps constructed in Lemma 6.6.1) 

gives identifications as shown in Figure 6.5. Two of the identifications, red square 

to red square and blue square to blue square, are illustrated in these diagrams. The 

vertex shared by two blue squares and a red square in Figure 6.4 is the "pinched 

point II introduced in § 6.5.1. Similarly for the vertex shared by two red squares 

and 1:1. blue square in Figure 6.4. 

Figure 6.4: Identificat ions for I Figure 6.5: Identifications for " 

(1,3,2,4) (1,3,4,2) 
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6.6.4 Maps to L2(7) 

Further small index torsion free normal subgroups can be constructed by pulling 

back images of normal subgroups in r+ / f{l n K2 ~ 84 X 8 4. It is also interesting 

to study the small non-abelian simple groups which arise as quotients of r+ by 

some torsion-free normal subgroup. The smallest such group' is L2(7). There are 

two conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 7 in r+. Their cores have index 168 

in r+ and Lhey are contained in each other, so there is a unique normal subgroup 

K3 satisfying r+ / J(3 ~ L2 (7). The resulting manifold has 12~t = 7 pinched cubical 

cells. Since K:3 is the unique normal subgroup of r+ \vith quotient L2 (7), it is 

characteristic in r+ and hence it is normal in n, the normalizer of r in Isom(JHI3). 

A presentation for 1(3 is given in Table 6.12. The generators of K3 as a subgroup 

of r+ are given in Table 6.13. The abelianization of I(:{) J(B/[I(3, K 3], is Z13. 

K = (F1) F2, F:{, F4) Fs, F6, F7, Fs) Fg , FlO, Fll ) F12 , F1:{) wi 
]' F-lp' l' 1 '-1/~-1 T' 1-,-1 1 1-,-1/-' 1,-1],-1]-, 1-' P ]~-1 1 

',1 '12 '13 '.5 '1:) '4 1'12 '5 = ) '12 '10 '11 'IO '2 '12 1'11 '2 = 
F - 1F- 1F,,-IF,-11" F F F 1 F F' F,- l F- 1F,- IF- IF,. 1" 1 10 13 6 7 6 10 13 7 = , 12 1 9 12' 6 . 1 6 9 = 
F F -l P l' F.-IF-IF 1"-1 1 F-1 17-1 17 17-1 D F,- IF F 1 '4']0 1'g 's'g '4'1(1 's = , '13 1'2 1'9 1':) L'2'D'13':{ = , 

F6Fl:)F.sF:1Fl-1 F.s- 1 F3-
1 Fl:/ Fij] Fl = 1, 11) Fl1 Fir/ F4F13 F.3) 

D-1F F- 1F- 1F-11' 17 F.- 11' F F 17-1 1 ]'3'10'7 '13 '10 'g1'S 'g'13 '3 '7 1'S = ) 
P-1F J.;-'-I[;, J~' J.;-'-lF- 1,;' J;,-IJ,-,-I/;, J? - 1 

1 II 8 12 1 9 12 10 11 10 9 8 - , 

F,6 Fl '3 Fe F21"-1 1"-1 F-: IFc- 1 F-:l 1"-IF,9FS = 1. 
• ,J 8 9 6 a 13 2. . 

F7Fll Fir} FI2 F.s- l FlO F7-
1 Fi31 Fill Fi;1 F13F5 = 1, 

1_' J-,-11' F' ]-' J-~ l' I'-IF'-11-~-11'-lp'-1 - 1 
'lO'1l'6'13':3'4'11'lO '6':1'13 '4 - , 

F1Fg-
1 F2Fl:1F7Fir/ F4F.gF1-

1 Fi;1 F2-
1 FlO F7-

1 Fi31 F4-
1 F12 = 1, 

, -' ,,-IF,-lJ' 17 17 F' (J-,-l,-,-lJ,-lJ,-l T' J' F-l)W - 1) -17 "8 19 -f2/-flaFf5 -1] 17 -15 -1 13 ~2 L~D -is -11 -

Table 6.12: Presentation for ](3 

Fl = badcbabcda F2 = bcdabadcba F:3 = bcdcbadcda 

F4 = cdabadcbab F5 = cdcbadcdab F6 = dabadcbabc 

F7 = ddmbcdaba F's = n.(:r/cbadcdabn F'g = hac:budcdhcda 

FlO cbadc;dbcdaba Fll babcdacdcadcbdcdbcdaba F12 = acbadcdbcdab 

F1:, abcrlahadcacbadcdbrla/Jr:abachadcd 

Table 6.13: Generators for ](3 in r+ 
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Thinking of L2(7) as the factor group 8L2(7)/{±I}, the induced map r+ ---t> 

L2 (7) obtained by the composition r+ ---t> r+ / K ~ LA7) can be expressed as an 

epimorphism 0 : r+ -> L2 (7) defined by the following identifications: 

There are 18 conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 6 in r+. Letting r+ act 

on them induces epimorphisms onto D 6 , 5'4 and A 6 . There are two conjugacy 

classes of subgroups of index 6 whose cores have index 360 in r+, and these cores 

coincide. This unique core K4 is torsion free. The map r+ ---t> r+ /K4 ~ A6 can 

be characterized by Q' f-7 (1,3,4,2)(5,6), (3 f-7 (1,4,3) and I f-7 (1,6,3,4)(2,5). 

The group A6 can be written as the quotient group S'L2 (9)/{±I}. As equivalence 

classes of matrices, the map r+ ---t> L2 (9) can be expressed as 

o~[U~)] /3f-7 [( 0 2+2V2)] 
2 + 2V2 1 

[( 
2 + 2V2 1 )] and"Y f-7 

, () 1 + 2J2 

Since K4 is the unique normal subgroup of r+ with quotient A 6 , it is characteristic 

in r+ and hence it is normal in [2, the normalizer of r in Isom(JH[3). The following 

lemma summarizes these results: 

Lemma 6.6.2 There i.'3 a unique tOTsion free normal s1J,bgroup I{4 of r+ whose 

factor group is /16 ~ L2 (9). Furthermore, K is normal in n. 
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Recall that 17[2,3,3; 2, 5, 3] is the Coxeter group with Coxeter diagram 

a 5 b 

D 
c d 

where a, b, e and dare Coxeter generators of r. Let ()' = ab, f3 = be and! = cd. 

Then the orientation preserving subgroup r+ has the following presentation: 

03 _ ~,3 
/_J - I' 

6.7.1 Torsion in r and In r+ 

Representatives of the conjugacy classes of torsion elements in r are given in 

Table 6.14. The restriction of this list to representatives of classes lying in r+ is 

given in Table 6.15. 

Order Representative 

Order 2 a, ae, bd, (abc) 5 and (dab) 5 

Order 3 be 

Order 4 ade and bed 

Order 5 ab and (ab)') 

Order 6 e( ab)2 and d( ab)2 

Order 10 abc, (abc) 3 , dab and (dab )'3 

Table 6. H: Conjugacy class representatives for elernents of finite order in r 

Order Representative 

Order 2 ae and bd 

Order 3 be 

Order 5 ab and (ab)5 

Table 6.15: Conjugacy class rcprescntatives for elements of finite order ill r+ 

Lemma 6.7.1 PropeT nOTrnal subgrovps of r+ an~ tOTsion free 
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Proof: The proof is essentially the same as Corollary 3.1.1 for the group T4 = 

[5,3,5] in chapter 3. II 

6.7.2 Maps to A5 

Lenlma 6.7.2 

i) f+ has two distinct nonnal8 8ubgnnlp8 K J ) K'2 whose factor groups aT(~ A5 · 

ii) K1 and K2 aTe conjugate in f. 

iii) The inteTsedion [(1 n [(2 is normal in n, the full ismnetry gTOUp of f, and 

f+/[(1 n K2 ~ /15 X As. 

Proof: 

i) Let CY f---+ (l,3,5,2,4),,(J f---+ (1,2,3) be defined as in Chapter 3, Lemma 3.2.1. 

Then for I E {(2, 3, 4), (2; 3, 5)}, the remaining conditions I~(I = 3, Ifh'l = 
2 and la/hi = 3 are satisfied. Since (1,3,5,2,4)(2,3,4) = (1, 4)(3, 5) and 

(1, 3, 5, 2, 4)(2, 3,5) = (1,5,3,2,4), it is clear that the two normal subgroups 

K1 and [(2 induce inequivalent epimorphisms and hence are distinct. 

ii) Let d E r\r+ act by conjugation on {a,/J,A(}. Then ad (a- 1)/1" 

(3d = ((3-1)' and fl = 1-1. Therefore, conjugating by d induce the outer auto

morphism {(I, 3, 5, 2,4), (1,2,3), (2,3, 4)} f---+ {(I, 3, 2, 4, 5), (1,4,3), (2,4, 3)}. 

Conjugating {(I, 3, 2, 4, 5), (1, 4, 3), (2,4, 3)} by 9 (2,4,5) = ,82a 2(J2 gives 

{(1, 3, 5, 2,4), (1,2,3), (2,3, 5)}, hence the !(i are conjugate in f. 

iii) The intersection of 1(1 and K'2 is clearly normal in f+: Since the effect of 

dE f\f+ is to transpose Kl with K2 then it fixes the intersection, and as a 

result K1 n K2 is normal in f. Finally, the effect of the outer automorphism 

T E r2\f is to transpose the generators a and d with band c. The equivalent 

action on the generators of r+ is to send n; to n;-J , (I to nih and I to ~(-l. For 

a = (1,3,5,2,4), (J = (1,2,3) and I = (2,3,4) the element 9 = (1,5)(2,4) E 

A5 has the desired action, while for n; = (1,3,5,2,4), (3 = (1,2,3) and 

~( = (2,3,5) the element 9 (1,4)(2,3) E A5 has the required action. 
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Consequently, the index 2 orientation preserving subgroup [2+ = (r+, TI of 

[2 has two normal subgroups Kl and K2 of index 60, each of whose factor 

group is /15 , The groups Ki arise as index two subgroups of the Ki , and the 

factor groups [2+/ Ki ~ A.s X C'2. Since both !(i are normal in [2+, Kl n K2 

is also normal in [2+. Hence f{1 n K2 is normal in n. It remains to show that 

[+ / K j n K2 ~ As x lk Let (p: [+ ---.. As X As be defined by the maps 

(); I--t ((1,3,5,2,4), (1,3,5,2,4)) 

,6 I--t ( (1,2,3), (1,2,3) ) 

! I--t ( (2,3,4), (2,3,5)) 

Then, by composition with the restriction to each direct product, Ker( ¢) is 

a normal subgroup of both Kl and K 2 , and Ker(rli ) ~ Kl n K 2 . Since Ker(¢) 

has index 60 in both Kl and 1(2, Ker(q)) = Kl n K 2. 

6.7.3 Presentations for !(i 

A generating set for Kl as a subgroup of [+ is 

{babdabca,(bcdaf,d(abc)2a,(dabc)2,a(cdab)2a}. More formally, ](1 can be given 

the abstract presentation listed in Table 6.16. 

f{j = (PI, F2 , FJ , F4, F51 

F - 1p-1 r, r,-1 r,- l p-1 r,-Ip p-I r, P r,- l p- J r, 1 
1 4 1',51'2 1'3 4 1''2 1 2 1's 11'3 1 1'2 = , 

F2 F,-1 P4 F,-1 F,-1 p- 1 g-l P?p- 1 p- I pcp- 1 PI F,-1 = L 
55.34 b -1 4.)43 ' 

F j F5P4-
1 PIF~-IFIIS-l I;5FIF~-2 I;~-11s-1 PI = 1, 

P3P1-
1 P4 F5-

1 P2-
1 PI P3 P1-

1 P
5
- 1 P2 P,,)-1 F4FI P

2
- 1 P5P

2
- 1 = 1, 

F. -I F-IF F F F- I 1:' 1:'-1 F.-I p- I F F.-I F' v-1 F P 1 ':i 'I '2 ",1 ':3'1 '1'4 1 '5'::l '4" '1 ":i "21'5 ',1 '1 = , 
F

3
P- 1 F,-1 F

2
P- 1 p- 1 F,-1 F

1
F

3
P- 1 r;'-1 F,- l p- 1 r;'-lp'3 F - 1F'4 r,-1 r,- l p- 1 r,r. r,-1 - 1) 

. 1 5 1 4 2 • 1 1'5 ::l 4 1'2 1 1'5 1'1 4 1',,1'2 -

Table 6.16: Presentation for the group ](1 of Lemma 6.7.2 
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Table 6.17 describes each generator of }{l as given in Table 6.16 in terms of the 

generators of r+. 

Generator Representati ve 

of 1(1 in r+ 

FI babda/Jca 

F2 bdabcaba 

}:3 (cba)2dbca 

F4 abadbc( baber' 

F5 ad(acb)2ab 

Table 6.17: Representating the generators of 1(1 as elements of r+ 

A generating set for f{2 as a subgroup of r+ IS 

{ bacbadba, cbabdaba, ( cdab) 2 ,dabacbab, (dcba) 2 , a( dabc) 2 a } . More formally, 

can be givell the abstract presentation in Table 6.18. 

[ ' }"-Ij' j-'-Ij~-Ij" [,-Ij,-I D}' j-,-Ij-' j,-Ij,-l 
"1 2 -15 .-T 2 -1' 1 ."::1 t 5 of 4 ." 1 r' 2 -15 . .,. 3 -(2 -15 '4 I, 

F- l F,Fl F- 1F"2 F-- I F3F4FIF,5F-l F4FcF- 1 Fy = 1 2 '- 2 a 2. ..3 ;J 2 ., , 

F~-l F~-I ji~;:l};2j~-1 F~-l FJ)::lFlF5F;;:l}'2j;~-1 F~-l Flj~-I F5}~-1 = 1, 

F1F4 F:,-1 F4F5F;-1 F:3F4FIFsF:;:l F2 Ff,-l F.1- 1 F:3-1F2F.C,-1 F2-
l = 1, 

FcF4-
1 FI- l F2 Fr F-- 1 FiFIF---- l F~ F---- l FyFIF"F- 1 F2 F-- 1 F- 1 F)F5 F- 1 F3F4FI = 1\ 

" ;J 2 • 2 D 4 ,) .) 3 5 4 - 2 I 

Table 6.18: Presentation for the group K2 of Lemma 6.7.2 

Table 6.19 describes each generator of f{2 as given in Table 6.18 in terms of the 

generators of r+ 
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Generator Representative 

of ](j in r+ 
Fl bacbadba 

F2 cbabdaba 

F:, ( cdab)2 

F4 dahar:bah 

F5 acbacdabab 

Table 6.19: Representing the generators of ](2 as elements of r+ 

Both ]{ 1 and ](2 have abelianization Z2 EB Zj. Both groups have 15 conjugacy 

classes of subgroups of index 2 whose abelianization has positive first Betti number, 

none of which is normal in r+. Their intersection [(1 n J{2 has abelianisation 
'77 59 ([~, '77 30 
!U CIj!U2' 

6.8 r = 1'8[2,4,3;2,5,3] 

Recall that 18[2,4,3; 2, 5, 3] is the Coxeter group with Coxeter diagram 

a 5 b 

W 
e d 

where Ci, b, c and dare Coxeter generators of r. Let (Y = ah, (3 = be and I = cd. 

Then the orientation preserving subgroup r+ has the following presentation: 

6.8.1 Torsion In r and In r+ 

Representatives of the conjugacy classes of torsion elernents in r are given in 

Table 6.20. The restriction of this list to representatives of classes lying in r+ is 

given in Table 6.21. 
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Order Representative 

Order 2 a, ac, bel, (cd)2, ()3 aelc: , (bcdy3, (abc)5, (elab)5 

Order 3 be, ad 

Order 4 cd, a(cd)2, b(cd)2 

Order 5 ab, (ab)2 

Order 6 ade, bcd, c(ab)2, d(ab)2 

Order 10 abc, (abc)3 

Table 6.20: Conjugacy class representatives for elements of fillite order ill r 

Order Representative 

Order 2 ac, bel, (Cd)2 

Order 3 be, ad 

Order 4 cd 

Order 5 ab, (ab )2 

Table 6.21: Conjugacy class representatives for elements of finite order in r+ 

6.8.2 Maps to finite groups 

Lerrnna 6.8.1 r+ conta'ins no '1wrrnal subgroups 'Whose factor gro'l1p is A5 . 

Proof: Suppose that there exists sorne K <l r+ whose factor group r+ / K ~ /15' 

Let () : r+ -H /15 be the induced permutation representation. Adding ~I = 1 to the 

presentation for r+ gives the trivial group, so ! ft 1. 'Write ex 1---7 (1, .3, 5, 2, 4) and 

f3 1---7 (1,2,3). Since A5 contains no clements of order 4, let I map to some clement 

of order 2. A quick check reveals that no elernent of order 2 in A5 satisfies the 

required conditions. • 
Lemma 6.8.2 r+ conta:in.') no nOTTnal subgTOups whose factoT gTO'Up is L2(7). 

Proof: Suppose that there exists some K <l r+ whose factor group r+ / K ~ L2(7). 

Let (J : r+ -+, L2 (7) be the induced permutation representation. Since 7 == ±2 

mod 5, L2(7) contains no clement of order 5, so the conjugacy class C(a) lies in 

K. Adding the relation a = 1 to the presentation for r+ gives the trivial group. 

So K cannot exist. • 
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Lemma 6.8.3 There e:cists a 'unique tor-sian fr-cc nor-mal subgmup J( of1'+ whose 

factor gmup 1'+ / J( ~ Al) ~ L2(9) 

Proof: \Vrite 

n: 1--+ - an d {j 1--+ -
1( L J (;+1) 1(C+1 L+f) 
2 -l+e t+f '2 f-t 1-e 

where e2 + f2 = -2 - t, t = -1~V5. Then 

( 
w x) "Y 1--+ 

, x+k v. w 

where v. ±V2, k ±1, and x satisfies the quadratic equation 

(8 + 4t)x2 + (-4/v. - L1ftk + 4tk + 8k)x+ 

U+3t+F-2v.tk-2Jt-2/'lLk) = 0, 

Taking everything mod 3, t = 2(2 ± V2), since J5 == V2 mod 3. 

Case I 

(6.3) 

Suppose first that t = -(2 + V2) = 1 + 2V2. Then letting e = 1 + 2V2 and J = 0, 

(;'2 + F = /2 = -2 t and equation 6.3 becomes 

2V2.y2 + 2V2k:r + (1 + tLk: + 2V2uk) = 0 (6.4) 

which has discriminant D = V2 + 2 + '11k + V2v,k. Now u = ±V2 and k ±l. 

Then D E IF:3 if and only if V2 + V2uk = 0 if and only if sign(u) =sign( k) and this 

forces D = O. Otherwise D = V2 + 2 + 2 + V2 1 + 2V2. For this to be a square in 

IF;,( V2) there must exist a, bE lF3 with (a + b/2)2 0.
2 + 2b2 + 2abV2 = 1 + 2V2, 

so a2 +2b2 = 1 (1) and 2ab = 2 (2). (2) force::; a,b E lF~ = {1,2}. Then a2 = b2 = 1, 

and hence 0.
2 + 2b2 == 0 mod 3. Thus D is not a square. 

1) Letting 'II, = V2 and k = 1 gives T as a solution to the quadratic 2:1:2+:r+2 = 
O. By the previous paragraph D = 0 ::;0 there exists a unique solution, x = 2. 

Since 2ew = ell -II - tk (chapter 4 § 4.9), substituting in for e, 11., t and k 

gives 2( 1 + 2V2)w = 2 + 2V2. Multiplying both sides by (2 + V2) -1 = 1 + V2 

givesw = V2. Consequently 

( 
/2 2) 
1 0 
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2) Letting 11, -V2 and k = 1 gives :c as a solution to the quadratic x2 +:1:+ 1 = 

O. Again it is required that D = 0 so there is a unique solution for x, ;1: = 1. 

In this case 2ew = eu -Ll lk becomes 2(1 + 2V2)w = 1 + /2. IVIultiplying 

both sides by (2 + /2)-1 = 1 + V2 gives 'W = 2/2. Consequently 

{1-----7 
( 

2V2 1) 
2 0 

Since the value of I in both solutions differs only by ±1, both solutions are equiv

alent. 

Case II 

Now let 1= -(2 /2) = 1+V2. Then letting e = 1+ /2 and.l' 0, c;2+.I'2+3 

mod 3 and equation 6.3 becomes 

2 I. 

(6.5) 

which has discriminant [) = 2 + 2V2 + uk + 2V2uk. Then D E IF3 if and only if 

2V2 + V2nk = 0, forcing sign(u) =sign( k:). If sign(u) yfsign( k) then D = 1 + /2. If 

there is a + bV2 = w E IF 3 (V2) wi th a) b E IF;3 such that w 2 = D then a2 + 2b2 = 1 

and 2ab = 1. 2ab = 1 forces a, b yf 0 so a2 = b2 = 1 and 0 = 1, a contradiction. 

Hellce sign(u) =sign(k) and D = O. 

1) Letting u = V2 and k = 1 gives:c as a solution to the quadratic :r2+2x+ = O. 

By the previous paragraph D = 0 so there exists a unique solution, .1: = 2. 

Since 2ew = e'lL - 'lL - tk (chapter 4 § 4.9), substituting in for e,lL, t and k 

gives 2(1+/2)w = 1+2V2. Multiplying both sides by (2+2V2)-1 = 1+2V2 

gives w =/2. Consequently 

2) Letting u = -V2 and k = -1 gives x as a solution to the quadratic .1;2+.1:+ = 

O. D = 0 gives a unique solution :c = 1. Again, using 2ew = ell - u - {;k, 

2(1 + V2)w = 2 + V2. IVIultiplying both sides by (2 + 2/2)-1 = 1 + 2/2 

gives w = 2/2 and as a result 
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Since the value of ( in both solutions differs only by ±1, both solutions are equiv

alent. Finally, there is an automorphism of Afj that transposes the two epimor-

phi!:·nlls, so there is a unique such kernel. II 

Note: The above proof is included as a demonstration of theory provided in Chap

ter 4. A more elementary proof would go as follows: Since both conjugacy classes of 

A5 in Afj are conjugate under the outer automorphism of 8 6 , it suffices to consider 

only A.s ~ ((1,3,5,2,4), (1,2,3)). Then there exists a unique element 9 of order 5 

in Afj satisfying 1(1,2, 3)gl = 2 and 1(2,4,3, 5)gl = 3. 

The group r+ is perfect: Abelianizing the presentation for r+, the identities a 4 

/]3 = (4 = 1, (a{J)2 = a 2{j2 1, UJr)2 = /P'l2 = 1 and (CYfJl)3 = ct3i,3 = 1 are 

obtained. Squaring (j2~(2 gives{] = 1. Hence a = 1, so 14 = ~!3 = 1, and so r+ is a 

perfect group. Combining the above results, the following theorem can be stated: 

Theorem 6.5 There e:r;ists a unique torsion free nOTmal :-mbgroup J( of r+ with 

factoT g'f'OUp A6 . Pu.rtherTlw'f'e, this subgroup K is the smallest inde.'E tOT'sion free 

normal subgroup of r+ . 

Theorem 6.5 describes the smallest index torsion free normal subgroup, but this 

is not the smallest index torsion free subgroup of r+. There is a unique normal 

subgroup N whose factor group is L2(1l). The conjugacy class Ch2) of elements 

of order 2 lies in K. Let e be the induced map r+ --n L2(11). Then the preimage 

K,Cll of the subgroup Cll of L2(11) of order 11 under the map e is an index 60 

subgroup which avoids all conjugacy classes of torsion, excepting the class Ch2) 

of elements of order 2. Using GAP, torsion free subgroups of K,Cll of of index 2 

were found. 
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6.9 r = T9[2, 3, 5; 2,3,5] 

Recall thatlg[2, 5,3; 2, 5, 3] is the Coxeter group with Coxeter diagram 

a 5 b 

c d 

where a, b, e and dare Coxeter generators of r. Let a = ab, (3 be and I = cd. 

Then the orientation preserving subgroup r+ has the following presentation: 

6.9.1 Torsion In r and In r+ 

Representatives of the conjugacy classes of torsion elements in r are given m 

Table 6.22. The restriction of this list to representatives of classes lying in r+ is 

given in Table 6.23. 

Order Representative 

Order 2 a, ac, bd 

Order 3 be, ad 

Order 5 ab, (ab)2, eei, (cd)2 

Order 6 c( (7. b) 2 , d( ab)2, a( rlc)2, b( cd)2 

Order 10 abc, bad, cda, bcd, ( abc}3, (badr3, (c:day3, (bcd)3 

Table 6.22: Conjugacy class representatives for elements of finite order in r 

Order Representative 

Order 2 ac, bei 

Order 3 be, ad 

Order 5 ab, cd, (ab)2, (cd)2 

Table 6.23: Conjugacy class representatives [or elements of finite order in r+ 
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Lemnla 6.9.1 Then: are three distinct; torsion free normal subgroups 1(1) ](2 and 

K~) of r+ w'ith factor group A5 . 

Proof: Let 0: f-----+ a = (1,3,5,2,4) and (J f-----+ (J = (1,2,3). Then, for "1 E 

{(1,3,5,2,4),(1,5,.3,4,2),(1,5,3,2,4)}, the conditions Irl = 5, 113"11 = 2 and 

1(37/3"11 = 3 arc satisfied. Hence there arc three torsion-free normal subgroups whose 

factor group is A5 . The clements (1,3,5,2,4) and (1,5,3,4,2) lie in the same con

jugacy class, while (1,5,3,4,2) lies in the other conjugacy dass of elements of order 

5 in A5 . To prove that these groups are distinct, it suffices to consider the image 

of the word cq under the three maps. 

Setting;:;:; (1,5,3,4,2) gives let,l = 5, letting;:;:; = (1,5,3,4,2) gives icql 3 

and letting;:;:; = (1,5,3,2,4) gives IW(I = 2. Consequently, the epimorphisms are 

inequivalent and so there are precisely three distinct normal subgroups, as desired. 

II 

The above lemma gives three values for f satisfying the presentation of r+. 

Some facts are known about the manifolds in each case: 

Case I: Q f-----+ (1,3,5,2,4), (J f-----+ (1,2,3) so o:{3 = (2,4)(3,5). Then let, f-----+ 

(1, 3, 5, 2, 4) (ie, = et), so 0, f-----+ (1,5,2,3,4). The kernel of this map, K], contains 

the subgroup (((cq)'S))r+ (this subgroup has infinite index in r+) and 1(1 has 

abelianisation Z2 8 Zj EEl Z~ EEl Zi. 

Case II: a f-----+ (1,3,5,2,4), /J f-----+ (1,2,3) so a/3 = (2,4)(3,5). If ~( f-----+ (1,5,3,4,2) 

is conjugate to Q and cry f-----+ (1,4,5). The kernel of this map, K 2 , contains the 

subgroup (((cv,rO))r+ with fInite index (this subgroup has index 622, OSO, 000 in 

r+) and K2 has abelianisation Z2 S Zj EEl Z! EEl Zi. 

Case III: Q f-----+ (1,3,5,2,4), {3 f-----+ (1, 2,3) so (2,4)(3,5). Then let ~( f-----+ 

(1, 5, 3, 2,4), so I f et in /1.5, but is in 85, and a, f-----+ (1,2)(4,5). The kernel of 

this map, K:,}) is the subgroup K = (((Q,)2))1'1 and 1(3 has abelianisation Z11. 

Consequently there exists a k-celled manifold arising from this Coxeter group for 

every kEN. The associated manifold Mz = lHI3 / K3 is Zimmermann's manifold 12]. 
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The group ](3 is generated by the words shown in Table 6.24 

(beda) 2 , (cdab) 2, (dabc) 2, (deba) 2 , acdabedaba, (dabc) 2 ) a, babacdeclc:a, 

babcbabada, babcdcclcba, badababcba, bcbabadaba, cbdacclcaclb 

Table 6.24: A generating set for ](2, 
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As an abstract group, K;3 has a presentation as given in Table 6.25. The rela

tionship between the generators of ](;i as a subgroup of r+ and the generators of 

K:3 as an abstract group is summarised in Table 6.26 

Ie> = (Fl. F2-. F,>. F4. F- F,·. F7. Fs' ]",). FlO. Fll I d 'J d, ,t), l), / , ., I 

F - 1 r;' F' -IF r;' F.-I r;'-l]" 1 F- 1F- 1F- 1F- F F F' -1 r;' r;' F- 1 1 7 1"[) 01 2r 7 2 1'9 - 4 = , 10 :3 - 5 4 - 10 1 4 1';31'.5 1 = , 

F. D F-- 1 D--1 F F F.-- 1 F--- 1 D F- 1 1 '6 1'S '2 1"6'4'11 's'4 l'2'll - = , 
I;' [,,-I];, T;']" j;,-l li,-1],,-1j;,-lj;' - 1 

11 2 51';3 10 - 11 1",5 10 -::l - 2 - , 

Fir} F;3-1 F.fJ- 1 F4F7-
1 F.9 F1-

1 F7FloF1F4-1 P3 = 1, 
F F- 1 F 1.;,-1 r:' p-l F F- 1 T:' T~-l F' F- 1 

D 6 - 3 7 rl 9 7 4 r6 r ;3 - 4 1 1, 

F - 1 F-1F ],,-1];, F F F-IF.- F' F- IF-1 1 5 - 10 's -2 ,5~, - 10 -;, '6 2 S 6 = , 
1 , 

I' j_,-I/' [-'-1]-~ ]-,-11-' F' [,-1],-1]-,-1], ]-,-1 D - 1 's '7 '1 'D'7 '4 '6 '2 'S'6 '2 '4'1 L'[) - , 

F10l F;qF11
1 F7-

1 F.q F,5-1 F2 Fs-
l FlOFt)Fl1F7F2-1Fg-1 I, 

F P-l F-I F F- 1 p-l D F-1F- 1 D F F P- 1F 1 l1S9 7 - 4 10 rS 11 ';7 ra:3 10;3 - 4 = , 

F
5
- 1 F2 Fs-

1 F
6
- 1 F

2
- 1 F4F1-

1 F7F4-
1 F5 F(jFsF7-

1 Fl = I, 

F6F3-
1 F2 Fll F2-

1 F4FlOF.fJF6-1 P3Fl11 F4-
1 P3Fiol F3-

1 F
9
-

1 = 1) 

Table 6.25: A presentation for 1(3 
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Generator in r Image in l<:~ 

( dcba)2 Fl 

uauacdcdca F2 

babcbabada F3 

babcdcdcba F4 

badababcba F5 

bcbabadaba F(-j 

(cdab )2 FIC/ F3 - 1 F5-
1 F2Fs-

1 F(-j-l 

acdabcdaba F7 F2-
1 Fg- I F4F

7
- 1 FgF

1
- 1 Fg 

(bcda)2 F4F7-
1 FgF1-

1 F7 

(cdab )2 F7 F. - 1 F. -I F4 F - I FgF - 1 F7 F - 1 
2 9 7 ' 1 4 

((dabc)2)lt F- 1 p -l p,- IFF- 1F P, 
10 3 5 2 S 10 5 

cbrlacdcarlh F7 Fll F2-
1 F5 F3 FlO F3-

1 F(-j Fg- 1 

Table G.26: The images of the generators of K3 as a subgroup of r + in H 

As has been previously observed, HI/[H I , HI ] ~ Zll . The induced action of 

A5 ~ r+ / HI on J-JI/[H1 , H I] ~ Zll equips Zll with a module structure () : A5 ~ 

G L11 (Z) . The injection e is defined by the two maps: 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 -1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 

ex 1-+ 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

- 1 0 0 -1 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 - 1 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 () - 1 L 

0 () () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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and 
0 () () () -1 () () () 0 1 () 

-1 () 1 () -1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

1 () 0 0 () 0 () 0 0 0 () 

0 () 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 

1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 

f-j 1-+ 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 0 -1 1 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 -1 0 

-1 0 -1 -1 0 1 -1 0 -1 1 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 

According to the Atlas of Finite Groups [Atlas], there are 5 irreducible characters 

for A 5 , with degrees, 1, 3, 3, iI, and 5, so this representation cannot be primitive. 

Hence the character splits as a sum of irreducible characters. The traces of the 

conjugacy class representatives of A5 in this representation are given as follows: 

tr(n) = 1, tr(cy2
) = 1, tr(p) -1 and tr( (l'/3) = -1. A calculation involving 

characters of representatives of the conjugacy classes of elements of A5 gives this 

module as a sum of the 3-, 3- and 5-dimensional irreducible modules of A5 . So, 

for any positive integer n, there exists a covering manifold MAn) of Mz whose 

covering transformations (deck transformations) form an abelian group, and over 

which the isometry group extends to the group /1.5 )<l Z;/ . 

6.9.3 Further interesting subgroups 

Lemma 6.9.2 There ar-e two distinct nonnal subgroups K4 and K5 of r+ whose 

factor- group is A6 ~ L2(9). 

Proof: There are two conjugacy classes of A5 in A(j. Letting cy 1-+ Q1 = (13524) 

and (J 1-+ ,131 = (123), we can have ~fl E {(14326), (16325)} satisfying iiI I = 5, 

1/>1111 = 2 and ICYLanll = 3. Note that cyr is conjugate to ~(l in each case. Letting 

(x 1-+ Q2 = (13542) and (3 1-+ /32 (143) we get 12 E {(14326), (16325)}. Notice 
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that conjugating by (24) E 86 \A6 will transpose CY1, ,81 and 11 with CY2, P2 and r i2 

II 

Lemma 6.9.3 Tlwre is a unique nO'f'rnal s'l.lbgnmp KG of r+ whose factor gTOUp 

is L2(1l). 

Proof: Let cj) : r+ ---7 L2 (1l) be a map from r+ to L2(1l) as constructed in 9 4.10, 
and K = Ker( e) be the kernel of the map. There are two cases to consider: the 

trace(a) =trace(;y) and trace(a) #trace(r). 

Case 1 - trace(a) = trace(;y): 

Suppose first that tracc(a) = trace(;y) 

trace(a) = 7 then 

t. Then t = (-1 ± 0)/2 7 or 3. If 

Suppose first that trace(ajj;y) = 1: then there is no solution for ~f f---+ 9 E L2(1l). 

If trace(a/3;Y) = 1 then two distinct solutions for r: 

Hence two epimorphisms ell e2 : r+ ---7 As are constructed. The kernels K 01 , K02 

of these maps are distinct torsion free normal subgroups of r+ whose factor group 

r+ / K Oi is an As subgroup of L2 (11). If trace(07) = 3 then 

Assume first that trace(07jj;y) = 1. Then, solving the equations in § 4.10, a unique 

solution 

I f---+ g::" = (10 8) 
9 4 

is recovered. Since the order ofag;3 is six, O7g:{ r¢ A5 < L2 (1l), so g:{ r¢ A.5 . As A5 is 

maximal in L2 (1l), it follows that the images a, /3 and g3 generate L2(11). Hence 

the kernel of the map, [(03' is a distinct torsion free normal subgroup of r+ whose 
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factor group r+ / J(03 isomorphic to L2(11). Next, assuming that trace(o::(J1') = -1 

then, solving the equations in § 4.10, two distinct solutions 

I f-----7 q4 = = 0:: and ~j f-----7 g5 = = (0::) ( 10 3) (4 9) 73 
. 2 4 8 10 

are recovered. The kernels [(01 , KOG of these maps are distinct torsion free normal 

subgroups of r+ whose factor group r+ / Klli is an A5 subgroup of L2(11). 

Case 2 - trace(n) =I trace(r): 

Novv suppose that trace(O::) =I trace (1') . As in the previous case, t = (-1 ± J5) /2 

7 or 3. If trace(O::) = 7 then 

a ~ ,,~ (~ :) and ~ ~ !l U ~) 
Suppose first l11at trace(07(J1') = 1: then a unique solution 

( 10 8) (2)6a 1 
I f-----7 96 = 9 4 = a ' 

is recovered, and the image of n, l3 and I generate an 115 subgroup of L2(11). If 

trace(O::/31') = 1: then there is no solution for I f-----7 9 E L2 (11). If trace(O::) = 3 then 

n f-----7 a = (10 3) and P f-----7 7J = (3 4) 
2 4 1 9 

Assume first that trace(o::(J1') 1. Then, solving the equations in § 4.10, a unique 

solution 

( 3 10) (_2){:IO- 1 

'-y f-----7 97 = 0 4 = Ct 

for ~f is recovered, and the image of 0:, l1 and " generate an 115 subgroup of L2(11). 

If trace(a/31') = 1: then there is no solution for ~(f-----7 9 E L2(11). 

Hence there is a unique map 03 : r+ ----» L2(11). The kernel of the map /{O;l' is a 

unique torsion free subgroup of r+ whose factor group is L2 (11). The epimorphism 

is characterised by the matrices 

Ct f-----7 (10 3) 
2 4 ( 3 4) 

,f-J f-----7 1 9 ( 10 8) 
9 4 

Computer calculations with GAP yielded /{ / K' ~ 2;41. II 
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Lemma 6.9.4 There are two distinct normal s'u,bgroups K7 and ](8 of r+ whose 

factor group is L2(19). 

Proof: Proceeding as in the previous lemma, two non-conjugate maps 01 ) O2 : 

r+ ---» L2 (19) were constructed, one for each case t = t 1 , 11 = t2 and t = i 2 , 11. = Ul: 

a~ (~ 1~ ) /31-----7 (~ 14) 
12 

(1-7 C7 7) 
6 7 

a ~ (0 13) 
16 5 

f31-----7 e I) ' 0 12 
(1-7 e 11) 4 9 

The kernels of the maps are distinct non-conjugate torsion free normal sub-

groups of r+. In both cases the abelianization has the form Z2 Ell Z~7 G) Z~8 

Zi~ EO Zi? Z;ig 

6.9.4 Maps to 1Vh2 

'7718 ([l tus "j/ 

r+ has a natural description as the quotient of a free product with amalgamation. 

Write 
A5 (a,!31 a') = ,f3:{ = (a,f3)2 = 1) 

A~ ((3/, ( I (5 = /3/3 = ((3/ A j)2 = 1) 

and consider the free product with amalgamation, A5 *{O=(3'} A~. This is a group 

with presentation 

Then r+ can be written as the quotient group A5 *{O=O'} ll.;j{(a/Jr)3}. 

If r+ has a subgroup ! J of index n, then, using the action of r+ on the cosets 

of H, a permutation group G with permutation representation on n points can be 

constructed. The kernel of the induced map r+ -----+ G is the core of II in r+. If G 

has a minimal value no of n for which it has a faithful permutation representation 

on n points, then no action of r+ on subgroups of index less than no can generate 

an induced map r+ -----+ G. 
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The group Jh has transitive permutation representations on 5, 6, 10 and 12 

points, corresponding to right coset actions on subgroups A4 ) DlO , D6 and (75. 

In each case the action is unique. Choose generators ;r;, iJ of /15 so that :1:
2 = 

y3 (.Ty2)"5 = 1. Diagrams representing the actions of ..15 on n points (Higman 

diagrams), for n = 5,5,10,12, can be constructed as shown in Figure 6.6 and 

Figure 6.7. In these diagrams, heavy dots represent points fixed by the action of 

y; triangles represent vertices permuted in an anti-clockwise direction by y and 

any two vertices interchanged by :1: are .ioined by a dotted line. As well as these 

transitive actions, A5 has a trivial action on one vertex. 

Actions of A5 on 5, 5 and 10 points 

~ [>·<1 .. .. 
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , 

Figure 6.6: Higman diagrams for A5 acting OIl 5, 6 and 10 points. 

Action of A5 on 12 points 

Figure 6.7: Higman diagram for A5 acting on 12 points. 

Recall that r+ has presentation 

By writing .T = ex/3, y = ,3 and z = /3" the presentation for r+ can be rewritten 

as 
r+ (:r, y, z I .T2 = y:i = Z2 = 1, (:1://)5 = (y2 Z)5 = (.Ty2zri = 1) 

(:r, y, z I :y2 = y:3 = Z2 = 1, (:ry2)5 = (y2 Z)5 = 1)/{(.Ty2z)3} 

A5 *y'=y AV {(.Ty2 Z yi} 
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where A5 (x, y I x2 = y3 = (xy2)5 1) and A~ (y', z I 'U,3 = Z2 = (y,2 Z)5 = 1) 

Permutation representations for r+ on n points can then be constructed by amal

gamating Higman diagrams for L15 on n points and adding the additional condition 

that (.Ty 2 Z)3 = 1. The process goes as follows: suppose that a permutation rep

resentation of r+ on n points, for some integer '17" is required. Take two Higman 

diagrams D1 and ])2, each describing the action of A5 on n points. Let A5 act on 

])1 and A~ act on ]]2. These two diagrams are now amalgamated by identi£:ying 

the triangles in J)J with those in D 2 . The resulting amalgamated diagram satisfies 

the relations of the free product with amalgamation, As *{y'=y} A~. The remaining 

vertices of DJ not already identified with those of D2 are then paired so that the 

final diagram satisfies the additional condition (:r:ti z f' = 1. 

It is instructive at this point to consider an example. Suppose that all possible 

permutation representations of r+ on 5 points are desired. Take two copies, DJ 

and D2 , of the diagram representing the action of A5 on 5 points. Let D1 describe 

the action of A 5 and ])2 describe the action of A~. Since r+ can be expressed as 

the quotient of the free product A5 *{y'=y} A~, the two diagrams D1 and D2 can be 

amalgamated by identifying triangles. There are three possible ways of doing this, 

giving diagrams D1 , i\ and D3. For each diagram D;) the condition (x;l/zf) 1 

in the presentation of r+ is then used to figure out all aciInissible actions of z on 

the 5 points. Figure 6.8 illustrates all these admissible diagrams, which represent 

three distinct non-conjugate epimorphisms from r+ to A 5 ) corresponding to three 

distinct normal subgroups of r+ whose factor groups are all isomorphic: to A5 . 

This verifies the results of Lermna 6.9.1, where it '.vas shown that there are three 

distinct normal subgroups with factor group A 5 . 

The :lVIathieu group Ah2 is the automorphism group of the 8(5,6,12) Steiner 

system. The smallest index subgroup of A£I'2 is the Mathieu group NIl1 , the auto

morphism group of the 8(4,5,11) Steiner system. There are two conjugacy classes 

of maximal subgroups AIu in AfJ2 : one is the natural subgroup Afu acting on 

11 points. A representative of the second class has a transitive representation on 

12 points. The action by right multiplication of J\112 on the 12 cosets of an 1\1]] 

subgroup induces a permutation representation for 11112 on 12 points. This is the 

smallest permutation representation for 111[12. The rest of this section is devoted 

to proving that r+ has two distinct normal subgroups l\h and N2 whose factor 
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Three distinct actions of r+ on 5 points 

4 
" " , , ' , , ' 

, " 
' I , I 

" " 

(~ 
" , ' , ' 

\ ' , I , ' 
I ' .-

Figure 6.8: Representation of the maps r+ ~ A .5 constructed 

ill Lemma 6.9 .1. Black dotted lines correspond to the action 

of :r; on points, and red dotted lines correspond to the action 

of z on points. 
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group is Al1'2' Higman diagrams for the action of A" on 12 points will be combined 

as described above and GAP will be used to classify the result ing permutation 

groups. 

Theorem 6.6 There aTe two d'istinct normal .subgroups f{1O and J{u of r + whose 

facto'!' group ';'s M 12 . 

Proof: Assume that r + = A5 *y' =y AU{(.TJPZ)3 }, where A5 = (:r. /) I ;r.;2 = .Ii = 
(:q/)5 = 1) and A~ = (/)'. z I y,:3 = Z2 = CI/2Z)5 = 1). Permutation representations 

of A" (and A~) on 12 points are in 1-1 correspondence with partitions of 12 into 

orbits of As of size 1, 5, 6, 10 and 12 . Admissible partitions are 

{I, 1, 1, 1.1 , 1.1, 1, 1, 1.1, I}. {5. 1, 1,1, 1, 1. L I}, 

{6,1. 1,1, 1, 1. 1} , {5 , 5. 1, 1} ,{5.6, 1} ,{6, 6}, {10, 1, 1} ,{ 12} 

The proof now proceeds by listing all combinations of pairs of these partitions 

which yield t ransitive representations of A5 *y=y' A~ on 12 points and lmposing the 

condition that (:q/ZY3 = 1. The resulting permutation representation will describe 

a transitive permutation representation of r + on 12 points. In general , if a part ition 

involves Tl j orbits of length i , fori = 1,5.6, 10,12, then /j has 7).1 + 2n5 + nlO fixed 

points, since it. fixes 1, 2, 0, 1 or 0 points in ea.ch orbit of length 1, 5, 6, 10 or 12 

points , respectively. Then the partition can only be combined with one where :t/ 
has t.he same number of fixed points. 
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There are a total of 49 possible pairs of partitions. The proof is divided into 

seven cases: in each case it is assumed that the partition induced by the action of 

JLs is fixed. T'be only restriction on the second partition (the partition induced by 

A~) is that the action of y' fixes the same number of points as y does. 

1) One of the partitions is {5, 1, I, I, 1, 1, 1, I}: In this case there are 9 points 

fixed by the action of y. Hence the second partition must also be of type 

{ 5, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, I} and there is no way of amalgamating these two diagrams 

to obtain a transitive representation on 12 points. So no transitive permuta

tion diagram of an action of r+ on 12 points can be constructed by amalga

mating two A5 actions with one of the actions being the {5, I, 1, 1, 1.1, 1, I} 

permutation representation of Ao on 12 points. 

2) One of the partitions is {6, 1.1, 1, 1, 1, I}: Since this contains 6 points 

stabilized by y, this partition can only be combined with partitions of type 

{5, 5, L I} or type {6, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, I}. Clearly any amalgamation of two copies 

of {6, 1,1,1, 1,1,1} will result in an intransitive permutation representa

tion with (j fixed poillts, while any amalgamation of {6, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, I} with 

{5, 5, L I} will have 2 fixed points. So no transitive permutation diagram 

of all actioll of r+ on 12 points can be constructed by amalgamating two 

A5 actions with one of the actions being the {6, 1, 1, 1, 1, I, I} permutation 

representation of A.s on 12 points. 

3) One of the partitions is {5, 5, 1, I}: Since this contains 6 points stabi

lized by y, then by the result of 2) this action can only be combined with 

{5, 5) 1, I}. Let .s j and 82 be the two points fixed by the action of As. Tran

sitivity forces the points 81 and 82 to be transposed by the action of z E A~ 

\vith points not fixed by y. Similarly, :r: must transpose the points Vj and V2 

fixed by y' and z. Then the only to construct a transitive diagram must be 

to construct a diagram similar to that of Figure 6.9 
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- - - -- -

Figure 6.9: A possible transitive action of r + all 12 points 

It only rt'mains to find all such diagrams: Starting with a permutation rep

resentation of Ar; on 5 points , let 8 be a point permuted by the action of :r; 

and action of y . Let y' and z fix a vertex Sf. Since the final diagTam must 

be transitive on 12 points , this vertex 'must be transposed by the action of 

:r. Diagrams a) and c) in Figure 6.10 illustrate the two possible positions of 

Sf. The choice of S is dependent on the choice of Sf. For a fixed choice of 

the position of Sf (and consequently a fixed choice of the position of 8), the 

image of S' under the action of (:.r;r/z)2 is investigated. ~Trite V = (;[;:I/z)2(8). 

There are 4 possible configurations and the)' are illustrated in Figure 6.10: 

-_ -v 

& & d & s. . S: , _ , ,S V , ,S , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
V ' , , , , , , , , , 

0 0 0 0 
Sf Sf Sf Sf 

Figure 6.10: Images of S under the action of (:cy2Z)2 

Connectivity excludes the ca.ses a) and c), since in those cases it:is impossible 

to adjoin an action of ;'(1/ such that ::ry2 Z(V) = 8. In cases b) and d), the 

action of z fLxes V, so ;c:(P z(V) = S if and only if the action of z transposes 

two points permuted by ;I) , which is impossible. So no transitive permutation 

diagram of an action of r + on 12 points can be constructed by amalgamating 

two AG actions with one of the actions being the {5, 5,1, 1} permutation 

representation of AG on 12 points. 
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4) One of the partitions is {5, 6.1}: Since this contains 3 points stabilized 

by y . this part ition can only be combined with partitions of type {5 , 6, I} 

or {I O. 1, I}. Suppose first that two diagrams of the form {5 . 6, I} are used. 

Then transitivity forces a diagram containing the subscheme illustrated in 

Figure 6.11, with triangle 4 amalgamated either with triangle 2 or with tri

angle 3. However , no amalgamation of triangles 2 and 3 or t riangles 2 and 

o 

Figure 6.1 1: Partial subscheme containing the {5, 6, 1} Higman diagram 

4 satisfies the condition (:,q/ z )3(8) = 8. Consequently all resulting permuta

t ion diagrams will fail to satisfy (:r::t/ Z)3 = 1. Suppose now that diagrams of 

the form {5, 6, I} and {10, I , I} are used. Then the two vertices representing 

trivial actions of y' and z must be swapped by an action of :r, while the vertex 

representing the trivial action of :r and lJ must be swapped by an action of 

z. So a diagram as illustrated in Figure 6.12 is recovered , where triangle 4 is 

superimposed on one of triangles 1, 2 or 3. 

6
--------0-------&- - -

1 I 2 
I 
I 

\ I I 

" ci " \ I 
\ I 

" 3 " o 0 

Figure 6. 12: Partial subscheme containing the {5, 6, I} Higman diagram 

Now, the action of (:ry2z )2 sends s to Z(Vl)' If z fixes VI , t hen (a:y2 z)3(8) = 
Z( 112) =1= s, while if z swaps 1h, then a transit ive permutation representation 

on 12 points must contain a subdiagram as shown in Figure 6.13, which is 

impossible. 
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Figure 6.13: Diagram 3 

So no transitive permutation diagram of an action of r + on 12 points can be 

constructed by amalgamating two A5 actions with one of the actions being 

the {5. 6, I} permutation representation of A5 on 12 points. 

5) One of the partitions is {6, 6}: Since this contains no points stabilized by 

y, this diagram can only be combined with a diagram of the form {6,6} or a 

diagram of the form {12}. Suppose first that two diagrams of the form {6, 6} 

are used. Let Figure 6.14 represent the action of .'15 on 12 points. Then the 

action of A~ on 12 points is similar. To find aJl amalgamated diagrams D 

satisfying the relations A5 *{v=v'} A~ and the condition (;r;;I/ Z)3 = 1, it suffices 

to consider all ways of adding the action of z to the diagram D in Figure 6.14 

so that, for any vertex V in D, (:r);2z)3(V) = V. 

Figure 6.14: Diagram D: A5 action of type {6, 6} on 12 point~ 

Suppose first that the action of z is to swap 81 with some vertex Ui' If it 

assumed that z also swaps 82 and 5:3, then (;r;i/z)2 sends 84 to Z(86). If z fixes 

5(" then (;r;i/z)3 sends 84 to Z(85)' Hence (;r;)pz)3(S4) = Z(85) and this is 84 

if and only if Z swaps 84 with 55' Since the diagram for the action of y and 

z is of type {6, 6}, this forces Z to swap 8(] with some Ilj, contradicting the 

assumption that it fixes 86' So Z swaps 8(] with some i'j. But then (;q;2Z)(84) = 

Z ('~6) = 'Uj, for some j and it is impossible for ;r;iiz(uj) = 84. So Z cannot 

swap 82 and 5:3' 

Let Z fix 82 and 83' Then (;1::1;2Z)2(84) = 83, so (;r;i/z)3(84) = 84 if and only if 

;r;y2 z(8:3) = Z(86) = 84. Hence Z swaps 8 .1 and 86. This forces Z( ')'5) = Vi, for 
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some i. But then (zy2 Z)2(85) = Vi andl~/iz(Vi) = 85 forces Z(85) = VI' Then 

(:17/ Z):3(U2) = 'Ih if and only if Z swaps U4 with 'U(j. Consequently Z swaps .'>'1 

and 'U5' The re::;ulting group action is illu::;trated in Figure 6.15 and describes 

the group A5 Xl (C2 X C2 X C2 x C.'2) 

, 
\ 

::::[>----<L,/l>--- -<1 _ ,,' 
Figure 6.15: Action of r + on 12 points 

By ::;ymmet.ry argument.s, there is also only one solution if it. is assumed that 

Z ::;\vaps 82 with someu;. The last. case is if z swaps 83 wit.h some Ui .. Suppose 

t.hen that Z swaps 81 and 82. Then Cq/Z)2(8d = Z(83) , a contradict.i~n, since 

t.here is no way of sati~;fying ;C/i Z(Vi) = 82, for any i. So Z fixes 81 and s2 . Then 

:1~:li z(82) = Z(83), and since ;C:l/Z(84) = 83, Z must swap 84 with some Vj' Now 

suppose that. z swaps 85 and 86. Then (;C:I/ Z)2(83) = Z(84), or :1:y2Z(Z(84)) = 
83. Similarly, (;C:1/ Z)2 (84) = Z(8:3 ), or ;r;:t/ Z(Z(8:3)) = 84. Combining these re-

2 ') 2 2 2 . suIt::;, we get 84 ZXY Z = 83 and 83Z1~Y- Z = 84, so 84Z1~Y Z :r;y Z = 84' Slllce 

;7: = cvp = oe, Y = /3 = he and Z = ,Of = bri , t.he identi ty zl~y2 Z2 ;r;y2 Z = 1 

becomes Z.cy2 n/ Z = bdacbcbcacbcbcbri = bdababbd = (a2 )fh = '1, a contra

diction. So Z does not swap 81) and S(j' Then (:CJPZ)2(8(j) = Z(84), again a 

cont.radiction . 
.. 

Inst.ead let the second partit.ion be of type {12} . Let Figure 6~ 16 represent 

the action of AI) on 12 points and Figure 6.14 represent the action of A;. 

Suppose first. t.hat Z fixes 8 1 and 82, as shown in F igure 6.16: 

-- -

Figure 6.16: Diagral1l 5 

If Z fixes VI, then (1::y2 Z)(Ul) = 82, so Z must transpose 84 and 85' Conse

quently, (:r;:!p z)2(8a) = Z(83). If Z fixes .'':3 then (:r:lp z )3("4) = VI =f. 82, so Z 
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cannot fLx 8:3. Since (:ry2z)(z(83)) = 83, Z must transpose 1h al1C~ 83' But then 

(:ry2 Z y3 ((13) = '1)4 i- U3 ' SO 'I)] cannot be fixed by z. Then the{'e are only 3 

possible partial diagrams with Ul transposed by z, shown in Figure 6.17: 

I) 

II) 

III) 

Figure 6.17: Possible diagrams 

In I), (:r:;(/Z)2(1.12) = Z(V3)' If Z(1.'3) = V:3, then (1:y2 Z)3(V2) = 1::1/ Z(1.13) = 83 i
L'2 , so Z(1I3) =/)2 ' But then (:1:y2zr3(L'2) = /)4 =f. 7J2' In a similar manner, 

diagram II) fails (since (:r::lj2Z)2(V3) = 1.13) and diagram III) fails (there is no 

way to complete the diagram so that (:1: y2Z)3(86) = 86) ' Hence Z cannot fix 

8 1 and 82· 

Now suppose that Z transposes 81 and 82. Then there are two diagrams, 

illustrated in Figure 6.18, in which all conditions a re met: 

IV) 

V) 

Figure 6.18: Admissible diagrams 

Diagram IV) describes an action of A5 t>< (C2 X C2 X C2 X C2 X ( 2 ) on 12 

points, and diagram V) describes an action of A12 on 12 points. 

The remaining case is when Z fixes one of 81 or 82 ' By symmetry arguments; 

it suffices to consider when z fixes 82 and transposes 81 with some other 
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point . Calculations similar to those above show that there are two admissible 

diagrarm; , both yielding an action of r + on 12 points. In each case the kernel 

in r + of this action is a normal subgroup whose factor group is As IX (( C2 X 

C2 X ("2 X C2 X C.'2)' 

6) One of the partitions is {10, l.l}: Since this contains 3 points stabilized 

by i) , this partition can only be combined with partitions of type {5, 6, 2} or 

of type {10, L l}. By 4) above, it suffices to consider only the case {10, l.l}. 

Since there are two points with trivial action and only one point fixed by 

the action of y but. permuted by :[ or z, it is clear that there is no way of 

combining these diagrams to get a transitive representation on 12 points. 

7) One of the partitions is {12}: The only remaining case is to combine this 

with {12}. Calculations similar to those done in the previous sections give 6 

possible diagrams: 

Figure 6.19: Transitive action of A5 on 12 points with generators ;1:, y ane! z 

Figure 6.20: Transitive action of As on 12 points with generators :r;, y and z 

(,,(t>::: -,~- ":(J;;:::: ;_5J' 
---

Figure 6.21: Transitive action of A5 on 12 points with generators :r;, y ane! z 
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Figure 6.22: Transitive action of L2( 1l) on 12 points with generators :r;, y ancl z 

Figure 6.23: Transitive action of 11.112 on 12 points with generators J; , y and z 

Figure 6.24: Transitive action of 11.112 on 12 points with generators x, y ancl z 

The first three diagrams, Figures 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21, correspond to tran

sitive act ions of A5 on 12 points and arise from the three maps r + --t A5 

constructed in Lemma 6.9.l. The fourth diagram, Figure 6.22~ corresponds . 
to a transitive action of L2 (11 ) on 12 points. The a..ssociated epimorphism, 

r + --t L2 (11 ), ,vas constructed in Lemma 6.9 .3 . The final two diagrams, 

Figures 6.23 and 6.24, correspond to transitive actions of 11112 on 12 points . 

t.he last two diagTams describe diHerent epirnorphisms, since the element 

n)i = (:rJl)2Ji z has order 4 for the representation d escribed in Figure 6.23, 

and order 6 in the representation described in Figure 6.24. 

• 
As a corollary, from the representation described in diagram V), the following 

result is immediate: 

Corollary 6.9.1 Th e gmup r + has a unique nonnal subgroup with factol' gl'OUp 

A12 
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6.10 Concluding relllarks 

In this chapter, examples of manifolds arising from torsion-free subgroups of the 

9 Lanner groups were constructed. Using the isometry groups of these manifolds, 

combinatorial descriptions of several of the manifolds were given, taking advantage 

of the size of the isometry groups. In some interesting cases, the induced action of 

these isometries on the first homology was computed. This additional information 

was then used to investigate the construction of arbitrarily large manifolds whose 

isometry group is also large. 

For each group, a minimal index torsion free subgroup was determined. The ori

entation preserving subgroups of the groups TIl T2, T:], Ts and Ts have non-normal 

minimal index torsion-free subgroups, while orientation preserving subgroups of 

the groups T4 ) Tu, T, and Tg all have minimal index torsion-free normal subgroups. 



c::7----------------' 
The 4-dimensional compact 

simplicial Coxeter groups 

7.1 Motivation 

In 1985, Mike Davis constructed his celebrated "Davis manifold" [Da], provid

ing the first explicit construction of a four-dimensional hyperbolic manifold. This 

manifold arose from the existence of a torsion free subgroup of index 14400 in the 

group r 4 = [5,3,3,5]' shown in Table 7.1. The manifold has Euler characteristic 

26. By the Gauss-Bonnet theorem [KZ], the volume of a complete finite volume 

hyperbolic 4-manifold M is given by Vol(M) = 4;2 X(M): thus the volume of the 

Davis Manifold is 26 x 4;2. 

Since then, an outstanding question has been whether or not r] has a minimal 

index torsion free subgroup j(. Since the least common multiple of the orders 

of conjugacy classes of maximal finite subgroups of r 1 is 14400, J{ must have 

index 14400. If such a subgroup does exist, then the associated manifold will have 

Euler characteristic 1 and therefore it would be an example of a smallest volume 

compact hyperbolic 4-manifold. This chapter will study the subgroup structure of 

1\ and seek to outline a possible approach to the construction of a smallest volume 

compact hyperbolic 4-manifold. 

173 
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The five co-compact four-dimensional hyperbolic simplicial Coxeter groups are 

listed in Table 7.1. 

o 5 4 5 5 .. --~ . .---~.~--~.~--.. . . • • •• • • • • 
abc d ea b c d e a b c d e 

1\ = [5,3,3,3] 1'2 [5,3,3,4] 1'4 = [5,3,3,5] 

5< •. ----4.~-. 
1', = [5.3. 3J.1] 3 " 

Table 7.1: The 5 co-compact simplicial Coxeter groups with a hyperbolic 4-simplcx as a 

fundamental region 

The groups r 1 and r 2 deserve particular attention. In his paper, Davis [Da] 

constructed an explicit epimorphism from r 4 onto the [5,3,3] Coxeter group. This 

group is the full symmetry group of the 120-cell, first introduced in § 5.8. The 

Davis manifold has Euler characteristic 26. In his concluding remarks, Davis notes 

that r 1 and r 2 have rational Euler characteristic 14!OO and 28
1
;00' respectively, 

and speculates as to the existence of torsion free subgroups of indices 14400 and 

28000 in these groups. Such subgroups would yield compact hyperbolic manifolds 

of Euler characteristic 1 and 17, respectively. The analogous problem for non

compact manifolds has been solved by John Ratcliffe and Steven Tschantz in [BTL]. 

The manifolds they constructed arise from torsion-free subgroups of index 16 x 

120 of the Coxeter group shown in Table 7.2. More recently, using computational 

4 • • I • 

Table 7.2: Simplicial Coxeter group with Non-eo-compact simplex b. 4 in JHI4 

methods, 1\larston Conder and Colin Maclachlan [CM] constructed a torsion free 

subgroup of index 8 x 14400 in 1\. This corresponds to the smallest volume co

compact hyperbolic 4-111anifold currently known. 

In this chapter a different approach is used to construct subgroups of r 1 of 

index 8 x 14400. The subgroups constructed are different to those of Conder and 
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IVlaclachlan. Additionally, some obstructions to finding a torsion free subgroup 

of index 14400 are presented. The method applied combines computational tech

niques with classical group theory, and in particular makes use of the classification 

of the finite simple groups. Furthermore, it provides a method to answer the ques

tion whether fl has a torsion free subgroup of index 14400. 

7.2 Conjugacy class representatives 

Any attempt to construct a manifold from the action of a subgroup of C on JH[4 

requires information on the conjugacy classes of torsion elements: namely what 

they are and how they are avoided. Representatives of the conjugacy classes of 

torsion elements in flare characterised using Theorem 2.2 in Chapter 2 

This identities the torsion elements, up to conjugacy. Therefore, for f1' any 

conjugacy class of elements of finite order lies in one of the following five specia.l 

subgroups listed in Table 7.3 

(;1 
5 

• • 
5 __ - ...... ---1.It--.... (;2 =. . • X • 

c e 

5 
(;3 =. . X •• --tl. 

a b c dab a b d e 

0 4 = • X •• --i.t--•• 0 5 = •• ---1.t---..t--•• 
a c d e b c d e 

Table 7.3: Maximal finite subgroups of I'] 

It suffices to consider only the conjugacy classes of clements of prime order. 

The conjugacy classes for each maximal subgroup 01, O2 , G:o, 0 4 and (;5 are sum

marised in Table 7.4, Table 7.6, Table 7.5, Table 7.7 and Table 7.8, respectively. 
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Order of representative Class representative 

2 a 

2 ae 

2 (abe)5 

2 (abed) 15 

~) be 

3 ( abcd)lO 

5 ab 

5 (ab)2 

5 ( abcd)6 

5 (abed) 12 

5 (abed) 10 (abe)-2 

Table 7.4: Conjugacy classes of elements of prime order in G1 = [5,3,3] 

Order of representative Class representative 

2 a 

2 d 

2 ad 

3 de 

5 ab 

5 (ab? 

Table 7.5: Conjugacy classes of elements of prime order in G;>, ~ DlO x Db 
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Order of representative Class representative 

2 e 

2 a 

2 ae 

2 ae 

2 ace 

2 (abe)5 

2 e(abc)5 

3 be 

5 ab 

5 (ab)2 

Table 7.6: Conjugacy classes of elements of prime order in G2 = [5, 3J x C2 ~ A5 X C2 X C2 

Order of representative Class representative 

2 a 

2 c 

2 ce 

2 ac 

2 ace 

3 cd 

Table 7.7: Conjugacy classes of elements of prime order in G4 ~ C2 X 5'4 
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Order of representative Class representative 

2 b 

2 bd 

3 be 

5 bale 

Table 7.8: Conjugacy dasses of clements of prime order in G5 ~ 55 

The elements listed in the previous tables account for all conjugacy classes 

of torsion of prime order in r. However, in many cases the same class has been 

counted more than once. For example, a and e represent different conjugacy 

classes of elements of order 2 in G3 . However, a is conjugate to b in G j while 

b is conjugate to e in 0 5 , so (f and e represent the Salne conjugacy class in r. 
After removing multiple references for the same conjugacy class, representatives 

of the conjugacy classes of torsion of prime order in r are given by the following 

elements: 

Order 2: a, (fC, ace, (abe)5, (abc)5 e and (abed)J5. 

Order 3: be and (abed) to. 

Order 5: ab, (ab)2, beele, (abc:d)6, (abcd)12 and (abcd)1()(abc)-2. 

7.3 Subgroups of the [5,3,3,3] Coxeter group 

As previously observed, torsion free subgroups of the [5,3,3, 3J Coxeter group r 
correspond to hyperbolic 4-manifolds. If r were to contain a torsion free subgroup 

of index 14400, then the associated hyperbolic 4-manifold would have Euler charac

teristic 1, and would thus be an example of a smallest volume compact hyperbolic 

4-manifold. In this section, examples of the smallest currently known manifolds are 

constructed. It will be shown that these examples differ from those constructed 

in [CIVIl. 
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7.3.1 Low index subgroups of r 

Using Lowx [Lx], a complete list of conjugacy class representatives of subgroups of 

[5,3,3,3] of index at most 720 was obtained. The number of such subgroups and 

their index in each case is summarised in Table 7.9 

Index elF classes Index //: classes Index i/c classes 

2 1 385 1 595 6 

85 2 420 1 600 17 

120 2 425 2 624 4 

136 2 436 1 625 1 

156 2 445 1 640 2 

170 4 480 18 641 1 

240 10 505 1 650 7 

255 3 510 21 660 1 

272 6 521 1 675 2 

300 1 540 1 676 1 

312 4 544 8 680 15 

325 1 555 2 685 4 

340 4 556 1 691 2 

360 2 565 1 720 13 

Table 7.9: Number of classes of subgroups of index::; 720 in r 

The data in Table 7.9 will be used to prove that if J( is a torsion free normal 

subgroup of f, then f / K contains no sporadic simple group, nor any extension of 

one, among its epimorphic images. This first result proves that the construction 

used in Davis paper fDa] cannot be used for this group. 

Proposition 7.3.1 Thcn; e:cists no cpimorphism zp : r f---7 fo '- [5,3,3] 'with 

torsion free kernel. 

Proof: Suppose there exists such a map. Let a, b, c, d, e be the standard Coxeter 

generators for f = [5,3,3,3]' and define zp(a) := Q, y;(b) := Q, zp(c) := f, zp(rl) := g. 
Then Q, Q, c, g form a generating set for f 0 which satisfies the Coxeter relations for 

f o, and so form a set of Coxeter generators for fo. It remains to find an image 

for e under zp such that gzp(e), Qzp(e) and fzp(e) all have order 2 and that gzp(e) 
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haf:i order 3. Recalling the decompof:iition in § 5.9 of the 120-cell into two linked 

tori comif:iting of 60 dodecahedra, one of these tori can be cut along a meridian 

curve to recover a tower of dodecahedra, which contains a core tower of 10 stacked 

dodecahedra. Adjacent dodecahedra share a horizontal pentagonal face, and at 

each edge a further dodecahedron is attached. The outer face of the tower consists 

of the 200 free faces of the 50 dodecahedra wrapped around the central tower. The 

core tower is f:itabilif:ied by the dihedral group DlO generated by g and Q. Hence 

e must map to some element of order 2 with Igyl = IQcjI = 2. In § 5.9 it has 

been proved that any element [j of order 2 in 1'0 which satisfies Iwl 1f2.g1 = 2 

lies in a dihedral group D 20 which stabilizes the meridian curve as illustrated in 

Figure 5.12. There are 11 possible involutions 'Wi lying in this subgroup. Three of 

them, (ababcY', dILl, where w (cbabcd)2(abcr'abdc and (abcd)15, satisfy I~gl = 2. 

However, their product with Q has orders 10, 5 and 2, respectively. Since it was 

required that de have order 3, this proves that no such map exists. II 

Proposition 7.3.2 Let w 

re.'3'Ults hold: 

abcdc in r. Then faT i < 25, i i= 17, the following 

1) ((u/))1' r ~fi is odd. 

2) ((wi))1' = r+ if i is even. 

3) FaT i 17, r/((wi))1' ~ 84 (4), the 4-dimensional simple symplectic gmup 

oueT Ihe field of 4 elements. ((Wi)) r is the 'Unique such 8ubgmup with this 

quotient. The kemel of the map I' f-7 1'/ ((W'i))1' contains the c01~jugacy class 

C((abcd)15) of tOTsion elements. 

Proof: The first two results have been verified computationally. The third result 

was obtained as follows: I' has two conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 85. 

These were obtained by using the program Lowx. The induced action of I' on the 

cosets of a representative of one of these classes gives a permutation representation 

e : I' ~ 885 , The resulting group was found, using GAP, to be the simple group 

84 (i1). The Atlas of simple groups [Atlas] lists 84 (4) as having two conjugacy 

classes of maximal subgroups of index 85. Thef:ie lift, under the inverse of fJ, to 

representatives of the two conjugacy classef:i of subgroups of index 85 in r. Hence 

the kernel of e is unique. II 
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7.3.2 Maps to S4( 4) 

Let f act 011 the cosets of a representative of either of the two conjugacy classes 

of subgroups of index 85. This action induces a permutation representation e : 
r -» 84 (4). From the Atlas of Finite Groups [Atlas], it can be seen that 54 (4) 

has two conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 85, so these subgroups lift to two 

conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 85 in f. Since r has only two conjugacy 

classes of subgroups of index 85, they must coincide with the lifted subgroups. Since 

54 (4) is simplc, the core must be the same in each case, giving the epimorphism 

() : r -» S'4(4). 'Write K = ker((}). GAP [GAP] was used to study the actions of 

each conjugacy class of torsion elements of f on the cosets of a subgroup of index 

85 in f. It was discovered that the conjugacy class C((abcd)15) of elements of order 

2 in f acts with fixed points on the 85 cosets, and hence lies in 1\.". The group 54 (4) 

contains conjugacy class of Sylow-17 groups S'yl17 which have index ,:1 x 14400 in 

84 (4). The normalizer NS4«1)(5yl17) = N(S'yl17) has index 14,,100 in 84 (4) and is 

an extension of 8yl17 by a cyclic group of order 4. Any element of order 2 lying 

in N (817) acts faithfully by conjugation, since otherwise it would commute with 

5yl17 and hence 54 (4) would have an element of order 34, a contradiction. GAP 

was used to study the images of representatives of conjugacy classes of torsion 

elements of l'. It was found that elements of the conjugacy class represented by oc 

act by inversions on 8yl17) therefore the preimage N(817)K contains elements of 

the conjugacy class C(ac). 

The preimage of the group Syl17 under () clearly cannot contain any of the 

torsion elements and is an extension of K by 5yl17. This group was cOIlstructed 

using GAP and thc conjugacy classes of index 2 subgroups were determined. There 

are fifteen such conjugacy classes of subgroups, 8 of which avoid the conjugacy class 

C (( abed) 15). Their abelianisation is one of the three following types: 

(7.1 ) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

These were found by constructing an explicit presentation for J-J) and hence for 
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the index 2 subgroups. 

(a) A subgroup with abelianisation Z~ Etj Z17 

Let HI < r be the subgroup generated by the following elements (these generators 

were found using GAP): 

cdcbabacbdcdcbabcdabcababcdebabc, 

abacbabadedcbabacbabcdccdbcababcdbc, 

bacbedcbabacbadcbabedcbabcdecababcdbca, 

abacbabacbabcdclmedcbabcdabcababcdedbca, 

ahabadcbabacbdc:edc:babcdeabcdabcobabcdebcd, 

babacdcbabacbadedcbabacdebcababcdc:babcababc: 

Then HI has index 8 x H400 in I'. Letting r act by right multiplication on the 

cosets of HI gives an induced permutation representation on 8 x 14400 points. Now 

HI contains an element of a conjugacy class C (g) of r if and only if the induced 

permutation action of g fixes some points. Using GAP, the induced actions of 

representatives of each of the conjugacy classes of r were computed. Since no 

representative of a conjugacy class in r fixed a point, Ih avoids all conjugacy 

classes of torsion elements. The resultant manifold has Euler characteristic 8 and 

therefore has volume 32
3
7f

2
• The abelianisation of H, f-Id[H] , HI], is a finite group of 

type Z~ (8 Z17' Since the second generator has odd length, so HI is not a subgroup 

of r+. 

(b) A subgroup with abelianisation Z~ e Z~ EB Z17 

Let H2 < r be the subgroup generated by the following elements (these generators 

were found using GAP): 

ababclcbabecclcabab, 

bcbabacbdcbabcclcbabcababcdcccllmbc, 

adcbaeclcbabacbabdcbabacdeclbcababcdabcaba bcba, 

bcbabacdcbabacbabcclcbabecdcbabcababcclebabcdbca, 

acbabcclcbabac:badcedcbabacbclcababcdebabcclbabcababccle 
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Then H2 has index 8 x 14400 in r. Letting r act by right multiplication on the 

cosets of!l2 gives an induced permutation representation on 8 x 14400 points. Now 

H2 contains an element of a conjugacy class C(g) of r if and only if the induced 

permutation action of 9 fixes some points. Using GAP, the induced actions of 

representatives of each of the conjugacy classes of r were computed. Since no 

representative of a conjugacy class in r fixed a point, H2 avoids all conjugacy 

classes of torsion elements. The resultant manifold has Euler characteristic 8 and 

therefore has volume ~)~~2. The abelianisation of 112, lf2/[JJ2 , 112], is a fillite grollp 

of type 2::~ ED 2::J 2::17 , Since the first generator has odd length, so JJ2 is not a 

subgroup of r+. 

(c) A subgroup with abelianisation 2::~ CD 2::4 E]) 2::8 .!Z17 

Let 11:3 < r be the subgroup generated by the following elements (these generators 

were found using GAP): 

dcababcbabcdacbab, 

bcbaacbdcbabedcbabcababcdccdbabc, 

acbadcbedcbabacbabcdcbaedcbabcdbabcababcdccda, 

bcbabdcbabacedcbabacbabdecdbcababcdebabcababc, 

abcbdcbabacbacdcbabacbabdecdbcababcdbabcababcaba, 

cbadcbabacbadcbaedcbabacbdecababcdcbabcababcdedcab 

Then 1h has index 8 x 14400 in r. Letting r act by right multiplication on the 

cosets of H:) gives an induced permutation representation on 8 x 14400 points. Now 

H;>, contains an element of a conjugacy class C (g) of r if and only if the induced 

permutation action of 9 fixes some points. Using GAP, the induced actions of 

representatives of each of the conjugacy classes of r were computed. Since no 

representative of a conjugacy class in r fixed a point, 11:3 avoids all conjugacy 

classes of torsion elements. The resultant manifold has Euler characteristic 8 and 

therefore has volume .32:~2. The abelianisation of Ii;>" H;>,/[H;>" H:3], is a finite group 

of type 2::~ 2::4 2::8 C8 2::17, Since the first generator has odd length, so H3 is not 

a subgroup of r+. 
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7.3.3 Maps to 54 (5) 

There are two conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 156 in r. Letting r act on 

the cosets of a representative of either class produces a permutation representation 

r --; 114 < 8156 into the symmetric group on 156 points. GAP was used to con

struct the map, and the group f{4 was discovered to be the group 84 (5).2, a group 

containing 84 (5) as a normal subgroup of index 2. 84 (5) is a simple symplectic 

group of order 2e 32 .54 .13. The group 84 (5).2 is its automorphism group and is 

ismnorphic to 805 (5) 

Proposition 7.3.3 84 (5) contains no subgroup of index 7200. 

Proof: A subgroup S of index 7200 would have order 650 = 2.52 .13, so Sylow's 

theorems imply that S has a unique and hence normal Sylow 13-subgroup (713' 

Since (71:, has no automorphism of order 5, clements of order 5 and 13 in S must 

commute, giving elements of order 65. But 84 (5) has no clements of this order. II1II 

7.4 Characterising nlaps to simple groups 

Theorem 7.1 Lel; II < r have inde.:c 14400 and suppose l;hal; H is tors'ion free. 

Let J( <l r be the COTe of H in r. Then r / J{ docs not admit a 77WP onto a'ny of the 

spom,die simple groups. 

Proof: Suppose it did. Let 1I be the image of H in r = r / f{ and suppose that 

<.p : r / J{ --; G is a map from the factor group r to some sporadic simple group G. 

Then the image of H under <.p is a subgroup of index dividing 14400 in a sporadic 

group and avoids the images of all the conjugacy classes of torsion. Using the list 

of all conjugacy classes of subgroups of r with index ~ 720 (Table 7.9), first look 

at all sporadic simple groups 8 with maximal subgroups of index less than 720. 

These are M i , i E {ll, 12,22,23, 24}, )2, Ja, H8, MeL and (;03' GAP was used to 

compute the act.ions of r on represent.atives of the conjugacy classes in each case. 

None of the above sporadic groups appeared in the resulting list of permutation 

groups. Among the remaining groups, COl, Fi23 , Fi~4' lIN, Th, B, J\!J G'N, Ly 
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and h contain no subgroup of index ~ H400 (see chapter 5 of fWD, and are 

therefore eliminated. The remaining groups are 81LZ, Co2 , He, Fi22 , .h and Rv. 

8uz contains one class of maximal subgroups of index ~ 14400. A representa

tive of this class has index 1782 in 8u;;. Therefore 8ILz contains no subgroup of 

index 14400 since 1782 does not divide 14400. CO2 contains one class of maximal 

subgroups of index ~ 14400. A representative of this class has index 2300 in Co2 , 

and as a result it also cannot contain a subgroup of index 14400. If e contains two 

classs of maximal subgroups of index ~ 14400: one class has index 2058 and has 

representative 84 (4) : 2, the other has index 8330 with representative 22.L3(4).83 . 

Neither 2058 nor 8330 divide 14400. Therefore the respective subgroups cannot 

contain A subgroup of index 14400. Fi22 contains three classes of maximal sub

groups of index ~ 14400: two classes of type 0 7 (3) with index 14080 and one class 

of type 2.lh(2) with index 3510. Because 14080 and 3510 do not divide 14400, 

Fi22 contains no subgroups of index 14400. Similarly, 1:3 has one class of maximal 

subgroups of index less than 14400, and because this class has index 6156 in 13 , 

13 has no subgroup of index 14400. Finally, Flu also has one class of maximal 

subgroups of index less than 14400. This class has index 4060 in Ru, therefore Rill 

also contains no subgroup of index H400. 



~~------------------------------~ 
Conclusion and further work 

8.1 Conclusion 

In this work all torsion free normal subgroups of the index two orientation preserv

ing subgroups of the Lanner groups whose factor groups have the form P 8L2 ( q), 

where q = ]in and p is a prime, are classified. In the case of each group, some 

examples of manifolds were constructed and their homology computed. Minimal 

index torsion free subgroups of each Larmer group are also constructed. The com

putational techniques developed in this work were applied to the 4-dimensional 

Coxeter group [5,3,3, :3] to study minimal volume compact hyperbolic manifolds. 

In chapter 3, subgroups of the orientation preserving subgroup r+ of the Lannt;r 

group r = ]"4 = [5,3,5] are studied. All such subgroups whose factor group is 

L2(q) are classified. The conditions under which these subgroups are normal in 

any extension of r+ in Isom(lHI:O) is also investigated. The specia.l case p 5 yields 

two normal subgroups NI and N2 ) whose associated manifolds M) = lHI:j INi are a 

chiral pair of Seifert-\Veber manifolds. 

Chapter 4 generalises the results of chapter 3 to the other 8 Lanner groups. The 

classification of such subgroups, in the case of r = T2 , was previously described by 

Anna Torstensson in her PhD thesis ITo]. A statement of her results was included 

for completeness. A classification of all torsion-free normal subgroups N <lr+ <lr = 

186 
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Ti of the remaining 7 Lanner groups Ti, whose factor groups are of the form L2(q), 

is given. Some conditions are also provided under which such subgroups N remain 

normal in an extension of r+ in Isom(IHFl). 

As well as the theoretical results of chapters 3 and 4, explicit examples of 

some of the manifolds were given. In chapter 5, several of the manifolds arising 

from torsion-free subgroups N <J r+ = [5,3,5]+ were constructed. A combinatorial 

description of these manifolds, using the group theoretic structure of their isometry 

groups, was given. Interesting chiral pairs of manifolds ,,'ere discovered, and their 

chirality exhibited using the subgroup structure of I'. 

In chapter 6, manifolds exhibiting a large degree of sYlnmetry which arise from 

the other 8 Lanner groups were investigated. The smallest manifolds with a large 

degree of symmetry which were associated to the Lanner group I' = T2 were 

described in a paper of Jones and Mednykh [JM]. A statement of their main 

results was included for completeness. For each of the remaining 7 Lanner groups, 

a brief description of the associated manifolds M is given. In the case of both 

the Larmer groups 75 and Tg , the smallest index torsion-free normal subgroup 

N ~ 1Tl (M) has a free abelianisation N/[N, N] ~ HI (M). The action of the 

isometry group Isom(M) on this free Z-ring is computed. As a result a construction 

for an arbitrarily large hyperbolic 3-manifold with a large isometry group is given. 

Computational techniques were developed to construct complete lists of conju

gacy classes of subgroups of low index in these groups. A summary of these results 

is provided in the Appendices. These lists were then used to test the theoretical 

results proved in this thesis and also to search for specific normal subgroups whose 

factor groups were of interest. 

The computational techniques developed in this work were applied to the 4-

dimensional CoxeLer group [5,3,3,3] and a study was done of the low index sub

groups of this group. The existence of torsion free subgroups of index 115200 

was established and a possible approach towards determining the minimal index 

torsion-free subgroup of this group is outlined. 
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8.2 Further work 

Based on the work of this thesis, there are several interesting avenues of research 

that can be pursued in the future. Chapter 6 includes only a selection of the results 

obtaJned from the Larmer groups. It would be interesting to study more of these 

manifolds, providing researchers in hyperbolic geometry and abstract polytopes 

\vith a library of "ready-made" manifolds with which to test hypotheses. Using 

the tables in Appendix A and the methods described in chapters 5 and 6, many 

rnore interesting manifolds can be identified and constructed combinatoric ally. 

The methods used in chapters 3 and 4 can also be applied to the 23 non-compact 

simplicial Coxeter groups acting on lHf3. They are often referred to as II Quasi-Lann6r 

Groups". Vinberg has shown in [VI] that 6 of these are non-arithmetic, so torsion

free subgroups of these groups can be used to construct non-arithmetic manifolds. 

If, further, the subgroups are normal, then the manifolds will exhibit a high degree 

of symmetry. 

Generalising to higher dimensions, the combination of group theory and compu

tational techniques used in chapter 7 can be extended to characterise examples of 

cusped hyperbolic manifolds in dimensions 6 and 8. By combining computational 

techniques and classical group theory, it becomes possible to construct explicit 

subgroups avoiding torsion. 

Additionally, it would be interesting to determine the full isometry group in 

Isom(lHJ'l) of each of these groups, and to determine subgroups of r that are torsion 

free whose associated manifolds Jv( have rnaximal symmetry. Note that, in lHe at 

least, the isometry group of Jv( is still finite. 



lppendiX A _________________ -----I 
Tables of low index subgroups for 

the simplicial groups 

A.1 r = Tl [2, 2, 3; 3, 5, 2] 

r+ has 3359 conjugacy classes of low index subgroups of index ~ 60. Their index, 

the induced permutation group and, where possible, the abelianisation of the kc~rnel 

of the map are listed here. 

Inde:r # classes lndv,ced action AbelianizaLion 

5 1 A5 11 
:£2 

6 1 A5 :£11 
2 

10 1 As 11 
:£2 

11 4 PSL2 (11) :£10 r:£3 2 C7 11 

1 =? As 11 
.:£2 

2 =? L2(11) ZlO 3 
'-'2 :£11 

12 9 2 =? A5 t>< HI .:£15 :£§4 

2 =? As t>< H] Z27 

2 =? As t>< HI .:£:31 

15 1 A5 :£11 
2 

16 4 A5 t>< H2 .:£15 (', :£2 etl 2 

189 
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Index # classes Induced action Abelianization 

18 3 115 I>< H3 not computed 

1 =? A5 zll 
2 

4 =? A5 I>< H2 ZI5 z~ 

2 =? 115 I>< HI ZI5 ED Z~4 

20 29 2 =? A5 I>< HI Z27 

2 =? As I>< JI I 
zen 

2 =? PS'L2(19) Z18 Cl, z3 2 CD If) 

16 =? A5 I>< J-J4 not computed 

22 1 A22 not computed 

1 =? A5 I>< HI Zl5 z14 2 

1 =? A5 I>< lh Z27 

1 =? 115 I>< 111 Z~n 

24 22 4 =? A5 I>< JIG Z48 

8 =? A5 I>< H6 not computed 

4 =? A5 I>< Ih not computed 

3 =? A5 I>< H24 noL computed 

26 1 fJ2(25) Z78 

28 1 86(2) not computed 

1 =? As Zll 
4 =? A5 I>< H2 

2 
Z I5Z2 

4 =? TJ2(29) 
2 

30 41 not computed 
16 =? A5 I>< H4 

not computed 
3 =? As I>< Hs 

not computed 
1 =? 115 I>< H'J 

> 
4 =? A5 I>< HI Zl5 ED Z214 

4 =? 115 I>< 11] Z27 

32 22 4 =? A5 I>< HI Z::ll 

2 =? L2 (31) not computed 

8 =? A5 I>< Ih not computed 
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IndeJ; # classes I nd'tLced acf;ion Abelian'izat'ion 

34 :3 A34 not computed 

9 =? A5 rx: H2l not computed 

1 =? 56(2) not computed 

12 =? A5 rx: 1120 not computed 

1 =? A5 rx: H19 not computed 

2 =? ;15 rx: HIS not computed 

12 =? A5 rx: H24 not computed 

36 73 12 =? ;15 rx: H25 not computed 

2 =? A5 rx: H17 not computed 

4 =? A5 rx: H26 not computed 

5 =? A5 rx: (x?=lA6) not computed 

7 =? A5 rx: (HI rx: (x?=lA5)) not computed 

2 =? .A5 rx: (X?=l ;16) not computed 

4 =? A5 rx: (Ill rx: (xtlA6)) not computed 

38 2 A:3s not computed 

3 =? A5 rx: JT2 Z15 (Il Z~ 

2 =? .A5 rx: HI Z15 e:, Z14 
1./ 2 

3 =? A5 rx: HI Z27 

3 =? A5 rx: HI Z:n 

4 =? A5 rx: I15 Z43 

40 64 12 =? A5 rx: H4 not computed 

12 =? A5 rx: H7 not computed 

12 =? A5 rx: H22 not computed 

G =? /15 rx: 1128 not computed 

2 =? A5 rx: (x lAs) not computed 

4 =? A40 not computed 

; 3 =? A5 rx: IJ16 not computed 

42 70 
4 =? A5 rx: (xf=lAs) not computed 

60 =? A.s rx: (HJ rx: (X7=1,"h))) not computed 

3 =? A42 not computed 
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Inde:r # classes hui'/f,{;ed action Abel ia'l7,izaiion 

44 9 
{ 7 =} An ~ HH not computed 

2 ::::} rL14 not computed 

45 1 A5 I>< RIO not computed 

46 18 18 ::::} il46 not computed 

1 ::::} 3840 noL computed 

18 ::::} 122880 not computed 

6 ::::} 1399680 not computed 

8 ::::} 3932160 not computed 

18 ::::} 7864320 not computed 

2 ::::} 113374080 not computed 

20 ::::} 251658240 not computed 

9 ::::} 5733089280 not computed 

12 ::::} 11466178560 not computed 

24::::} 16106127360 not computed 

4 ::::} 82649704320 not computed 

4 ::::} 5289581076480 not computed 
48 :332 

2 ::::} 23482733690880 not computed 

4 ::::} 46965467381760 not computed 

3 ::::} 1348984<141405440 not computed 

8 ::::} 1502894956216320 not computed 

16 ::::} 3005789912432640 not computed 

1 ::::} 17118912860651520 not computed 

2 ::::} 34237825721303040 not computed 

25 ::::} 43167502124974080 not computed 

18 ::::} 1095610423081697280 not computed 

8 ::::} A5 I>< (X?=l As) not computed 

118::::} A5 I>< (H] I>< (X7=lAS)) not computed 

1 ::::} il4S not computed 
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Index # classes f nducecl action Abel'ianizeLiion 

1 =? As I>< Hl2 not computed 

( 10 1) 3 =? A5 I>< Xi.=l£.5 not computed 

50 27 1 =? As I>< Hl4 not computed 

8 =? A5 I>< H l5 not computed 

14 =? £1,"0 not computed 

{ 
1 =? L2 (25) 'Z}8 

52 24 6 =? L2 (25) I>< Hn not computed 

17 =? A52 not computed 

53 1 A5:3 not computed 

54 403 { 

4 =? L2(11) ;:z1O 2 ;:z3 
II 

55 14 
4 =? /15 I>< £2(11) not computed 

4 =? L2(11) I>< (xt~IA5) not computed 

2 =? A55 not computed 

{ 
1 =? 86 (2) not computed 

56 31 14 =? 86 (2) I>< HlO not computed 

16 =? ASG not computed 

57 4 4 =? L2(19) Zl8 ED ;:z3 
2 19 

58 78 78 =? A.58 not computed 

59 1 1 =? A59 not computed 

There are also 2063 conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 60 in r+. No informa

tion on the induced actions was computed. 

1) HJ is elementary abelian of order 32. 

2) H2 is elementary abelian of order 16. 

3) H3/[H3) H:d is elementary abelian of order 32, and [11.3,11:,] is elementary 

abelian of order 729. 

4) H4 is elernentary abelian of order 1024. 

5) H5 is elementary abelian of order 64. 
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6) HG/[H6 , He] is elementary abelian of order 6L1, and [H6 , He;] is elementary 

abelian of order 32. 

7) Ih is elementary abelian of order 2048. 

8) JJs/[JJs, Iis] is elementary abelian of order 32, and [Hs, Hs] is elementary 

abelian of order 56. 

9) Hg/[Hg) Hg] is elementary abelian of order 32, and [Hg, H9] is elementary 

abelian of order 310. 

10) 1110 is elementary abelian of order 221. 

11) J-Ill is elementary abelian of order 213. 

12) I-f1'2/[II12 , H 12 ] is elementary abelian of order 32, and [H12' H 12] is elementary 

abelian of order 510. 

13) Ii18 /[111?n lId is elementary abelian of order 16, and [H13 , Hd is elementary 

abelian of order 515
. 

16) iiw/[H16 , H16] is elementary abelian of order 32, and [Hw, H16] is elementary 

abelian of order 76
. 

17) lI17 /[Il17 , H 17] is elementary abelian of order 2]], and [H17 , H 17] is elementary 

abelian of order 312
. 

18) J-hs/[Il 1S , HIS] is elementary abelian of order 26
, and [HIs, HIS] is elementary 

abelian of order 312 . 

19) H19 /[H19 , H 19] is elementary abelian of order 25
, and [H19 , H19 ] is elementary 

abelian of order 312
. 

20) Iho/[Il2o , H2o] is elementary abelian of order 26
, and [H20 , H2o ] is elementary 

abelian of order 36 . 

21) H 21 / [H21 , Il21 ] is elementary abelian of order 25
, and [H21' Il21 ] is elementary 

abelian of order 36 . 
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22) H22/[H22 , H22] is elementary abelian of order 210
, and [H22 , H22 ] is elementary 

abelian of order 16. 

23) Ih3/[ H23 , Hd is elementary abelian of order 211, and [H23 , Hd is elementary 

abelian of order 16. 

2L1) J-hl/[H24 , I124] is elementary abelian of order 25
. '¥rite H~4 = [H24' H24]' 

Then 11~4/[lJ~4' 11~4] is elementary abelian of order 36 and [1124 ,1124] is ele

mentary abelian of order 212. 

25) H25 /[H2.S , H25 ] is elementary abelian of order 26
. Write H~5 = [H2.5, H25]. 

Then H~5/[H~5' H~5] is elementary abelian of order 36 and [H25) H25 ] is ele

mentary abelian of order 212. 

26) H26 /[H26 , H26 ] is elementary abelian of order 26. Write H~6 = [H26 , H26]. 

Then I1~6/[I1~6' H~(j] is elementary abelian of order 36 and [H26 , I126 ] is ele

mentary abelian of order 212. 
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r+ has 143 conjugacy classes of low index subgroups of index:::; 60. Their index, 

t.he induced permutation group and, where possible, the abelianisat.ion of the kernel 

of the map are listed here. 

Inde:c # classes Induced action A bel'ianizaf'ion 

6 4 A6 6 23 

10 2 A6 6 2:] 

11 2 L2(11) 2 10 

12 1 L2(11) 2 10 

15 4 Afj 6 23 

17 1 L2(16) 212 p Z6 .,J 2 

{ 2 => A6 2 6 

20 4 
3 

2 => L2(19) ZI9 c' Z:3 
3 \j 19 

22 2 L2(11) I>< HI not computed 

26 1 L2(25) 2 51 

{ 
4 => Ao zo 

3 

30 10 2 => L2(29) Z28 c ZI5 'T-:: .z:l 
:3 u 5 t::t! CJ29 

4 => Ao I>< H2 not computed 

33 2 2 => L2(11) I>< H::J not computed 

{ 
2 => Ao Z6 

3 

36 10 4 => A6 X A6 not computed 

4 => A6 I>< (X;)=I A5) not computed 

40 6 { 2 => Aii not computed 

4 => A40 not computed 

42 2 2 => L2(41) Z40 ZI8 41 

45 2 2 => A6 6 23 

50 4 => A6 ><I H4 not computed 
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Index # classes IndLlced action Abelianization 

{ 1 ::::} L2(16) ;{}2 c 71} 
51 4 

,~ 2 

3::::} L2 (16) A H5 not computed 

{ 1 ::::} L2(25) Z51 
52 3 

2 ::::} L( 25) A fJfi not computed 

53 2 2 ::::} A.s::l not computed 
~r-

00 2 2 ::::} 1.,2 ( 11 ) ZlO 

57 4 4 ::::} L2 ( 19 ) Z19 ~r) Z3 
;) :!) 19 

4 ::::} Al) zg 

1 ::::} 1.,2 ( 11 ) ZlO 

2 ::::} 1.,2 (19 ) Z19 c Za 
:3 u 19 

2 ::::} 1.,2(29) Z28 C'c Z15 E9 Z3 
~1 u 5 ' 29 

2 ::::} 1.,2(59) Zllf) ejJ Z58(p 
~=) \, 5 ,} 

z58 c Z:i 
11 '-./ 59 

2::::} L2(59) Z58 c Z58EfJ 
60 71 

3 ,j 5 

Z58 c Z58 EF' Z:i 7 '-j 19 ,) 59 

4 ::::} A.l) X A6 not computed 

36 ::::} A6 I>< Ih not computed 

6 ::::} 1.,2(19) I>< H8 not computed 

4 ::::} Al) I>< (X~=l ..45 ) not computed 

4::::} A6 I>< (xl~l/I.s) not computed 

4::::} A6 I>< H9 not computed 

The groups Hi 

1) HI is an elementary abelian group of order 1024. 

3) II3 has commutator subgroup fJ' elementary abelian of order 311
. The factor 

group H / H' is also elementary abelian and has order 210
. 

5) H5 is elementary abelian of order 316
. 

6) H 6 is elementary abelian of order 2l:i. 
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7) H7 is elementary abelian of order 36
. 

8) lIs is elementary abelian of order 319. 

9) Ho is a group of order 782757789696000000. Its structure is not known but is 

possibly the semidirect product of 6 copies of As vvith an elementary abelian 

group of order 224 = 16777216. 
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A.3 r = T3[2, 2,4; 2,3,5] 

There are 647 conjugacy classes of subgroups of index :s; 60 in r+. Their index, the 

induced permutation group and, where possible, the abelianisation of the kernel of 

the map are listed here. Note that the subgroups arising from the representatives 

of subgroups of index :s; 10 all contain the torsion representative A? The kernel of 

the map r+ -77 PGL2 (1l) is torsion free. 

Inde:c # classc.s 1 nduccd act'ion Abelianization 

2 1 Z2 () 

5 1 A5 z~ C[) Z4 

6 1 A5 Z5 E8 Z 2 -\ 4 

{ 1 =? A5 '1'.,5 f1~ Z 

10 2 
2 Q7 " 

1 =? A5 X C2 
'1'.,11 

2 

1 =? A5 '1'.,~ E8 Z4 

2 =? A5 X C2 
'1'.,11 

12 9 
2 

2 =? PGL2 (1l) '1'.,10 E" Zo 2 ~i; 11 

4 =? HI X (A5 I>< H2 ) '1'.,01 

15 1 A5 zg EEl Z4 

18 1 (As x C2 ) I>< 110 not computed 

1 =? A5 '1'.,5 E8 Z 2 4 

2 =? A5 X C2 
'1'.,11 

2 

20 13 4 =? A5 I>< lh '1'.,15E9Z~ 

4 =? il;, I>< III Z::n 

2 =? PGL2(19) 18 0 
Z2 E9 Z]9 

{ 2 =? PGL2 (1l) '1'.,10 8 Z3 
22 3 

2 ,~ II 

1 =? 8 22 not computed 
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Inde:c # classes I ndv,ced action /lbelian'ization 

1 =? As X C2 Z~l 

2 =? PGL2 (1l) ZLO ?r'Z3 2 leD 11 

2 =? As I>< H4 Z15 8:" Z14 
" 2 

24 22 2 =? A5 I>< H4 Z27 

6 =? A5 I>< HI Z31 

8 =? (As x C2 ) I>< H2 not computed 

1 =? (A5 X (/2) I>< H 5 not computed 

26 1 L2(25) 226/1) Z27 
\j:' 2 

28 1 5'6(2) not computed 

1 =? A.5 Z5 r[) Z 2 c· 4 

2 =? As X C2 Zl1 2 

8 =? .11.5 I>< H2 Z15 Z2 
2 

30 19 
il =? PGL2(29) not computed 

1 =? (A5 x (72) I>< Ih not computed 

1 =? (A5 x C2) I>< H7 not computed 

1 =? (A5 x C2 ) I>< Hs not computed 

1 =? (A5 x ( 2 ) I>< fIg not computed 

32 4 { 2 =? (As x C2 ) I>< H2 Z15 EB Z~ 

2 =? L2 (31) not computed 

34 1 A34 not computed 

1 =? 5'6(2) not computed 

7 =? (As X ( 2 ) I>< II 3 not computed 

2 =? (A5 x C2 ) I>< HIO not computed 

36 22 8 =? (As x C2 ) I>< Hll not computed 

2 =? (A5 x C2 ) I>< H12 not computed 

1 =? (A5 x C2 ) I>< Hs not computed 

1 =? (A5 x C2 ) I>< HD not computed 
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Inde;y # classes Induced action Abel'ianization 

2 ::::} 1'15 X C2 ;;z;U 
2 

7 ::::} A5 t>< H2 ZI5 Z2 
2 

2 ::::} A5 t>< HI Z15 (:L\ ZI4 
v 2 

2 ::::} A5 t>< HI Z27 

10 ::::} A5 t>< HI Z32 

40 48 2::::} PGL2 (19) ZIS 3 
2 ZID 

8 ::::} A5 t>< HI3 not computed 

8 ::::} A5 t>< HI4 not computed 

4 ::::} A5 t>< H I5 not computed 

2::::} (A5 x C2 ) t>< Hl(j not computed 

2 ::::} A40 not computed 

1 ::::} A5 t>< H17 not computed 

42 8 
2 ::::} /1 5 t>< fIrs not computed 

4::::} (A5 x ( 2) t>< HID not computed 

1 ::::} A42 not computed 

44 "" { 1 ::::} 5"22 not computed 
{ 

6 ::::} 5'22 t>< H2o not computed 

45 1 A.s t>< H21 not computed 

46 4 { 2 ::::} A46 not computed 

2 ::::} 5'46 not computed 
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lnde:c # classes Induced action Abelianizahon 

3 =? (Au x (72) I>< H2 not computed 

4 =? (A5 x ( 2 ) I>< HI not computed 

20 =? Vb x (72) I>< H24 not computed 

8 =? (/1,] x ( 2 ) I>< H22 not computed 

10 =? (As x ( 2) I>< H2?, not computed 

16 =? (A5 x ( 2) I>< If:):;, not computed 

7 =? (As x ( 2) I>< H;34 not computed 

48 89 2 =? (As x ( 2) I>< H:i7 not computed 

1 =? As I>< (x?=I102(7)) not computed 

2 =? (A5 x (72) I>< H;36 not computed 

3 =? (A5 x (72) I>< H35 not computed 

2 =? (As x ( 2) I>< N31 not computed 

2 =? A5 I>< (x As) not computed 

8 =? (A.s x ( 2) I>< (H2 I>< (x¥=lAs)) not computed 

1 =? A4s not computed 

1 =? A5 I>< H3D not computed 

1=?4-I>«x lO 1\) 
" 0 i=l" 5 

not computed 

50 :) 1 =? A5 I>< (H2 I>< (xI~lA5)) not computed 

1 =? A50 not computed 

1 =? S5D not computed 
> 

1 =? L2(25) not computed 

2 =? 102 (25) I>< C2 not computed 

52 10 4 =? L2(25) I>< JJ25 not computed 

2 =? A52 not computed 

1 =? S52 not computed 

53 1 1 =? A5:3 not computed 
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index # classes J nduced adion Abelianizat;-ion 

1 * (A5 x C2 ) I>< H27 not computed 

1 * (A5 x C2) I>< H28 not computed 

1 * (A5 x C2 ) I>< TJ29 not computed 

4 * (A5 x C2) I>< H32 not computed 

54 27 7 * A5 I>< (x Ag) not computed 

4 * (A5 x C2) I>< (X7=lAg) not computed 

7 * (A5 x C2) I>< (H2 I>< (X7=lAg)) not computed 

1 * 1154 not computed 

1 * S54 not computed 

55 4 4 * PGL2(1l) 
10 _ 3 

.£:2 ED.£:l1 

1 * Sfj(2) not computed 

56 9 
2 * Sfj(2) I>< C2 not computed 

4 * Sfj(2) I>< H2G not computed 

2 * S5G not computed 

58 8 { 6 * A58 not computed 

2 * 858 not computed 

59 1 1 * S59 not computed 

There are also 323 conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 60 in r+. No information 

on the induced actions was computed. 

1) HJ is elementary abelian of order 64. 

2) H2 is elementary abelian of order 32. 

3) H~ is elementary abelian of order 729, and I-l:>! H~ is elementary abelian of 

order 32. 

5) [hi H~ is elementary abelian of order 32. Now ]( = H~ has an elementary de

rived subgroup of order 2J2 and the factor group K /](' is elementary abelian 

of order 35
. 
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6) H~ is elementary abelian of order 56 and Hej H~ is elementary abelian of 

order 32. 

7) JI~ is elementary abelian of order 310 and fIyj lJ~ is elementary abelian of 

order 32. 

8) JI8 is the direct product of six copies of A 5 . 

9) Hb is the direct product of six copies of A5 and H g / Hb is elementary abelian 

of order 32. 

10) H'to is elementary abelian of order 312 and H lO / H'to is elementary abelian of 

order 32. 

11) JIll = H21>< (I-h I>< (H/H' I>< H')) where H' is elementary abelian of order 212 

and 11/ iI' is elementary abelian of order 729. 

12) H't2 is elementary abelian of order 312 and H12 / H~2 is elementary abelian of 

order 211. 

13) iI~:~ is elementary abelian of order 16 and iI13 /11 13' = 2~ tB 24 

14) H't4 is elementary abelian of order 32 and H14 /IIl4' = 2~ ED 24 

15) 11f5 is elementary abelian of order 512 and H14/HI4' = 2~ EB 24 

16) HIG = A8 X A8 X A8 X A8 X A8 

17) H'r7 is elementary abelian of order 76 and H17 / H17' is elementary abelian of 

order 64. 

19) HH) 

20) fho is elementary abelian of order 221 

21) fh1 has an elementary abelian derived subgroup of order 315 . The factor 

group H2d H~1is elementary abelian of order 25. 

22) H22/ [H22' H22 ] is elementary abelian of order 25 . [H22 , H22 ] IS elementary 

abelian of order 211. 
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23) H2a /[H2?» Hd is elen18ntary abelian of order 26
. [H2:3, Hd is elementary 

abelian of order 211. 

24) TJ24 is elementary abelian of order 211. 

25) Ih5 is elementary abelian of order 21:3. 

26) H2o is elementary abelian of order 221. 

28) H28 /[J-hs,lhs] is elementary abelian of order 2.5 . [H2S, 1hs] is elementary 

abelian of order 312
. 

29) H29 /[H29 , H29] is elementary abelian of order 211. [H2S ) H28 ] is elementary 

abelian of order 312 . 

29) H28 /[JJ28 , JJ2'J] is elementary abelian of order 211. [[[2S) TJ2S ] is elementary 

abelian of order 312
. 

30) H:30/[H:3o, H:3o ] is elementary abelian of order 25. [H:30 , Hao ] is elementary 

abelian of order 510. 

31) J-I31/[J-Ia1 , Hd is elementary abelian of order 210. VVrite H~l = [Hal, Hal]' 

Then H~l / [H~l ,J[~1] is elementary abelian of order 312 and [Hal) fI:n] is ele

mentary abelian of order 224 

32) Let H:\~ = [Fd;-l); Hg- 1
)] be the ith derived subgroup of H 32 ) and K(i) 

I-d;-l)/HJ~. Then the K(i) are elementary abelian, IH(l)1 = 25 , IH(2)1 30 , 

Ill(3)1 = 212 and l-f;W is also elementary abelian of order 31S . 

33) H:3a/[H:3a, Hd is elementary abelian of order 211. [H:5:1' Haal is elementary 

abelian of order 211. 

34) H34 /[1-J:14) J-h41 is elementary abelian of order 25. vVrite Hf4 = [Ha4; Ha41. 

Then Jl ~4/ [J 1 ~4) Jl f41 is element ary abelian of order 36 and [JJ:i4 ) TJ:34] is ele

mentary abelian of order 212. 
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36) H36 /[H;o6, H;o6] is elementary abelian of order 25
. Write H~6 = [H36, H36]. 

Then H~6/[H~6; H~6l is elementary abelian of order 312 and [H:06, H:06l is ele

mentary abelian of order 224. 

37) H37/[H:37; H37l is elementary abelian of order 25. \Vrite H~7 = [H37: H37J. 

Then Hh/[Hb II~7J is elementary abelian of order 36 and [H37) H37J is ele

mentary abelian of order 224. 
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A.4 r = T4[2, 2, 5; 2,3,5] 

There are 147 conjugacy classes of subgroups of index < 60 in r+. Their index, the 

induced permutation group and, where possible, the abelianisation of the kernel 

of the map are listed here. 

Index: # classes I nci'uced ad'ion Abelianizahon 

5 2 2 ::::} A5 Z~ 
;~) 

6 2 2 ::::} /b Z~ 
tl 

10 2 2 ::::} A5 Z~ 
" 

12 2 2 ::::} 115 z~ 
" 

15 2 ::::} 115 z~ 
" 

17 1 £2(16) Z:3:3 ?[) Z12 " 2 

{ 
2 ::::} A5 Z:3 

.5 

20 5 1 ::::} £2(19) Z56 

2 ::::} L2(19) Z18 Z3 
5 19 

{ 1 ::::} As X A5 Z41 Z12 
25 5 

2 

4 ::::} J'hs not computed 

2 ::::} A5 Z:3 5 

2 ::::} A5 X A5 Z41 Z12 2 

10 ::::} A5 I>< Hl Z15 Z16 "" Zl1 
30 25 

5 25 ct;i 125 

2 ::::} L2 (29) not computed 

2 ::::} A.s I>< H2 not computed 

7 ::::} Aoo not computed 

32 2 2 ::::} £2(31) not computed 

34 1 £2(16) I>< H3 not computed 

36 3 { 1 ::::} .,15 X A5 Z41 ED Z~2 

2 ::::} A5 I>< H2 not computed 

42 2 2 ::::} L2(41) not computed 

46 2 2 ::::} A46 not computed 
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Inde:r # classes I nduc:ed action Abel,tanization 

2 =? A5 X A5 :£41 EB Z~2 

2 =? A5 IX HI :£15 [1' Z16 EP Zl1 5 \.17 25 -) ] 25 

50 11 
2 =? £2(49) Ilot computed 

1 =? (A5 x £h) IX H 3 not computed 

2 =? /h5 IX II4 not computed 

2 =? A5 IX H.5 not computed 

1 =? L2(16) :£:33 Ejj Z~2 

51 5 3 =? L2(16) IX If(j not computed 

\ 1 =? £2(16) IX If7 not computed 

55 4 
{ 2 00} A, ~ If, not computed 

2 =? /1 5.5 Ilot computed 

{ 2 =? £2(19) :£56 
57 6 

4 =? £2(19) :£18 ffi z3 ·.J5 19 

59 1 A59 not computed 

2 =? A5 :£3 
.5 

2 =? L2(19) :£18 ,1' z3 5 ,1j If) 

1 =? L2(19) :£56 

6 =? A5 X A5 :£4J Ejj Z~2 

10 =? A5 IX HI :£15 EB Z16 $ Zl1 5 25 ' 125 

2 =? L2(29) not computed 

60 64 
2 =? [2(59) not computed 

4 =? A5 IX (XY=1 ,15) not computed 

3 =? L2 (19) IX (xl!l ( 3 ) not computed 

4 =? A5 IX (XY=1 A6 ) not computed 

2 =? A5 IX (X:f=1 M ll ) not computed 

8 =? A5 IX (Xf=l M 12 ) not computed 

6 =? A30 IX Iff) not computed 

12 =? A60 not computed 

1) HI is elementary abelian of order 125. 

2) H2 is the direct product of six copies of A5 · 

3) H;3 is elementary abelian of size 2Hi. 
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4) H4 is elementary abelian of size 224. 

5) fh is the direct product of six copies of 11 10 . 

6) lh is elementary abelian of size 316. 

7) H~ is elementary abelian of size :3 17 and HI HI is elementary abelian of size 

216. 

8) HE; is the direct product of six copies of 1\;111. 

9) H9 is elementary abelian of order 229
. 
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A.5 r = T5[2, 3, 3; 2,4,3] 

There are 62 conjugacy classes of subgroups of index S 20 in r+. Their index, the 

induced permutation group and, where possible, the abelianisation of the kernel 

of the map are listed here. 

Index: # classes I nd'LLced acl'ion Abel'ian'izat'ion 

5 1 A5 Zl1 2 

6 1 A5 Zl1 
2 

7 2 L2(7) Z6 

{ 1 =? L2(7) ZG 
8 5 

4 =? A5 I>< HJ Z27 

10 1 A5 Zl1 2 

11 1 All not computed 

{ 
1 =? .45 z11 2 

12 7 4 =? /h I>< H2 Z15 Z10 EB Z::l 2 ' 4 

2 =? A5 I>< H2 Z25 EB Z~ 

14 6 { 2 =? £2(7) ZG 

4 =? L2(7) I>< H:3 Z27 

15 1 A5 
1 ] Z2 

{ 4 =? A5 I>< HI Z15 Z2 
16 6 

2 

2 =? L2 (7) I>< H4 ZHl;} 

18 2 £2(17) Z2 EB Z16 3 
2 " 4 Z17 

19 2 A19 not computed 

1 =? A5 1 Z2 

4 =? A5 I>< HI Z15 Z~ 

20 27 4 =? A5 I>< H2 Z15 (1' ZlO (j' Z3 ',) 2 ") 4 

2 =? As I>< 112 Z25 Z8 2 

16 =? "A5 I>< I15 Z::l25 El' Z50 C'" Z24 ~8 Z52 ,) 2 '"" 4 f( 8 
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1) HI is elementary abelian of order 16. 

2) H2 is elementary abelian of order 32. 

3) H:) is elementary abelian of order 8. 

4) H4 where IHI HII 64 is elenwntary abelian and HI is cyclic of order 2. 

5) H3 is elementary abelian of order 1024. 
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A.6 r = T6[2, 3,4; 2,3,4] 

There are 388 conjugacy classes of subgroups of index::::: 2() in r+. Their index, the 

induced permutation group and, where possible, the abelianisation of the kernel 

of the map are listed here. 

Index # classes I nd'uced action Abel'ianization 

2 1 C2 Z3 EB Z3 

3 4 { 2 =? D6 Z3 

2 =? Do Z4 ~; Z 2 d 3 

{ 4 =? 84 Z5 Z3 
4 6 

2 

2 =? 84 Z2 Z:3 (B Z~ 

2 =? D(j Z:3 

2 =? D(j Zi Z3 

6 18 4 =? 84 
Z5 2 Z:3 

2 =? 84 Z2 2 Z3 8) Zs 

2 =? A6 Z9 <) 6 
Z2 EB Z:3 

7 2 2 =? L2(7) Z13 

4 =? 84 
'1'.,5 

2 Z3 

2 =? 84 Z2 ZB EB Z~ 

2 =? C2 t>< (HI) '1'.,:3 Z3 
8 25 

S 

1 =? L2(7) '1'.,13 

12 =? C2 t>< H2 '1'.,:3 Z .' Z2 4 \D 16 

4 =? L2(7) t>< Hi Z55 

9 1 DIS '1'.,~ 

10 1 A() '1'.,9 2, 6 
Z2 (8 Z;3 

11 4 811 not computed 
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lnde:!: # classes 1 nd'U,ced action Abelianizaf:ion 

12 =? S4 Z II 0) Z 2 
2 -J ,1 

12 =? C2 I>< (H4) Z5 2 Z2 
S 

6 =? C2 I>< H4 Z:3 z~j 
s 

16 =? ()2 I>< III Z48 T Z 2 \..) 4 

4 =? C'2 I>< H5 Zl1 2 Z2 ,1 

12 =? C2 I>< lh Z9 Z6 

12 98 
2 

2 =? (}2 I>< H5 Z9 Zs 2 

2 =? C2 X li6 Z19 >'1, Z6 
\:.17 ;3 

24 =? O2 x He Z25 ''1' Z3 3 l,j 16 

2 =? PGL2(1l) Z 11 /jj Z~ 1 
~, 3 Z 10 (1) Z C:9 Z 3 

4'- 5, 11 

4 =? A6 I>< H7 Z273 0:0 Z32 tel Z6 
,jJ 2 v ~3 

2 =? A112 not computed 

13 2 2 =? S1:) not computed 

2 =? L2(7) Z13 

2 =? C2 x L2(7) Z 1;3 Z2 
3 

4 =? L2 (7) I>< 11;3 not computed 

14 34 4 =? C2 x (L2(7) I>< li3) Z55 Z2S 
2 

Z2 
3 

8 =? LA7) I>< Hs Z251 ZS 
2 

8 =? C2 x (L2(7) I>< f-Ts) not computed 

4 =? A14 not computed 

f 2 =? Ae Z9 Z2 Z~ 2 

15 8 2 =? C2 I>< H9 not computed 

1 4 =? C2 I>< HlO not computed 
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ITulex: # classes I nd'uced action Abel'ianization 

2 =>- C2 I>< Hl as above 

6 =>- C2 I>< (C:i I>< H 12 ) Z ,'1:\ Z rD'l'} 3 cu 4 c- 16 

2 =>- C2 I>< H5 Z~8 ED Z4 

7 =>- C2 I>< N5 Z9 ,'i" Z8 
"-i~ 2 

1 =>- L2(7) X C2 
Z I3 !i"l Z2 

16 46 
'CJ 3 

13 ') 
8 =>- C2 I>< (C3 I>< N13 ) Z;j ED Z8 ED Z32 

8 =>- C2 I>< (C:i I>< (C:i I>< Hn)) Z33 Elj zg 
4 =>- C2 I>< (L2(7) I>< 1J3 ) Z55 Elj Z~8 ED Z~ 

4 =>- /lfj I>< JJ 11 
Z129 ,!-, Z32 6 

tJ;i 2 Z3 

4 =>- L2 (7) I>< (C2 I>< JJ 8) not computed 

17 4 4 =>- A17 not computed 

18 93 { 28 =>- A18 not computed 

12 =>- ,'h8 not computed 

19 6 6 =>- Au) not computed 

1 =>- Afj Z9 2 Z6 Z2 ED .3 

2 =>- A6 X C2 
Z19 'I' Z6 ,;1 :3 

8 =>- A6 I>< J-h not computed 

20 35 4 =>- A6 I>< JJ14 not computed 

4 =>- 84 ( A5 not computed 

4 =>- H l5 ( As not computed 

12 =>- 820 not computed 
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1) H~ is elementary abelian of order 16 and H / H' = G:) is cyclic. 

2) lh = C3 I>< (C2 x C2 x C'4 x e4). 

3) fl:) is elementary abelian of order 8. 

4) H~ is elementary abelian of order 4 and H / H' is elementary abelian of order 

9. 

5) H~ is elementary abelian of order 16 and H / H' is elementary abelian of order 

9. 

6) lIt; C2 I>< (Ca I>< H), where H' is elementary abelian of order 8 and J-J / J-J' is 

elementary abelian of order 16. 

7) J-J7 is elementary abelian of order 32. 

8) fJp, is elementary abelian of order 64. 

11) Hu is elementary abelian of order 16. 

12) H~2 = C2 and J-JJ2/ I-J~2 is elementary abelian of order 16. 

13) H{:) is elementary abelian of order 4 and H I :,/ HL3 is elementary abelian of 

order 16. 

14) f I J 4 is elementary abelian of order 512. 
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A.7 r = T7[2, 3, 3; 2, 5, 3] 

Incic.T # classes I ncluced action Abelianization 

5 2 2 =? A5 Z2El'Z4 j 4 

6 2 2 =? /15 Z 'TZ4 2 ',) ,1 

7 1 A7 Z6D 

10 4 { 2 =? A5 Z2 ED £:1 

2 =? A10 not computed 

11 ,1 4 =? [2(11) Z ;'H ZIO /T', Z3 
'-± 2 ,"/ 8 t:Jj 11 

{ 
2 =? 115 Z2 ED £:1 

12 8 2 =? L2(11) Z pc £:10 13 z3 2,,1) 8'"-' 11 

4 =? 115 I>< HI ZI.5 (I' £:8 CD Z (I', Z10 'I) Z, 
,J 2" 4 ,/ 8 \, 32 

14 3 3 =? J-h I>< H2 not computed 

{ 2 =? A5 Z CT, £:4 
1.5 4 

2\::1) 4 

2 =? A7 ZG9 

16 8 8 =? A5 I>< 11;3 Z15 EB £:2 Z!O E9 ZIG 

2 =? A5 Z ':1" £:"1 2 ',.I 4 

20 20 
8 =? A5 I>< 1I3 ZI5 EB £:2 Z!O ED ZJ(j 

4 =? A5 I>< Ifl Zl5 ffi £:8 EB Z ED ZlO ED Z 
'l'; 2 4 8 32 

6 =? A10 I>< 1I4 not computed 

1) HJ is elementary abelian of order 32. 

2) H2 is elementary abelian of order 64. 

3) H3 is elementary abelian of order 16. 

3) H:i is elementary abelian of order 512. 
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A.8 r = T8[2, 4, 3; 2, 5,3] 

There are 103 conjugacy classes of subgroups of index ~ 20 in r+. Their index, the 

induced permutation group and, where possible, the abelianisation of the kernel 

of the map are listed here. 

Inde;r; # classes Induced action Abel'ion'izal'ion 

{ 4 =? A6 Z6l Z6 
6 6 

2 :i 

2 =? A6 Z20 Z§ 

10 7 { 3 =? A6 as above 

4 =? I1lO not computed 

11 2 L 2 (11) ZlO ZlOl 2 

1 =? L2 (11) as above 

12 11 
2 =? A112 not computed 

6=?Ajrx:fh not computed 

2 =? A12 not computed 

15 12 { 6 =? A6 as above 

6 =? 1112 not computed 

4 =? A6 rx: lh Z215 ED Z~ 

8 =? A6 rx: lh Z42 Z§l EEl Z~5 
16 17 

2 

EBz8 Z52 
. l() 32 

5 =? A16 not computed 

{ I '* L2 (16) Z17 Q Z652 EEl Z12 
17 10 

-..v 2 I 4 

9 =? A17 not computed 

( 2 =? A6 rx: C3 
Z62 

18 8 2 =? A6 rx: f!3 not computed 

4 =? A18 not computed 
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Index # classes I nduced action Abel ianization 

1 ::::::} Ji6 
Z20, 'Z} EO 3 

2::::::} AG Z61 
2 Z~ 

2::::::} L2(19) Z571 EB Zl9 EP Z3 2 ,-, 3 } 19 

20 29 12 ::::::} A6 I>< fir not computed 

6::::::} Af) I>< H4 not computed 

4 ::::::} A10 I>< 114 not computed 

2::::::} lbo not computed 

1) III is elementary abelian of order 32. 

2) H2 is elementary abelian of order 16. 

3) II;; is elementary abelian of order 729 and Hal f!~. 

4) H4 is elementary abelian of order 512. is elementary abelian of order 32. 
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A.9 r = Tg[2, 3,5; 2, 3, 5] 

r+ has 457 conjugacy classes of Imv index subgroups of index S 24. Their index, 

the induced permutation group and, where possible, the abelianisatioll of the kernel 

of the map are listed here. 

Inde:c # classes I nd'1lced acliion Abelionization 

{ 2 ::::} As ;;Z2 ED Z§ e ;;Z! ;;Z3 

5 3 
5 

1 ::::} As ;;Z1l 

{ 
2 ::::} As ;;Z2 Zj ;;Z4 3 

4 ;;Z5 

6 7 1 ::::} A5 ;;Zll 

4 ::::} .116 ;;Z9 E,) Z16 EB ;;Z6 [2 :3 

2 ::::} A5 ;;Z EB Z4 m ;;Z4 Q ;;z:3 
2' 3':::7 4"" 5 

1 ::::} A5 ;;Zll 

10 7 
2 ::::} A6 ;;Z9 Z16 cD ;;Z6 2 ct, 3 

2 ::::} A10 not computed 

{ 2 ::::} L2 (11) ;;Z41 

11 10 
8 ::::} AlO not computed 

2 ::::} As ;;Z2 EB Zj ;;Z4 C;;z3 
4 "'-./ 5 

1 ::::} AEi ;;Zll 

1 ::::} L2 ( 11 ) ;;Z41 

4 ::::} A5 I>< HI ;;ZI5 EB ;;Z8 ?n ;;Z'1 EB;;Z @ 

12 20 
"'2 ''''' 3' 4" 

;;Z:) @ Z10 EB ;;Z12 EB ;;Z 
5' 8 19 " :32 

6 ::::} As I>< Ifl ;;Z103 ED Z~ 

4 ::::} A112 not computed 

2 ::::} A 12 not computed 
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Inde:r # classe.s I nduced action Abelianization 

3 =? A5 computed above 

4 =? A6 computed above 

15 26 
6 =? A5 IX H2 Z40 (f~ Z~1 Z~2G0 

Z4 Z~3 EP Z~o ED Z12 4 b / ( / 9 

3 =? A5 IX H2 Z191 Z40 e Z2 2 j 3 

10 =? A 15 not computed 

4 =? Ao IX H3 Z7l 

8 =? A5 IX fh Z1.5 Z2 ED Zje 

16 40 Zlo En z~ ED Z16 

8 =? Ae IX [[:3 Z129 {l' z·5e (i) Z6 (I' Z16 ',,) 2 ,I) :3 C,J 4 

20 =? A16 not computed 

1 =? ;b IX H4 not computed 

18 17 
4 =? As IX H,s not computed 

8 =? A5 IX He not computed 

4 =? ;llS not computed 

3 =? A5 computed above 

2 =? A6 computed above 

12 =? A5 IX H3 computed above 

10 =? /15 IX HI computed above 

2 =? L2(19) Z2 Z37 ~B ZISEI' 
20 108 

~-l !,:-:; 5 j 

ZlS CD ZIS Z20 m Z~) 
8' 11 17 '17 19 

16 =? /15 IX H7 not computed 

4 =? A6 IX I1s not computed 

15 =? /15 IX H9 not computed 

38 =? A20 not computed 

21 34 { 10 =? Ld4) not computed 

24 =? A21 not computed 
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Inde:r # classes Induced action Abeliarl,ization 

f 
6 =? L3(4) I>( HlO not computed 

22 30 8 =? ;1 11 I>( IllO not computed 

l 16 =? 1'1 22 not computed 

2 =? 1'15 I>( III z15 ffi 7i} EB Z4 ~\ Z 'T\ 
-' \.c 2' :3 tD 4tD 

Z:3 E8 zJO T Z12 if' Z Ej - S <::: -, 19 \::; 32 

3 =? A5 I>( III ZlO:3 ffi Z2 
.~ 2 

4 =? A5 I>( Hll Z167 EB Z~2 

4 =? 1'15 I>( HI2 not computed 

L1 =? A5 I>( HI:3 not computed 

24 155 
36 =? A5 I>( H14 not computed 

1 =? L2(11) I>( H1:3 not computed 

5 =? A5 I>( HI5 not computed 

12 =? 1'15 I>( HHi not computed 

4 =? AI12 I>( HI:>, not computed 

40 =? A5 I>( (HI I>( H I6 ) not computed 

2 =? 1112 I>( Ih not computed 

38 =? 1'1 24 not computed 

1) HI is an elementary abelian group of order 32. 

2) H2 is an elementary abelian group of order 81. 

3) H3 is an elementary abelian group of order 16. 

4) H4 is an elementary abelian group of order 35 . 

5) lis is an elementary abelian group of order 36
. 

6) H(i is the semidirect product of two elementary abelian groups. H~ is ele

mentary abelian of order 3(i and the factor group is elementary abelian order 

32. 

7) H7 is an elementary abelian group of order 1024. 

8) Hs is an elementary abelian group of order 512. 
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9) H9 is the semi direct product of two elementary abelian groups. H~ is elemen

tary abelian of order 210 and the factor group is elementary abelian order 

34
. 

10) HIO is an elementary abelian group of order 210. 

11) Hn is an elementary abelian group of order 64. 

13) HI3 is an elementary abelian group of order 211 = 2048. 

14) 1J14 has order 2048 and has elementary abelian derived subgroup of order 

32. The factor group is also elementary abelian 

15) H I5 is the semidirect product of two elementary abelian groups. Hf5 is ele

mentary abelian of order 212 and the factor group is elementary abelian order 

35 . 

16) H16 is the semidirect product of two elementary abelian groups. H~6 is ele

mentary abelian of order 212 and the factor group is elementary abelian order 

36
. 
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